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a diamond mining company, Alexkor Ltd had a great impact on the Namaqualand 
~"I',~'V"" Its non-mining section, ABT, has begun implementing a development strategy that is 
focused on internal transformation of the "-V1Uj.1.:lUY post-mining economic altl~rn;atn,e 
toc:US€~S on how .uu.15 ...... J .. " .... u """ ....... " ..... , .• "'''' have been incorporated 
IJJ ......... 15' decision-making and implementation two Alexkor Ltd diversification 
" .. ""pr'r" tr,,, ... ,,,,,,,,, and mariculture, in the Northern region. Their participation 
these is crucial to ensuring that alternative options become a vehicle 
SO(;lO··eCOnCJmlC development in a post-mining economy. This is particularly important 
the Namaqua]and economy is heavily dependent on diamond mining, which has been 
scientifically pr€~allctea to decommission over the next social disruption 
caused by the inevitable downscaling of nnmn,g is a concern mining companies and 
gm/eIltUn,ent It is concern for will suffer the effects of 
theret·ore loss of income, 
The of the diversification projects necessity of applying 
development at a regional level. This is to ensure mine-linked communities, 
especially who have been historically marginalised, will be socio-economically 
empowered by diversification, and that their capacity will built in order to 
participate in PO:st-ltnll!llng economic options. In addition, tourism and 
mariculture re(lUlreS an which incorporates re~(lonal 1)1(]I-gc~OJl:ral)hl·ca1 and 
socio-economic the implementation of the options has had to 
incorporate: 
• the socio-political South Africa and the Namaqualand 
• relevant legislative and policies and processes need for 
transformation, reconstruction and nation-building at national, ...... ,"" .... 1"'1 local levels. 
This study toc:usc~s on 
about eight It 
activists and use 
communities has occurred over a of 
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DEFINITION OF TERMS 
a. Terms such as 'black', 'white', 'coloured' are purely used as an indication of 
previously institutionalised racism; unfortunately remain in until 
effects apartheid are completely erased. 
b. Marginalised community refers to that sector South African society which has 
disadvantaged by policies and will of 











individual, but the social unit. that majority South 
Mricans impoverished, the researcher regards marginalised communities 
as people whose socio-economic needs should be In the case of 
Northern Namaqualand, marginalisation also occurs oec:am;e lack or poor 
infrastructure, remoteness from more developed cities, SUJ>PfieSS:lon of traditional 
livelihoods lack of employment options (among others). 
c. Transformation and Reconstruction is used in sense of addressing past 
injustices by the implementation multi-dimensional socio-economic initiatives 
which empower and build the South Mrican nation. 
d. The Alexkor Ltd initiative tefer~ to the overall development strategy sought 
by the state enterprise, Alexkor Ltd. It is used at times to to the two 
C1n,er~s1tlCatlon Or()le4c:ts. tourism and mariculture. 
e. The coastal project at interchangeably with the mariculture project, 
to refer to the fact that the development of maricuIture is dependent on a number 
of factors, not purely the harvesting of marine resources. 
f. The researcher refers to the writer of this dissertation. 
g. IEM or Integrated Environmental Management is a procedure designed to 
ensure that environmental consequences of developments are understood and 
adequately considered in the planning process. 'Environment' is taken to include 
physical, economic, cultural, historical 
components. The principles which underpin IEM are: 
• broad understanding the term 'environment' 
• informed decision-making 
• accountability for decisions and the information on which 
participatory approach in the planning of proposals 
are based on an 































Map2: Representation of Alexander Bay 

























1.1 Background and Nature of tbe Problem 
The preamble to Constitution of 
the people of South A/rica, 
Recognise the injustices of our past; 
Africa, 1996, 
Honour those who suffered for justice and freedom of our land; 
Respect those who have worked to build and develop our country; and 
as 
Believe that South Africa lJel'OnJ~s to all who live in it, united in our diversity. 
We, therefore, through elected representatives, adopt this 
Constitution as the supreme law of the Republic so as to -
Heal the divisions of the post and establish a society based on 
democratic values, socialjustice andfundamental human rights; 
the foundations for a democratic and open society in which 
91)1~~"il'lm~nt is based on the will of the people and every is 
eOI'lllllrv nIMt'~t't~,,:l by the 
Improve the quality of life of all CUI:ze"~' and free the potential of each person; and 
Build a united and democratic able to take its rightfuL 




Morena boloka Sell'nal7(l sa heso. 
God seen Suid-Afrilw. God bless 
Mudzimu fhatushedza Afurilw. Hos; katekisa Afrika.1 
The South Africa accompanied by a un .. u ... ~;", of transformation 
and rec;on.stTUCI:Ion pr()ce:sses. un.' ....... '" policy, and institutional 
1 Preamble of The Constitution of the of South Africa, 1996; "' .. ",,, .. ,'" on 8 May 1996 and 










reforms in to achieve of the new Constitution. addressing 
injustices, is recognition that the socio-economic development needs 
marginalised communities, those people who have the brunt enforced 
underdevelopment through apartheid-planning, should be prioritised. Various 
national transformation and reconstruction prc)cesses, such as Reconstruction 
Development Programme (RDP) and the land reform espouse the for 
the inclusion of disadvantaged people into decision-making and 
structures. However, the technocratic and minority-based planning the ~.''' .. ,''''." 
regime were so deeply entrenched in all levels South society that 
redistribution of and access to resources is a complex In addition, the 
resistance to redistribution by those who are threatened by transformation creates an 
extra hurdle in way of progress. 
A new dispensation nation-building therefore to address apartheid 
management which excluded the majority of the African from playing 
an active role decision-making processes· at local, provincial national 
governance levels. Participatory mechanisms, which restore dignity and lives, 
are crucial to the of the founding values of the new 
Constitution: 
• dignity, the achievement of and the advance of human and 
• non-racism non-sexism; 
• adult suffrage, a national common voters role, elections a 
, ... -, .... ., .. ,"', system democratic government, to ensure accountability, 
responsiveness openness; 
• equal entitlement to the Uvl.lv.U.~ of ""U.IA:.<;;-.I1"~.IU.)'. 
'-''' ... .:Jun ...... 'u also two inter-related concepts: co-operative government 
sphere of which indicate a significant departure from the 
. hierarchical governmental of the past.2 National, provincial and local 










governments now are regarded as distinctive with equal status. Co-operative 
governance for greater through inter-dependence of all spheres of 
government, which is particularly useful providing C,.'". ... l1'~"''' to communities in a 
.. "' .... Ul'''''..., .... manner; promoting and economic development; working towards a 
safer and healthier environment and involving communities in local government.3 
ve111elrn of communities in local government holds distinct powers 
means that the of people should hold bearing with national government. 
Environmental issues have received more attention over past years, and 
a significant shift from· a conservationist approach, to a rec:ogmtllon that natural 
resource management is integrally linked to socio-economic .. "'''', ...... '''.4 Infact, is 
growing global awareness that the .... "'L'(U'" around sustainable resource use must 
include: ........ " • ...,'.;; ....... , ec()nClmlC. social and technical sustainability, the term 
'sustainabili ty' to " ... development that meets the of the prc:~sellt without 
comprOmISing ability of generations to meet their own needs".5 
In South the environmental arena long ",,..1'-1' ....... ,-1 from the perception that 
only 'white', class people were with sustainable natural resource 
management, because 'blacks' were more concerned with physical surviva1.6 
However, perception served as a mechanism to marginalised people 
decision-making. which managed the resources they depended upon. It 
is documented as part of South African history that poor people greatly 
because were purposefully located in the most environmentally strflsse;d and 
hostile areas, wh~ch were poorly ""' .... n/~"'n 7 
In re00211liticm of link between a healthy ""'~'''."' and a healthy 
new Constitution social justice through following 





S Sowman, and Urquhart, 1998, in press, World Commission on Environment and Development, 
1987. [Note where no page numbers are sU[lohc~d for direct quotations in this dissertation, this is 
because the text used had 
6 1990. 











.. to an ronmelnt that is not harmful to their health or well-being; and 
.. to environment protected, 
gerlenltIOiflS. through reasonable n"e,l.,la,u 
1. pollution and ecological 
on)more conservation; and 
present and future 
measures that -
secure ecologically sustainable vellOpInelrIt and use of natural resources 
while promoting justifiable economic social development. 8 
1.2 The 
describes have been and are being involved 
in processes NanrIaqualand. study on 
transformation and reconstruction Ltd, the only 
South Africa, as a case study. internal reconstruction has 
been instituted in response to: 
.. declining diamond reserves which will inevitably to 
decommissioning of the 
.. the overall national and political transformation processes. 
As one of the major emOICtVelrs Namaqualand region has an economy 
heavily dependent on mining, there is an for Alexkor 
Ltd to implement a PO:SI-IJmnmg eCC)flomv 10 Alternative have to be 
sought before complete the mine leads to ranrIpant and 
related social problemsP the restructuring of to occur within the 
particular socio-economic of NanrIaqualand, as as within the new 
provincial and national framework of South 12 In particular, Alexkor 
II The Constitution of the of South Africa, 1996; adopted on 8 May 1996 and amended on 11 
October 1996 by the Constitutional Assembly, pl1. 
9 Van Rynveld, 1996. 
10 EAEC, a, 1997. 
11 Ibid. 











Ltd as a state asset has to follow the broad guidelines of the Public Enterprises 
Portfolio Committee, which met to discuss how restructuring of all state enterprises 






empowerment of the disadvantaged; 
wealth creation by the people of South Africa themselves; and 
enhancement of the value of assets owned by the state.13 
In its development strategy, Alexkor Ltd pledges itself to regional development 
whereby people of the region can benefit from: more profitable production and 
business efficiency; employment equity and the creation of opportunities which will 
cater for more equitable access to resources. 
Alexkor Ltd, therefore, appointed Eco-Africa Environm ntal Consultants (EABC) to 
advise about alternative options to diamond mining, which could realise economic 
growth, empowerment and capacity-building of communities which are currently 
dependent on diamond mining activities. 14 EABC identified two options, tourism 
and mariculture, both of which were mentioned as having potential as economic 
alternatives in various research done over the past few years.15 The choice of tourism 
and mariculture was also strengthened by the fact that they could be planned and 
implemented in a shorter period, than other options such as a harbour. The 
consultants stressed the necessity of engaging all stakeholders and interested and 
affected parties (I&APs) from the outset of any projects. The community 
participation strategy would have to ensure that resource-users would be able to 
achieve a sustainable future for themselves. In addition the development strategy 
could not only be restricted to the area currently under the control of Alexkor Ltd, but 
has to be a regional initiative. 
13 Portfolio Committee on Public Enterprises and Office for Public Enterprises, 1995. 
14 EAEe, a & b, 1997. 











focuses on how 10call"nl""' .... "l1n 
the tourism and 
been included in the planning and 
options. In a regional development 
A ...... '."''''AV .. of those people by historical mining practices 
u~,..~ ....... of repressive nn,,,,,..· .... <>,,,,..,,, is SP€~C1l1CalH referred to in the 
..... ""' ... ~I".I.\J'U of community participation ......... LO .. resource management. use a 
framework in Chapter Two is 
historically marginalised people can u ... '...... " .... F"L .... U. 
proces:ses which: 
at understanding how 
participate in decision-making 
.. them access to and nul'"""""..", .... 
II build their capacity and empower them; and 
.. meaningful pro,cesses which determine daily 
While there are no specllllC ...,' .... u .. , ... cu 
been used by the facilitators 
towns surrounding the as 
towns include the harbour town 
...""'u ..... uF, 'Northern Namaqualand', term 
...... w .... " .. and mariculture to 
priority area for current 
Nolloth, and towns such as .l'lo.U'UV~;". ,:)·amUlI 
Eksteensfontein and .&..N, ........ ,~."j'uF, which fall into the desert area, 
which is in the furthest north-west comer of Namaqualand and to the east 
Alexander Bay (Refer to Map 1). establishment of the Richtersveld National 
Park (RNP) during the 1980s early 1990s resulted out of a lengthy U"'I~V""""'."" 
agreement between lH .... .I.~"'HV •• " communities and the National Parks 
agreement was heralded as a victory because the interests 
people were nature and conservation, in a 
African history when only rights were ..., ••. v ....... "'''' .... 
of the Richtersveld in the establishment of the 









addressing the current participation 
such as local involvement the formation of the 










region, as a means of contextualising development occurs. In this sense, no 
development can ever ~each an end-point, in the same vein that 
historical continuously influence local, national and global socio-political 
contexts. analysing community participation in the tourism and mariculture 
development options within an historical context as wen the post-1994 policy 
framework, the dissertation will extract lessons recommendations which could 
be used as guidelines for involving disadvantaged people in planning, Oe(;lSlOn-
making, identification management of natural resources: 
1.3 Aims Objectives 
1.3.1 Aim 
The alternative economic opportunities in respOlllse to ~~"''''''''''JOo. diamond 
reserves and the transformation of the state enterprise, r"U',",A."VL 
to two diversification projects, and The of _...., ............... . 
involvement the identification, planning management these two nrnl1PPT., 
"",,:>ri,.+' .... ,n is to identify will be as a case study. The overall aim of this 
the participation processes and methods used involving 
poSt-lmllllmg diversification disadvantaged people in natural resource macr1a:gernelllt 
projects. 
1.3.2 Specific Objectives 
The objectives of this study are: 
• to provide a conceptual framework community participation by describing 
selected theoretical approaches and how can be applied; 
• to the role of legislative, institutional policy processes at 
provincial and level, and to analyse how can the 










• to the study area and the socio-economic dynamics of the communities, 
and the implication of aspects for the community participation Dr()ce:ss: 
• to describe the Alexkor Ltd, and its internal tralrlsf,orIlnation 
• to provide the rationale 
mariculture; 
the identified IverSllnc,ltlcm options, 
• to assess the COlmImn.it the planning 
diversification and to evaluate these participation processes 
can influence a development strategy for the re1ltlOll: and 
• to extract lessons and to recommendations which can serve as 
informing participation processes 
is located a 
~UI..~.vUI;;U only in improving 
where mining, a highly capital-intensive ' ... ·tn111tu 
living standards a minority, not 
even resided the Mining exploration is widely recognised as a 
destructive by the nature of its operation. Recently, 
has been· a spate of '-1'"0'~'-". and institutional policies, not only around issues 
of mine-dump rehabilitation and impact assessments, but also around sociallmlJaC[S 
due to migrant labour, and health and safety The growing awareness 
around social impacts highlights the link between environmental 
deJ:!;radaltlOll; but also misleading that poor people are the 
poor environmental conditions. There is now undoubted evidence 
the between poverty and environmental destruction sets off a downward 
spiral ecological deterioration that threatens the physical economic 
being health of many the world's poorest 16 importance of uU'~"'b 
the well-being of social and ecosystems to of the region is 
philosophy that Alexkor Ltd initiative. 
it highlights of rampant industrialisation and 











This study adopts a multi-disciplinary approach to investigation the 
participation of ... VlJl..LU ... ." ... , .. ., 
the dynamism 
post-mining diversification projects, in recognition of 
the people constituting communities. Khan (p8, 1990) 
explains the necessity adopting 
this nature: 
approach in a socio-environmentalstudy 
"It recognises ideological basis the historical process and the 
necessity of incorporating events within a socio-political framework, 
events are not to 
the contradictions 
analysed in a political vacuum. It acknowledges 
within a politically neutral stance and instead, 
adopts the critical approach required of a challenging resl~ar<::h .. j:::.""u, ....... " 
the overall study draws on many ..... "" ...... VllU'''''' including Biology, Geology, 
Environmental Science, Anthropology and Political ........ Jl ..... _. Besides 
using necessary academic to analyse community participation prc)cesses, 
this study also incorporates attitudes, political of the '1:1.:11"' ..... 11 
role-players and stakeholders who constitute the community of study area. 
Abbot (1994) supports the that community participation cannot operate in a 
socio-political vacuum and explains without a conceptual framework in which to 
place case material in context, there is no means of relating projects to each 
other, or of understanding why projects succeed or failP Abbot Freire to 
explain that the fundamental reason for adopting an integrated approach when 
analysing what constitutes meaningful social '"''''''.'UI''''' is UIV ... ,au.,)1V 
men's of action and reflection: it is praxis; it is 
transformation of the world. And as praxis, it requires to illuminate 
it. Men's activity is theory and practice; it is reflection and action. It cannot 
... be reduced to either verbalism or "A,."."' ...... 












Abbot (1994) that analysing new to 
community to integrate theory and practice. Critical to the 
integration of forces is the treatment of the historical analysis of community 
participation. Ultimately a description community participation has to 
incorporate an understanding of its relationship with the wider political, economic 
and social 
Methodology 
As a multi-faceted a variety of methods were used to gather information over 
the eight-month ri1'1"!:Irt,,," of this dissertation November 1997 to 
These methods are below. 
1.5.1 Literature Review 
A comprehensive review was undertaken before the initial field 
Alexkor Ltd mine area Alexander Bay and 
in order to understand nature and range 
towns in Northern 
to addressed. 
to the 
also comprised constant website Uo(jatE~s on the future the mine 
related policy the course the 
1.5.2 Participant Observation 
researcher participated actively in the eloDmentandllnl)l~nelltat:ion a 
community participation Thus, participant observation was the 
tool used researcher in l ....... ,l1U.q and understanding 
... 
rf".If".V!~nT issues. The sub-sections describe how observation v""' ....... vw 
a. Field Visits 
"'.:. ............ spent aPl)rOxlInal:el} three months, a total of ten visits, 
u.u ... u.... The was in the f\lleX.I!mr Ltd mining town, ru ......... <I,U .... vL 










to the Namaqualand people was assisted a living 
sense of mining to become acquainted mine who 
are also reSloe:nts of SUlrT01uncjing towns; to interact with marginalised communities 
individuals and to become acquainted with the management and staff of Tourism 
Mariculture Units of ABT19. Visits to the (along and open 
access areas) and Richtersveld were eD<)mIOUSl informative about the state 
natural resources and potential for diversification Dr(ne(~s. Information was 
discussed with environmental experts as wen as local field guides, and 
community un' .. u'v .... who live to the natural resources of this comparatively 
rich biologically diverse 
. b. Meetings 
The .resear'chf~r participated in most of meetings described in Chapter 7 and often 
Vl'~'rn't" froin the various meeting minutes are acted as official minutes-taker. 
in this study (copies of the full minutes are at the and 
Mariculture Unit in Alexander of the .c:U~''''''''''V' Ltd consultant 
team, LJr~'~. the <:1Pll'1" .... '1PI' participated pre-planning public 'H"'~"JU;t;.., and 
workshops. 
c. Interviews and Discussions 
researcher held discussions interviews a range of including: 
and middle manaJl:ern,em 
local .... "'uv ... residents 
Small, Medium, Micro ... T1T .. rn ..... and 
government v ...... ~.<,U'" and 
various private entrepreneurs 
(SMME) owners, NGO and service 
sector members, development facilitators from LULll .......... 'E> and other agencies, women's 
organisation members, youth, representatives from the Coastal M~mage]ne]!ll 
Programme, experts and professionals, 
organisations and structures. 
community representatives 
19 Alenor Ud split into two ABM and ABT as part of its internal reconstruction 











These OlSCU!>Sl()DS int'f>TUipUl~ range from formal to from direct to 
distant ""-'"uu .............. n .• u as per facsimile machine pMail system. These 
sources of not be individually referenced, but are acknowledged as 
having made a towards the definition of whom what the· 
Northern y,.u,;&UU communities are, and what issues should addressed in 
planning and J.Ll.J...,! ... ·!U\;iJ.HJlUJ;:; a development strategy. Another reason is the 
sensitivities with an ongoing process 




assumes transformation of South African society is focused on the 
... "'.VA.' ........ injustices, and that the implementation new 
legislation and 
However, no amount 
structures will facilitate a na'IJOlll-oiUlloulg process. 
new legislation and policies will suc:cec::o 
economic empowerment of marginalised and disadvantaged ... ""''' .... ''', 
political will those in whose hands responsibility our ",n,r',,,,',,, rc:::SliJeS 
holders of political power are the ones who can labyrinth 
task of 'development'. no  that disadvantaged I-''''''UI-''"''' are passive 
bystanders to Instead they present a to government, 
public servants and who fall into the higher tiers of the power hierarchy, to 
promote transparent and decision-making in the management of aU natural 
resources. 
1.6.2 Limitations 
This study mainly AV .......... "" on how community participation has OC(::llflreC1 
diversification projects, and mariculture, over the past 
these projects are being employed by Ale:xkor Ltd, are in 
the early the success or failure of the 










process of how community participation occurred in these early will 
informative the furtherance a regional development strategy. 
The entire South &,LAA ......... nation is in the of anstofltIlation and 
reconstruction, finding feet', which accounts the numerous 
legislative, taking This study been done 
over the which may limited the inclusion aU the relevant 
issues or may not have taken cognisance of all I&APs who been or should 
involved in development of Namaqualand communities. 
Furthermore, this study explores the internal transformation Alexkor and 
stated social responsibility strategy for a post-mining economy, as a facilitating 
platform for empowering the local people, noting that this state enterprise plays an 
influential in region. the description of community participation is 
done the view of Alexkor Ltd and mariculture projects. The 
transformation Alexkor Ltd is in itself a multi-faceted and process. It 
includes diverse issues such as privatisation and corporatisation, the employment of· 
new management, debates around opening access to more than one diamond-selling 
facility and finding to increase the profitability of aU sections. It has not been 
the intention to exclude participation processes or projects which 
Alexkor or the involvement of organisations operative 
be occurring at . 
the 
The main concern of study is the issue of participation marginalised people, 
which factors influence and promote their inclusion in decision-making, why their 
participation is crucial and what methods are most appropriate to 
involvement. 
Structure of the Dissertation 
The dissertation comprises nine chapters. first chapter serves as an introduction 











Chapter 2 develops a conceptual framework 
communities natural resource management. 
participation marginalised 
Chapter 3 describes related national and provincial policy initiatives which have 
arisen in respOlilse to the broad social transformation and reconstruction of South 
African society in the post-1994 era. 
Chapter 4 describes the study area and pertinent socio-economic demography of 
Northern Namaqualand. 
Chapter 5 relates 
South Africa. 
history of r:u~'Al\.'Ul Ltd, the state-owned ....... ,un.' ..... mine in 
though Alexkor Ltd has never been a huge profit-making state 
asset, it always played an important as one of the V":;.<=."'.'" employers 
which has a mining-dependent economy. Alexkor Ltd has been suspiciously 
viewed as a ..... Jl"'~., ... for poor ,particularly for Afrikaans-speaking ones20• 
Besides nee~OlIllJ! to change image in the new South ""n',,,,,,,,,,,,, context, it also 
undergoing internal restructuring on many not least a search a more 
profit-orientated business approach. Moreover, diamonds are a finite resource and are 
rapidly declining. necessitates planning towards a post-mining economy and the 
development of diversification projects, such as tourism and mariculture. 
Chapter 6 npc!t"1"1ihpC! why tourism and mariculttire have identified as suitable 
diversification projects, and the potential of regional natural resources to utilised 
options. end, an mteJ!)'ate;o Coastal 
Management Plan (ICZMP) is discussed as a resource m<llnaJ!elneJnt system which 
adopts an environmental approach to natural and social 
Chapter 7 describes the mechanisms used to promote the participation of 
months. The main communities in tourism and mariculture over the past 
recommendations made by EABC, in planning ,nn''''TC'''' greater of the 











human resource base in the management projects, are summarised. 
chapter the meetings, .... l"'...,Y',.,·U\JU'" and other forms 
people. 
Chapter 8 discusses the methods of community participation used as as the 
effectiveness and outcomes of community participation The overall 
.... l"'...,Y~''''l\J'H illustrates community participation cannot be viewed in isolation 
from an .u ... ...., ........... context socio-political framework. 
In Chapter 9 conclusions are made, based on the raised. Guidelines for 
nrUTlPlr'lf practitioners are summarised 
latter, the mc:rne,a of participant observation 
pelrsplect:lve of events. 
the lessons ...... , ..... With relZarll to the 











FRAMEWORK FOR COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION 
2.1 Introduction 
The history of South African nation is on a minority, ruling 
ideology which has enforced underdevelopment on the majority of the population. 
The most apparent effect of 
class and a 
socio-economic disaster was translated 
oppressed black majority, who underwent 
a 
white 
suppression on discrimination. This opprc::ssllon was 
enacted on all levels of including the "v ......... , IJV,,, .. , .... ;u. educational, cultural, 
eCOlnOITIIC and psychological. 
state. 
population also """",n .. ", 
the scars are different, no 
the of 'divide and rule'. 
not to ~"""~'FO.".U>Y that the 
scars of an ill-designed authoritarian 
African can claim to have escaped 
This is particularly evident. when attempting to define and implement a set 
fundamental principles for a community participation process within paradigm 
Ubuntu, a guiding philosophy of the new South Africa.1 With all sorts of borders, 
physical and mental, having changed in recent years, presents a particular '"'".:u ..... ,,]:;, .... 
to a 'community participation' process. the challenge is somewhat tamed by 
the presentation of a clearly defined agenda. The this study is primarily 
at understanding how historically marginalised people can meaningfully 
participate in ....... ,~."'J'Vu-.ualUuO processes 
... them access to ownership resources; 
... build their """~J""""" and "' .......... "'''":,, .. them; 
... make them meaningful partners in pf()ce:ss€!s which determine their daily lives . 
1 Ubuntu is the philosophy of humanism, emphasising the link between the individual and the 
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On a universal scale, participation 
to start of human society. Yet, 
1-1"""'1-1'''' in affairs dates 
concept participation has oeC;OIIle laden 
their 
with controversy, because ma:na:e:erneltU of resources has become more dependent on 
technocrats, bureaucrats and political leaders. modem-day elites often IJL"""""~'" 
to to accountable and representative participation, but the reality ever-
widening gap the global rich and poor tells a different tale .. 
Thus chapter will develop a philosophical and theoretical framework for 
community participation, with particular regard to how theory can be implemented 
practically will inform an analysis of the case study. The will be 
structured in the following way: 
• definition of term 'community'; 
• a brief historical context why community participation is necessary in 
transformation prc)CeSSf;S in South 
• selected ... ""vu~,," development history of COlrmrlUnllt 
• why development .u ... ...,u,.,., are pertinent to the Mrican context and what leSS0I1S 
have been learnt not including local people into decision-making; 
of community-based natural 
to this study; 
management as a relevant 
• development of participatory tools and Iac:tOl's which community 
participation. 
2.2 Definition of 'Community' 
There have been many centuries of searching to the term 'community', and the 
structures which sm;taln its notion. century, term 'community' is 










residence, geographic region, 
position. 2 
beliefs, lineage, economic activities or class 
to Thornton and Ramphele (1987), 'community' can 
"image coherence, a cultural notion which people use in 
be defined as an 
to give a reality and 
form to their actions and thoughts ... The boundaries communities are 
symbolic and exist by virtue of people's belief in them".3 
Above all, 'community' is a political term - perhaps the political term because whole 
communities can be claimed as political constituencies. 4 Typically, 'old' South 
African government of 'community' conveniently fitted into their racial 
categories such as the 'Indian', 'Coloured' or 'Black' community. Thus, 
'community' was used interchangeably with , 'ethnic , 'nation' and 
term which justified separate ae'v-el,omnent S 
In the 'Liberation Movement' South appropriated term to 
create community projects and organisations which sought to liberate the 
u"'.:::. .... , ... The consC:lOllsness movement the popularised the 
COrtcelll to refer to socio-political ...... A11 .... " and an encompassing of the 
term 'black community', including all those ........ "" ............. coloured and 
Other mass movements ........... ' ...... , .... to the sense community embodied in the 
concept the nation. Thus it appears that no "'''''LULl'''''''" of 
'community' without also llM."IP .. "Lr!'l ... M;,..t'1,l •• , ..... how what purpose the term is 
as the following quote "'AI-'''>'!'''''' 
" ... the use of the term does not that a community actually 
in fact be no audience, no willingness to no coherent social V'I';UU'''UUVllA, 
no sense of U"".vU.~Hl.~ ••• Politicians, development ask what is 
2 Thornton & Ramphele, 1987. 














community' more often than they ask what is wrong with their 
This study uses the term in its universal context people who commonalties, 
eteroJ:!erleous, as a "result but caution that communities are dynamic and 
complex political processes and in history, not above it.,,7 
2.3 Overview of South African Historical Context 
In order the previous regime to implemented apartheid, it had to ensure 
complete political domination. The majority of the population were denied 
universally acknowledged human rights, especially the vote. This form 
imperialism and colonialism stripped the indigenous peoples their land, traditional 
methods resource use, instituted migrant labour and all of dehumanising 
The denial of the franchise, which is the commonest means of canvassing 
opinion and opening the door to a consultative process, was one of the strongest 
means of eroding collective and inclusive decision-making. 
Consequently, imbalances levels of living conditions vAl'''''''''"' between 
and black communities because " .. .the notion a transparent, aelmocra and 
participatory approach to planning and decision-making was contradictory to 
apartheid ideology ... ".8 In furthering the of the apartheid government, 
decisions were taken technocrats and politicians, rather than a re[lre~;en[a 
and team. The widespread negative results this kind of planning are well 
including the overwhelming levels of illiteracy, unemployment. 
These are indicators of a mismanaged this latter sense, South A :LLJ"""'''' 
history has taught 




lessons about oppression. One the most pertinent lessons 
humanity there can never be true development, 











Since the 1994 elections there is growing insistence among the "public,particularly 
disadvantaged communities, on their right to be consulted on decisions which affect 
their living ".9 However, a consultative and inclusive approach has 
slow to PTTI"'Tcr .. even in post-apartheid planning and decision-making 
me:cn:amsms. The new South is still v ............ J;: .... ". with policy 
planning and implementation, even though on 
democratic principles upholds val ue of human rights. The historical lack of 
consultation "' ...... ,.,"', .. ::, to be deeply ingrained our "rtl""','H 
communities, between and poor, are still very pUlnp,nT if previous 
evils are to undone, inclusion participation of all stakeholders various 
processes must be part of transformation and reconstruction processes. Local 
national government, service community organisations to promote 
mechanisms including all affected people into decision-making, planning and 
implementation policy and development processes. Kraybill explains that this 
requires good process because, " ... good process sharing power and credit" 
and "this contradicts the instincts many leaders who seek to maximise the power 
and recognition of their own organisations by gaining a monopoly on control".l0 
stresses that power sharing is a risky UU'>lU'"'''''' only thing more risky [however] 
is clinging to the naive and destructive assumption that human beings can impose 
outcomes they deem appropriate on others and retain their humanity."u 
South African historical serves to ..... u,'I-' .. ' .. "' •• ~" the that political 
nnnT~ .. ,.".nn is one of the most n .... 'nn.·h 
disempowering people, and 
making. 
of stymieing development and 
participation in decision-""""IU,",'_'" any Ul""';UUUJ;:.,l 
2.4 Selected Theoretical Approaches and Strategies 
Notably, South Africa, despite uniquely institutionalised apartheid, displayed 
common 
<) Ibid, 
10 Kraybill, 1992. 
11 Ibid. 
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countries (commonly referred to as the World). following section will 
explore argument that political oppression and underdevelopment strongly 
influence the level of community participation. The Head the Environment 
Economics of the UNEP, Hussein Abaza, makes this comment: 
"It is evident that decisions are made and taken according to political 
ideologies rather than sound reasoning and a measurement real wealth. 
There needs to a commitment on the part governments, 
industry and public, a genuine desire to achieve real wealth; that is 
wealth that takes account equity considerations, sustain ability of 
life-support system and resource base, as well as the social, cultural 
spiritual well-being of societies.,,12 
Underdevelopment lay emphasis on cOI[lte.xtulalIsmg the way a country 
is in the "'T">fOP"" h'"£'~'''C!''' of past events or u...., .. ,au~'...., context. 
Development underdevelopment have a ... Ulll...., ... U'"' relationship, make sense 
as a means of comparing levels of 
relationship: 
OprneIJlt. The following quotation 
"Obviously underdevelopment is not of because 
people have developed one way or and to a greater or 
lesser extent. Underdevelopment sense only as a means 
comparing 
component 
of elopment .... A second even more indispensable 
relationship of exploitation, namely 
another. ,,13 
is that it a particular 
exploitation of one country 
the essence of enforced suppression or underdevelopment is dominance, 
control, and ultimately dependency. In same sense apartheid pn~~l11"I'·t1 the 
dominance, control and deJ)endellCV of majority of South so did 
and slavery ensure the 
12IA1A , p5, Kakonge citing Abaza. 
13 Abbott, p17,1996 Rodney, 1982. 










Industrialised or First World or Western World. In process industrialisation, 
indigenous development was suppressed and subservient economies were formed. 
Modernisation theorists view transfer of capital and technology from the 
developing world as a means development. Frank, a dependency 
theorist, counter-argues that there is a net outflow capital the South to the 
North, and that technology are heavily controlled so that no real development 
latter occurs because modemisation theorists the structure 
societies, and the link between the traditional and modern sectors. Thus, mere 
contact with the West not lead to development; the opposite is more to 
occur. Frank -'b--~ further that wealth is most achieved at a local level 
through political power, which often symbiotically with the controllers and/or 
owners of wealth-generating resources. IS Political power and resource ownership 
gives to privileged elites, globally and locally. In turn, privileged 
"'''"'''' ..... 11.1.lJ'''"' and technological dependence, to ensure their eXllste:noe. 
The oelJeO,OellCY links with the social 




uprising, _",'AU"J' elCOlIOl1nlC political oPlpreSSlon. Simultaneously, there was is 
a growth on~S'CII'!m:lsacw'n which Abbott explains as a term 
to ..... 'r"' .. "'''' social, political and economic contradictions to take 
ability 
against 
the oppressive elements.16 Conscientisation is empowerment, which 
as a liberating "''''',J''''''''''''''_ because: 
" ... every u ... j, ...... being, no matter how ....... " .. <>,,.,, or "''''JJ.U'''~~;''''''' in the culture 
of silence may is capable looking critically at his in a 
....... uv,:::..""" ... encounter with others. Provided with the proper tools for such an 
encounter, he can gradually perceive his personal and reality as well 
as the contradiction in it, become conscious of 
reality and deal 
















The basis of conscientisacion is education which, serves as a key to 
transfonnation of society. Conscientisacion can thus be seen juxtaposition to 
community development. The theoretical roots of the community development 
movement can back to and early whilst community 
I""'tn,"'nt through conscientisacion is thought as mainly Latin American 
1-' .... ' .. "'., .. "' •.• "' .. of the 1960s early 1970s.18 
link between conscientisacion empowennent communities is a complex 
interaction.19 the 1970s, world development a~l~nC:Ies ",nr'n",,,,, the concept 
at the level nnt1f~' .. n~",.,t in order to meaningful "' ....... 1".'" to cnr' • .,., 
..... , ........ needs?O Empowerment could 
power on an ideological and in dealing with rernments. Shepherd 
(1983) ......... IJL ....... ., the access gives to "~""'''''''L 
which ultimate responsible governance, as: 
are the most obvious of the decision-making 
power. pa111ClP3ltlOn in decisions can be broadened 
or effectivel y representative, means that 
and that 
included".21 
fonnerly excluded from exercise 




ILGS that too 
much community involvement at government would lead to inette,cti' 
development because of strains placed on resources and institutions. This 
raised idea that too community participation a point could 
22 The UNRISD attempted to the tenn empowennent as, 
1B Abbott, De Kadt,1982. However the writer believes that community participation and 
lor involvement is a practiced before any recorded theoretical period because 
there been a centuries old trend for groups of who themselves either as 
proposers or opponents around an issue. The South African example of the black resistance 
movement is an excellent indicator that communities of people themselves well before the 
1950s, the fact that they were politically excluded from mainstream politics (Khan, 1990). 
19 Abbot, 1996. 
20 Ibid. 
21 p20, 1996 1983. 
22 A distinction must be made between theoretical and actual community participation. The black 













to increase control over resources and regulative institutions 
.... ""UV •• .:> on the part of l::.~~I"'I-"" movements hitherto I'>V£'lll£' .. " 
preceding "''''''',,'',, briefly describe two dominant theories, and sub-
themes, which are used in the development of a conceptual framework 
community participation. Abbott writes that of community 
came to be co~:!;m:;;ed as an approach to community participation within 
paradigm of .. IV ... ""I I .. " ...... ,""u theory, 
within the dependency theory. 
empowerment 
...., ... , ....... ,,,"'.,,..., of briefly on 
relationship community participation and 
economic elooment with the state being the major controller of power. 
central feature of a community participation n .. r.£'Pc~" is the duality between 
community and the state. 
Rise in Environmental Consciousness 
there is evidence that humans are impacting greatly on natural 
and their resources, which are life-supporting. state of affairs is even 
more evident in less countries which daily the harsh realities 
rapidly declining resources. Besides, resources no longer satne 
capacity to deal with ",,,,,, ... v,,u population growth, urban Sloe-enec(s 
,",VJlV"il"'l rape of lu"nj::,'..,ln,u" ',,,,,,,, .. rr,,,, wars ........ J ...... a long list of 
the 1970s witnessed a growing trend towards environmental sensitivity 
and concern that mechanisms needed to be developed that went beyond a 
conservationist approach, 
realisation was partly 
that factored in HUJlua,u S()CliD-eCOllOI1nlC concerns.24 
to the failure of re1<)orneIlt projects in 
underdeveloped social concerns were 
process, without which South Africa would not have reached a 
election could be held. 
23 Abbott, 1996. 
24 Sowman and Urquhart, 1998, in press. 
ignored. The 










priorities of communities which were supposed to the beneficiaries of dams, 
roads, and other bits industrialisation, were forgotten. World Bank itself 
admitted in a 1994 organisational review that they had committed a major oversight 
by not thorough impact analyses as fundamental implementation 
aspects of various projects across the world.25 
International .... "AU. ..... 
World 
information-sharing between both 
on the state of their national 
environmental conditions. A of these ",.",1-""'""' .... , .... ""'" ........ , ...... ' ..... 
• United Nations Conference on Human Environment held in Sockholm in 
out which arose United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and 
subsequently involved more than 100 countries an agency on 
environmental protection and control; 
and 
• World Conservation ;::,uale:g~ in 1980 which saw cOllserva "T -""""'" attitudes 
pressurised into adopting a broader approach; 
• World Commission on Environment and Development in 1987, out of which 
flowed the most commonly definition of sustainable development; and 
• the Summit hosted 1992 the United Nations Lome~rerlce on 
Environment and Development (UNCED) which wItnesseCl u .... · .. " ... Clet1tate 
between wealthier industrialised northern countries and DOClrer less developed 
",.\111"1'\,,,.,," nations.26 
The .......... ' ...... about development' continues, but is broad consensus 
that degardation the natural environment has to linked to socio-economic 
factors within global and local political institutions. The term 'environment' also 
been broadened to incorporate both biophysical and social aspects as 
history, and education.27 Sustainable development strives to achieve the 
25 nv'"",,",,. a, unpublished. 











• '~ ... '_'~' sustain ability which to development that not "'h'w"''''U the 
of natural economic sustainability factors in 
determining profitability; 
• social sustainability which promotes the well-being of all people, not 
status quo of and 
• technical sustainability promotes appropriate technology 
local conditions are manipulated 
each ;'U''''UllVU 
instead inverse keeping-up with 
modern techo-innovations.28 
All these are interconnected aspects of sustainability. 
debatable within economic and political perspectives. 
each is applied is 
the reality is that a 
largely capitalist global economy, the status quo wealthy 
priorities of poor and marginalised peoples. 
still 
has a growing shift in South Mrican environmental thinking, 
the 
has 
largely a conservationist amlrOllcn taken 'whites' who for many have 
supposed I y been most vocal and this arena?9 Black' ........... "" u .... u"' ... to 
have been shaped by apartheid-era injustices, as land dispossession 
the desperate need to utilise natural resources as a means of post-
apartheid era, previous racist planning and decision-making are slowly 
eradicated in to achieve more equitable socio-economic distribution of 
resources. has ,",U'~"""""""'I','"''''' to adopt 
O-f:COll0IltllC ,... .. ,..""t)., that 
approach ali environmental 
'bottom not cOltnprOInis:e future 
resource "",",'~n.". GEAR or 
Employment and '"tT"h,'ltt", ... strategy was introduced 1996 as a step 
towards mt:~e[Jng the that is job creation and economic 
growth.32 However, ' ... U.CUlU'-" was cntlclsed by unions and civic activists as a 
28 Ibid. 
29 Sowman and Urquhart, 1998, in press. 
30 Khan, 1990, who makes the point that it cannot automatically be assumed that 'blacks' have no 
interest in natural resource management, for this has been an bandied about by 
apartheid-planners as a way of preventing disadvantaged people from participating in environmental 
forums and from gaining access to public resources. 












improving social .., .... "'un 
OOlnelmc markets. 
emphasis on developing human 
basic by the promotion of strong 
that GEAR is too structural 
adjustment programmes alJl-'U~,U in many .. u~, ......... countries, economic benefits 
trickle down to the impoverished masses.33 
....,"","""'." ... the to address socio-economic problems, there to 
the link community empowerment and 
elClpnlenlt, and cannot be addressed without 
the In the flood of post-1994 policies, Department Environmental 
Mfairs has involved initiatives, one the most recent 
being the White Paper on .bn'VlrCmfllenta Management Policy for Mrica?4 
These environmental policy initiatives together with a range other legislative and 
institutional such as Minerals and Energy Green Paper and the 
Development Facilitation Act do set stage for changes. Mandela 
a spc~ec:n 1993 in which he stated that environmental concerns can unite 
South Mrica, to a point 
barriers.35 
we interact beyond racial, and economic 
2.6 Development in the African context 
political will underlines development and it is 
"'~"'''J''''''' and developing 36 Planners development 
should conventional that is " ... an supply of 
environmental and natural resources, [and] ... that is unlimited and 
capacity the earth, that is full substitutability between human-
made and natural capital, ... and that environmental and development objectives are 











and decision-making, the full and economic costs environmental 
degradation enhancement must accounted rt.u,aLa further states that 
sustainability of projects, plans, programmes and IJv .......... <> will only start making 
headway once multi~lateral "" .... ·'v" .. " ... institutions '"''''1'''''1'','"' in global partnerships. 
This is 
capacity must be based on requirements, SOIClO,-e(:OflOfJOlC conditions 
assessments need. Other important factors of approach are: 
• rorlmc~ntal considerations; 
de'velloPim(~nt needs and nr.nr'in a 
• local to be nrnvH .... c indigenous pv.,prlr1CP and local '""v"uu .• "'" ..... "''''', and 
• consideration of the importance of traditional 
incentives.38 





. and urban areas in Sub-Saharan Africa. These areas from high population 
pressure conflicts among a wide range of groups, ranging wealthy 
elites, industrial elites to the segments of 
tourism subsistence v ............. ,'vu compete 
population. Industry, recreation, 
resources. In addition, 
coastal areas are biologically and are C'~ .. ",,,,<,,,,rt 
located on unstable or unsuitable ground.39 
A alternative eC()nclmllc opportunities appears bleak in the context. 
There are two apl)ar,ent reasons: 
1. nn''nP,r\t is either non-existent or has stagn.1te(l, and this has enormous 
environmental and human consequences. Whilst the gap between 

















international organisations appear mc:apaOJle of co-operating 
with the governments and in order that development 
......... """I""'rn".'" can be met.40 
Thus, a question has been constantly 
development can UTin"\I,,.. 
1990s, and that is whether 
within power the 
structures.41 Scandinavian Seminar held a series of workshops 
which focused on how better partnerships could be fostered 
between those who influence policies countries.42 The 
role of donor "'''~'''>L'''U''''''' from developed countries and international agencies was 
assessed and was agreement that "help for 
ensure independence local communities and 





• the quality 
objectives; 
"'''luual leadership and its commitment to ,,. .. ,,,,"" .... goals and 
• the ........... ,,'" to 1"11'1'.,"(1 domestic financfal and other co:mrmUlllons; 
• government commitment to be more than 'paper' rort" ..... "",h' ... .,.."f'· and 
• private sector 1("\1 1[,P1''n PI" , that is based oQ sustainable 
. Even though South repres!em:auclfl at to limited 
to representatives the ensuing discussions workshops of how to 
engage in u .............. !', ....... """rtn, .... "hu'" with communities is to South Africa. 
Transformation 
new policy, 
solutions to social 
has necessitated the creation and implementation of 
institutional frameworks. As a nation battling to find 
such as crime. unemployment, uu"",,,,,,,,, population 













The advantage ......... , .... u'""" ...... of orolects already in progress 
'"',.OJ", ........... an UmlCrSlanUllm:1; how community participation has been incorporated 
projects, in Chapter Whilst the is 
to a multi-faceted framework for community participation, this study will not 
investigate the 
necessary. 
of international aid al!,;mCJles. other than to make 
2.7 Community-Based Natural Resource Management 
references 
Natural resource management, as a broader integrated environmental 
plays a role in ensuring that tourism and mariculture 
will sustained a post-mining eccmomv well the future. Both tourism and 
mariculture are deeply dependent on healthy stocks of natural resources which in 
turn are dependent on fruitful socio-economic conditions. 
following section will on a broad approach to community~based resource 
management which 
Each local situation 
to be inclusive, participatory, bottom-up and multi-sectoral. 
cmlHem!€~s and dynamics and 
est,onses and ...... ,'"'u .. UJ'.:>Ul" are developed towards a successful particular 
management plan. 
2.7.1 Background Issues 
that 
World Bank n;;st::;an;u 11.1"'''_''',,,,,,, that 
arose out of 
production and 
OJ"''-,'''''''''' it had: 
1970s and 
V-Ulast;u resource management in 
generation of sectorally focused, top-down 
development projects.43 This top-down approach was ineffective 
.. little "''''~''''~U'''JL''' ..... .., ...... ". 











usually the management of the natural resource base on which local 
production systems depend.44 
This situation necessitated a re-orientation of government and donor strategy and a 
new generation of decentralised, participatory, multi-sectoral flexible projects, 
the description historically top-down tec.nn()cnmc planning, South also 
which led to the alienation of ..... " .... ,," in natural resource use, t' ......... '.. 8 and 
participatory, intersectoral resource ml3tna.gelnelnt at the 
local level context has a proven and is an important 
tool " ... .: ......... ' ... n. development in a of biogeographical contexts. 
2.7.2 Principles of the Approach 
Firstly. some terms clarification in application to this section: 
• environmental management is an .. .,' .... '" term covering all aspects global 
environment as biodiversity, pollution, water quality, land and natural 
resource ""''''''.!''.''''''''''', and 
• natural resource management is a specific term applied to 
resources such as soil, vegetation animals in the 
(minerals are not usually included), and systems.45 
management 
rO-1Dastoral system 
Community-based resource management (also referred to as the gestion des 
terroirs approach because of its wide usage in Mrica) "'VJ'UU·'U'''''' natural 
resource .. " ...... '8 ..... " ... with other supporting actions that respond to a whole range of 
elClpI1nellt priorities such as: community 
• 
• improved production; 
• household incomes; and 
• development of socio-economic infrastructure.46 
44 Ibid. 










The objectives a t"r ............ "'n 
1. to provide """-"'u .............. "'''' with 
-U ... ",""u management approach are: 
operational capacity to initiate implement 
to improve production, quality life and the environment; and 
to n .. " • .,ul .. communities with the authority and administrative and legal power to 
u ........ )::,'" their land resource. 
Through the use participatory tools, communities can control land-use planning 
resource management which will reflect local conditions, traditions and culture. 
However, order for these objectives to met, an interactive, flexible and iterative 
process to set into motion. process includes: 
• development of a M'1P'urr, .. 1r at the II ... L .... "'''I and .... '-' .......... .. level; 
• participatory OUI.£llCJSlllC survey; 
• identification of goals, available resources and 
• preparation of a preliminary development plan identifying priority actions; 
• review of the plan; 
• negotiation financing; 
• implementation; 
• and evaluation; 
• adjustment plans when necessary.47 
Most importantly, the process is based on the of community with 
to land and and ""''1"1,,,'1"11,,,,,,, and 
solutions to their process not exclude the likes of experts, 
facilitators and development workers, but gives precedence to the vision 












2.7.3 Elements of a Pal1icipatory Approach 
The World notes that "'Vl"''''~'1''''''''''''' has shown that community based 
include marginalised groups as the poor, 
women or ethnic unless their participation is highlighted as a 
goal, both at and community levels.48 The crux community 
development is the involvement of local stakeholders in decision-making. people 
are to initiative, learn and assume responsibility their own 
development, they must be actively encouraged to participate. This requires 
building participation-enabling features into policies and projects. 
community development workers or facilitators need to understand 
dynamics at the household, group or community on this understanding, 
mechanisms community participation can be at successively higher and 
more distant levels. it has to be acknowledged that community 
management to operate within a national policy, institutional and legal 
framework, which mayor may not conducive supportive of a bottom-up 
approach. Thus, community-based development requires the of control 
accountability from authorities to individuals, and communities. 
is dependent on tapping into local and creating local ownership, 
and capacity by defining: 
authority responsibility. 
Whether or not there is institutional support for community participation, 
following key elements can .......... uu ........ an ettectlve process: 
• Participation of local communities and resource users is crucial to 
success and internalisation. Participation includes legal right to assume 
authority and responsibility for land and resource management. project 
should an inclusive by the their resources 
and Outside professional funding need to implement a 












to to nel:JDle. Participation local people 
not only be an arbitrary decision along the way a project but 
should an integral a project from 
co-ordination is nec;oe:o to ensure re):,re~;entatJIVe inter-
non-governmental organisations and 
with local co-ordination committees. transparent 
co-ordination. 
"""''''llh". sector must 
"" .. r"'"",,,· and precise ..... ""Lln" ...... n of responsibilities are required. 
tenure is a pn~conoJlt1Gln to lQ[U!-I[enll success of "" .. r"",,'Y 
Possible can be by bringing resource 
users other stakeholders to discuss conflicts of interests. 
• Decentralisation of ..... ""~.""'v .. -.u ... .lU.u& a ..... , .. "' ... ''''. of power 
• 
authorities to community iT .. nu""", so that they oeC;OIIle legally 
responsible for resource management. It also '"' .... "u" a transfer of central decision-
making powers to local authorities, who are to the population. 
is not aimed at away the duty the state to ensure well-
people; AU""''''''.'''' decentralisation is a means of empowerment 
human resources. 
Local capacity building will ensure smoother and Cl"u.ptilpr implementation a 
mamage111e:nt plan. Human resource development, field re-
building. priority 
concerns serves to trust and are an that real "''''IJ''' .... U 
is a core 
The analysis and diagnostic ... rr, ... p,~c must encompass the full range concerns 
of including interest groups as women, youths, 










.. project strategy must take account the need for supporting investments 
in social infrastructure which is absent in context of the developing 
world. Infrastructure includes schools, CllltuCS, transport and communication 
.. Careful monitoring of progress regular revision of plans provides flexibility 
and changes capacity, local conditions and opportunities.49 
Incorporation of elements into a project will serve to enhance the imperative 
integration sustainable natural resource use, development and growth. 
The is to have a human-centred approach - development of the people for 
people and by the people. The Minister Norwegiim Development 
operation 
"No society has 
without a 
writes that: 
."' ....... "' .... industrial O'rr\uTth and transformation 
level of literacy, training. no 
country managed to growth without 
human capital institution-building."so 
does not that local CmnIIlUI1l1tu;s are of knowledge or skills, and are 
totally dependent on expert guidance for their Rather, development workers 
should take cognisance indigenous communities often a long and .... "'IJ'"'''' .... '''Jln 
relationship with natural resource Consequently are very aware of the 
problems environment; and possess knowledge 
about conditions and before degradation took place. It is therefore 
projects local communities. They should 
solicit from people and them in preparation of their 
Participatory tools should aim at ownership projects, and finally ownership of the 
resource base by 
49 r\u,tlI.1U'U from Benedict & 










This ",,,,,,,.,,,",'1> focused on key COl1ceOts participatory tools should be used 
a ",va .... v-[)as:ea resource .u~'u~.'"'~ ... "" .... system. However, methods of community 
participation must be appropriate to particular community the stage in the 
project next section will on factors which ,nTllllP'''''''P the design of 
participation methods. 
2.7.4 Factors InlJue'nciing Participation 
..... ""'Vl'" 1 ...... 1 ... ""' .. ""'" the design of a participation approach. Ideally the affected 
community should involved in r!Pltpr'fn1'n1 how participation is to be 
approached, '~""'V'U''''' with the authority; ......... ,,''''... or group res.ponSIDle 
facilitating or a community pr()};!:ra111Imc~.51 Community 
process is to a range of 
in any 
not least of all 
nature is so diverse. the overarching philosophy of a 
community-based management approach is used in this study; it is 
be open to the use a combination of 
could be more at different 
"""''''''''',,''''u methods. 
p .... cuu .• u~andaec:lsllon-maKlln~ 
2.1 which should consideration 
how to involve a process. 52 
Table 2.1: Factors influencing a community participation strategy 
• scale of the project 
• location of the project in relation to affected communities .. type of specialists to be involved 
of people likely to be involved 
• of stakeholders, I&APs including outsiders and donors -'" 
• resources such as time, funds and personnel available for community participation 
• level of training, understanding and commitment of personnel undertaking or facilitating the 
participation programme 
• presence of community or social workers in the community 
• level of education of all parties to be consulted 
• socia-economic status of affected communities 
51 Sowman and Gawith, 1994. 










.. political affiliations within the community 
.. level of organisation within the community 
'ty leaders 
.. role of NGOs in the community 
• degree of homogeneity of the community 
• role of women 
.. confidentiality and strategic Imponam.;e of the proposal 
.. history of any previous conflict or lack of consultation 
.. history of previous community participation processes 
• enthusiasm, or lack thereof, for the r project 
.. communication tools such as translation needs of a multi-lingual society 
1 represents commonly identified factors in literature. There may also be 
. other factors which out of a particular situation, u .... ..,at • ., ... the daily 
experience community participation within 
and new politics or survival strategies. A 
units is a complex maze of old 
uu,~u,,' .. can be between the 
established, but dynamic, community process which includes where people live, their 
political alliances, and with whom interaction occurs. is also a 
community process, often reten'ed to as a participation in professional 
such as town planning and integrated environmental management, which 
'piggy-backs' on the fonner process. The latter could be put into action for 
the particular purpose of canvassing opiriion stakeholders and/or interested and 
. parties. It not fully repres1ent;atn,'e of a community', but may 
create a community of particular mtere:sts and affected individuals or groups. 
latter community process then .... n,,,,r,,,tpc as a 'limb 'of the broader \AJJlHU ........... y The 
interaction between the U1\ .. 'au''''' cO\Dmunity and the created sub-group could in 
rise to ~V'.UIJ.'''''A social interaction. The effects 
same way .. 11T· ... ' ... a community a dynamic 
interaction with his or her COInIIlunit As n""''UU'l1 effects of 
provide an extra challenge to understanding how community 
participation ..... 'LV .... " in natural resource management Section this 
chapter u...,.~~ •• u ... 'u a growing environmental awareness in South which 
recognises the need for marginalised people to make strong input into new policies 










There is no prescriptive formula for the application aspects of the table into 
development projects. latter should guided by a management plan that has 
accepted the affected community. Thus through a process continuous 
evaluation, re-iteration and interaction, the community participation process in itself. 
will the role-players; the I&APs; the facilitators; the and contexts; 
the and the gains; and who ultimately will stand to benefit or 
LOJmnlOn Property Management 
""'J::,'"':UL<''''''' "'v ................ '"'' have their own forms organisation and 
knowledge resources which they apply to more as a 
means pure survival than as a huge The 
empowerment these 1..1"''''1..1'''' through community participation must involve a 
.. n,.",u"" ... ,,,. .. which ............. "' ... the limitations of resources; who controls resources; who 
should access to resources and how resources should be used to the of 
members of community. This mechanism must encourage a communal sense 
of ownership and responsibility, and the growth of individuals in accordance with the 
philosophy 'the good for all'. The concept of common property 
management is increasingly being 
sustained colonial invasion across 
ntro(jlJCe;(j into developing countries. 
globe has wrmesse~(j the destruction of many 
traditional management systems, which were orientated towards the communal good 
above individual wealth. 
The term "-"JAUU"VU property' is generally understood as communally owned 
resources which are accessible to all community memolers use the term has 
the notion anything being controversial, with some critics arguing 
common property. These critics state that natural resources can either be managed as 
communal, or private property. 53 










The notion of common property dates back over many has long 
attracted much philosophical attention, as Aristotle noting that: " ... what is 
common to the greatest number, has the least care bestowed upon it. H,,~> .. 't1I ... n~ thinks 
chiefly of his own, hardly at of the common interest..." 54 
Historically, resource management practised by rural communities meant that each 
community member had access to resources. Rules and regulations governing 
resource use were determined collectively by the communities themselves. With 
twentieth century in awareness of global environmental degradation, researchers 
developed various models to define how resource utilisation was occurring. In 1968, 
Hardin designed the most influential analysis of common property management, 'the 
tragedy of the commons' .55 In this model, Hardin argued that resource degradation 
was increased whenever many individuals use a scarce resource in common. The 
solution lay in tenure reform by applying a private or state property regime to ensure 
sustainable use. 
Literature suggests that the logic of the 'tragedy of commons' has been widely 
used in controlling regulating use of natural resources, 
developing countries.56 nOIlelJleH~SS. has failed to stem the rising tide of 
socio-economic impoverishment which many developed are still 
._ .. _ ....... This a global .... 1". ........ .1 .. for which alternative solutions must 
be 
The following definitions of three varying property _ ...... A>.'~ have contributed to 
developing an alternative conceptual framework which is focused on co-management 
by community members for greater environmental efficiency longer. 
sustainability: 
,. state property regime 
in the power the 
to the and UA"'''''',IS'''A''V'''' of resources vested 
indudes state torests. parks and fisheries; 












.. private regime refers to ownership of a resource by an individual or 
to which legal is granted to ""A .. ' ...... ''''' others 
within ,",,"",A.a."""'''' of governmental ."";;.,." ..... "" .. controlling resource use and 
access; 
.. common property regime represents a rmmagelneJnt system with own 
authority mechanism and operating 57 
Under a common property management "u,~t""m use rights of a resource are 
their common 1' ...... "'1'''' and which are 
cultural norms. Private or state re.e;lmc;s from 
also to exclude proprietorship, whom to .. n.' .... "''''' 
which 
how the 
resource """"LI''''' be used. However, is mostly placed on ... \.I,.V",,, economic 
incentives or disincentives, which comply with existing conventions and 
institutions.58 
In a!),l""ll,.a.~JLUu' a common n .. ,,\np· .. tu ree'lme. various eC()flc'ml,C u."''"', ..... ,' can be 
manipulated to serve the purpose 
aim should be an economic model 
COllle(:tI\i'e responsibility The "I-' .... ' ... u" ... 
enhances resource more 
predictably, efficiently and equitably. rights of individuals could limited to 
overuse of the common resource. 
present-day"''''' .......... ''' a common n .. ,'\np, .. I'U resource management is 
the Zimbabwean Comnrlun 
which attempts to promote efficient and sustainable wildlife 
utilisation through local proprietorship.59 Although not without problems, 
has reported successes, including: a renewed appreciation of a 
reduction of !)'ve ......... ""' and an increase in household revenues. These successes 














particularly pertinent if the resource has high revenue generating potential and is 
as to development. 
important pre·condition 
devolution of authority 
common nt''',n'''t'"' management is the 
the state. Decentralisation 
above means that the state creates an enabling ~_,.,,~ .. ~.~ institutional 
framework for '"''-'''u.,,, .... u .... ,,, 
description the apartheid-regime). Other T"' .... :tn .. " which 
ustr:atea by the 
common property 
are: 
• social stability user groups; 
• defined boundaries and limitations of resource; 
• specified and guidelines, including enforcement and conflict resolution; 
.. to must be through pressure; 
• the common resource must be treated as scarce, precious and critical to incomes, 
therefore adding to its revenue potential; and 
• government must support socio-economic empowerment communities and 
their common property management systems through legislative, institutional and 
policy 60 
2.9 Conclusion 




must be understood in a 
case South Africa, 
community participation mechanisms aimed at developing the human resource base 
of marginalised people must take cognisance the past system injustices. Even 
so, development facilitators must implement community participation in a manner 
which the specific situation and location. A conceptual framework of 
community is, therefore, only useful as a guide to out and 
philosophies. The conceptual framework can come to fruition in the 
participatory in with cornm,unllties; and ...... r.,. ... "'· should 










then ................ v .. and re-iteration. crucial aspect 
adopted those who are 
responsible spe;clIilc projects. dissertation the view that go'''ennment 
officials, I"('\'I"nr,..·..,t., nU"""'.F.."""""'H and development workers a power 
and can influence the implementation outcome of a 
participation proices:s. 
Robert Chambers (1997) SLre:sses that the question underlining a theory of 
inclusive participation is what power will there is to put 'ordinary' v",...,'va.., first in 
bringing about change. He describes this position thus: 
"The problem is how, in conditions of continuous and accelerati g change 
to put people and poor people first of all; to enable 
for all ... to a new professionalism is the of the 
personal. This reC.Ql:!lrusc~s the. power personal choice, prevalence 
error, and potential for better in this called development. 
The personal, professional and institutional challenge is how to. 
learning how change, and IP~t'nln how to organise and act.,,61 
Chambers (1997) warns against "'Jt:; ....... , ... Jt:; the and skill of planners and 
facilitators as omnipotent. writes that an important lesson has learnt from 
many projects in developed been " ... that 
central planners, cutoff from local conditions, confined with their computers, 
uncritical of data and ignorant of how v ... ""v ..... are prone to construct for 
themselves and their \.AJJ.",aI::.U' .. .:> costly worlds fantasy, doom and 
massive programmes which are neither u"'.~ ......... nor feasible".62 












RELATED NATIONAL AND PROVINCIAL POLICIES 
3.1 Introduction 
3.1.1 Social and Economic Profile of tbe Northern 
Namaqualand part of the Northern Cape which is the of the South 
province has smallest population (746000 people), while 
363 389km2 30% of total South LlI. Tr",..'" " 
The population is only two persons per km2• Various remain 
the provincial output, even it is in decline. The province the third 
highest per income of all the provinces, 51 % of h useholds are 
TPCr!llTt1pn as living poverty. is linked to the decline in provincial 
economy which is projected as a decrease the a 
significant formal sector employment. In lower ...... ·v ... ,'" is a severe 
backlog of essential The present provincial government limited 
arhlnents and institutional capacity and marginal co-ordination ho"'1 .... XT~ ... 
of government. 
Diamond ........ "6 is very important to the economy of Namaqualand; 
tiers 
", .. ""tn,.", alternative economic solutions response to inevitable decommissioning 
to be found the "',., .... ,"' .... of Namaqualand. alternatives must be 
located within a economic framework, especially if marginalised people are 
to benefit and be included. development process must be well conceptualised, so 
as to avoid the pitfalls of the previous planning paradigms, were largely 
technocratic. 
nesloes. the in the South Mrican government have changes in 
policy and legislation almost every sphere of socio-economic framework. 
I Northern Cape of Finance, Economic Mfairs and 1997 - used for aU information 










Where this has not yet been proposed or implemented, it have to be instituted if 
the Mrican National is to meet transformation challenges. The following 
section will describe a few policy and vision documents which pertain to 
marginalised communities can gain access to natural resources and how 
broader participation is accommodated a new dispensation. The objectives new 
policy do not automatically into implementation. Facilitators of 
efforts to ensure policy are Rather, 
this study the new policy framework as creating opportunity for an 
interpretation which and of 
communities. Individual departmental policy or legislation has to regarded as part 
of a wider and connected development 
3.2 Northern Cape Provincial Strategy for Economic Development 
3.2.1 The Provincial Approach to a Growth and Development Strategy 
In November the Northern Cape Province held a consultative to 
.... .:>' ........ ".:> a strategic plan. This formed part a process had started 
1995 when a Rapid Review socio - conditions the Northern Cape was 
undertaken. The and Development Programme is the overall 
development which the provincial as a means of 
reinforcing the vision macro~strategies national government. Central 
government identified six pillars for a national growth and development strategy: 
• delivering 
• creating jobs in a competitive economy; 
• 
• effective government; 
• welfare safety and 
• safety and security. 












a common basis upon which national, provincial 
activities; 
local governments 
malCate the choices that to made given the resource constraints that 
the long-term projects 
transition in 
and make 
are needed to ensure 
and 
for regional 
success of economic 
3.2.2 Economic Vision 
A O_T~'TTn economic to account two T<>r'rr\'c", 
• an analysis of the provincial economy clearly Ul\J'~""Q,~""" areas or 
• 
growth, or other areas of Sl~nlIllCall1t decline; and 
is still largely dependent on natural ... ., ... ,1,,&1\, ... "', such as diamonds, 
cn~atllon and "'Y"1Uli'h 
though the province is emlOVi/ea with natural resources as water 
"'1""1Uli'h the overall which can be development 
access to these resources is and limited. can mainly be attributed to 
u,u,u .... ,.. financial capacity provincial government to generate these 
assets profit for the instead of merely allowing private 1"'1'11'1""'1"1<:1" 
to profits elsewhere. 
Northern Cape and Tourism that the role 
nrrUP1"n'l'1!"1PYlt is to function as an 'agent' on behalf of government. 
a limited degree of autonomy with regard to policy formation, direction 
ecclflomv and input ..... ,.v ... "u issues. The province does have the duty of 
for socio-economic .... u.:lu;::~ .... and development the region, based on 
fundamentals. Firstly, all in the must endeavour to understand the 
underlying structural problems manifesting the province. '-''''' ... v ....... 










Related National and Provincial Policies 
provincial policy-makers must install mechanisms which will change the image and 
perception of the province. 
To this end, a provincial development strategy should include: 
.. provision of strategic service; 
.. investment promotion; 
.. continued positive relations with central government; 
III ensured environmental sustainability; and 
.. institutional superiority, reform and enabling governance. 
46 
Since natural resources are crucial to the economy, environmental management must 
include the following characteristics: 
.. integrated approach to development programmes and projects; 
.. economic value aQd sustainability; 
III ensure a genetic resource base; and 
III ensure maximum benefit and profitability. 
As regards mining, the province must lobby national government because the present 
mineral rights regime effectively sterilises mineral deposits in the province and limits 
the entry of medium and small scale operators. In addition, economic conditions in 
the province do not support beneficiation of mineral output. There is no direct link 
between taxes and royalties paid by mining operations in the province to national 
revenue allocated to the province. 
In general, the provincial economy does not have sufficient critical mass for the 
private sector to act alone. Therefore the provincial government needs to intervene 
and assist in the process of building and transforming the economy. Ten potential 
areas of investment were identified in baseline studies, for private, public and joint 










manufacture, transport, communications, SMMEs, fishing 
tourism. 
mariculture, and 
approach to developing these sectors is strategic in to improve 
the prospects of The province does though that are a number of 
considerations which must be taken into account: 
• the provincial government is bound and committed to Constitution and is 
accountable to it; 
• the alleviation of is time-consuming which implies that a focus and 
concerted must maintained; 
• flexibility is required to respond to likely ""uW"''''''oV in ...... v ...... policies, 
re-iteration factors must be done and 
• implementers the must or develop nejCeSsaI'Y capacity to 
ensure successful implementation. 
Finally, must commitment all relevant stakeholders, so once 
are they implemented with -U"e;,-"'--
3.3 Minerals and Mining Policy 
history South system mineral rights is in a 
vast interesting particularly the role it has played 
deprivation and the migrant labour A few regarding mineral 
will have to for this study, however. There is a dual system whereby some 






registry system not provide .... u".v .... statistics on what pelrcemal,g 
category holders. Mineral rights ............. " .. "" a of rights 
of land u ... ,"' ...... '" nWTIp.lr<li:I1,ln of u .. , ......... "'"'"", but mc:::cnamISIrlS were 










• mineral are tradable; and 
• LAU'l ..... ' .... rights owners can claim compensation from minerals exploiter for the 
depletion of non·renewable resource through the payment of royalties. 
The discussion document on a Minerals Mining Policy indicates 
that the most distinguishing feature of South African mining industry, at present, 
is that almost all privately owned mineral are in 'white' hands. Of particular 
relevance to study is the that mineral rights in certain rural areas, situated 
mainly Namaqualand rest the Northern Cape are regarded as state-
minerals legislation. Management boards in areas 
authority in respect of granting of prospecting and mining 
rights, which to land expropriation belonging to indigenous people. 
new Constitution has brought the hope of compensation, the provision of the 
Restitution of Land Rights Act, for relief to persons or communities who were 
dispossessed of rights in land under discriminatory law after 19 June 
1913. Mineral are rights land and can therefore be subject to Act.. 
More pertinent to this study is the fact that overall mining industry has shed over 
250000 jobs since 1987. Mining 
inevitably leads to a decline of 
the extraction of finite resources, which 
resource base and closure of mine. where 
local economies are dependent on mines, downscaling process has a 
disproportionate burden of to be by workers and 
rural areas, which for generations supplied labour to mines and 
families in 
mining towns. 
situation has forced national government to review management of the social 
.... 'UjLL"' ... '-I ... · ............ '" of plan a 
range of intienrentions, including both the traditional areas active labour market 
policy and other areas of regional/local economic development and rural 
development. main of the social plan is to ameliorate the significant social 
disruption by employment loss and to create a formulation for future 










... l< ........ ,,,,,,,J:VU around environmental m,m;:lgemc~m em,pn;aSl!SeS that 
nT""<>I'r on biophysical emrlfo:nmlent to ........ ,,, ..... ...,"'. which 
following policy regulation: 
• ro[lm~mIl:U impact of exploration; 
• environmental impact over the life of a mine and the nY""'''''''' of financial 
assurances current and future mine site rehabilitation; 
• rehabilitation where mining activity has ce~l.Seij. 
jO\refl1I1l,ent must ensure that the costs of environmentallmlJac:Ls degradation 
caused are not passed over to the .... ..."uu, ...... , ..... is the 
South Africa requires all natural 
resources. regarding the .u .. u,,',s .... u .. "u. regulation of 
• greater accountability to the mining workforce through the provision of 
various improved employment conditions such as health further 
education and access to other employment opportunities; 
• creation of a whereby affected communities can Va,lU'"lV""'" discussions 
around planning; 
co-ordination I'\pltun'pn govelmrnelllt 
• a tripartite 
mining, such as 
• a greater 
heltwf!en govefl1I1lent and 
Minster of Minerals and 
and 
and declaration of important ....... ..., .. , ....... ..." ... 
3.4 The Coastal Mlmagelnellt Policy Programme (CMPP)3 
Human activities demands on coastal systems 
in disputes over aPJ)ropriate 1""' ••• "', .... " of use. Coastal resources are 











which means can ........ u .. l:; ...... or destroyed by human activities. 
The coast is, fortunately, ....... u"", .. and to within limits . 
Coastal management is nonetheless increasingly nec:essar throughout world in 
special area, which is targeted for urban development. order to protect 
Coastal areas numerous opportunities for the creation multiple use zones, which 
place natural resources under UUJ,U'-' •• ,,'-' strain. South African coast is no 
different, even though there are sections such as the N amaqualand coastline 
which remained relatively pristine (this will be further explained Chapter 4). 
In recognition of the value coastal .. "''','''" .. '£'''''' the CMPP began 1990. It will 
proceed through to 1999, when it is hoped that a final draft will be ready for review 
and public comment. The entire process under the auspices of the Department of 
Environmental Affairs and Tourism, but is co-ordinated through various 
. , 
mechanisms. The basic aim of this policy formulation is the protection 
the diversity and richness of the South African coast, and to an equitable 
balance of opportunities and benefits. In the process of planning, the South African 
,-V""'UU'''' has been divided into t-h"r1'",,,, ... regions, of which the Namaqualand coast is 
one. co-odinating committee the CMPP describes underl ying goals of the 
CMPP to include the following VlS,lons; 
Economic Goals 
• broad ownership of coastal resources to reClre~iS historical inequities; 
• economic upliftment and empowerment of coastal communities; 
• a vibrant coastal economy that meets community needs and competes suc:ce!;sr\1l1~ 
at a world level; and 
• development that respects 
legally responsible. 
constraints of nature, that is socially acceptable and 
2. Community and Social Goals 











It equitable access to the coast and a sense of public ownership coastal resources; 
and 
It social upliftment coastal COlnIIlunlml~S the coast ...... ""''''"11 
disempowered past ... .",j. ....... ,., and to empower 
Natural Systems and Resources 
It respect 
It healthy 
the inherent worth of all life forms; 
functioning coastal .""np1rrt processes; 
opportunities to 
It an acceptance of the interconnectedness of the land, coast and marine 
environments and the need for integrated management approaches that cut across 
sectoral and ge()grapJ111C boundaries. 
4. Human Settlement Goals 
It a balance between urban, rural wilderness environments development 
is responsive to intrinsic environmental opportunities and constraints; 
, , 
It visual beauty in natural, rural and built environments. 
5. Institutional 
It effective proactive 
It decision.making at appropriate level of government; 
It co-management coastal resources by communities; 
It '"'v., .. p,u .... ...,'" with international protocols and greements, while recogltlIS]mg the 
sovereignty of South 
As a current process which overlaps areas of institutional jurisdiction and 
legislation, CMPP faces the challenge of combining many and 
approaches as to how ...,v ... "' ..... management will operate and under which authority it 
will fall. This policy formulation n .. ".f''''~''' thus, can only continue to benefit 
from greater 
of on'''PYTI 
participation which is 
in South Mrica. 










3.5 Draft National Environmental Management Bm4 
The Department of Environment and Tourism has recently published a 
above discussion document public comment The documents intended purpose is 
"". Government's continued commitment to environmental management at 
ensuring sustainable development.. .• II through: 
• coooperative governance 
• giving legal effect to environmental rights Ul<:l' .... U;:.3"'U in Constitution 
• giving legal effect to the contained the White Paper on 
Environmental Management 
In the Chapter Three the draft document, the 111«1\."'''' provision 
procedures 
and environmental policies, 
of main reasons is to n ... co-ordinate 
programmes and decisions of the 
various national departments that eXterClse functions may affect the environment 
or are entrusted with duties aimed at achievement, promotion, 
protection a sustainable environment .. ,". There must co-operation 
provincial and 
• minimise 
• Of()m,ote CO]nSlSle:ncy in 
go~"ennment in to: 
procedures functions 
exercise of functions the environment. 
draft document also promotes appropriate environmental management tools to 
ensure an integrated approach to policies, programmes, plans and projects. The 
general objectives an integrated approach are to identify. predict and 
It actual and potential biophysical, and other environmental ",H''''''"'t'' 
• risks and consequences of alternative options for mitigation procedures 
• adequate consideration effects of plans and projects 
before action is taken 










The National Environmental Policy is intended for application alongside other 
appropriate considerations the actions of all of state. It is also intended 
to serve as a guide for other law with the protection or management of 
environment. 
3.6 Conclusion 
The pivotal role that diamond mining plays in the Northern economy spells 
disaster for this province, if effective mechanisms are not sought to deal with the 
inevitable of this non-renewable resource. Yet, even in the new order more 
liberal institutional policies and legislation, local people stand to disadvantaged 
once if equitable access and distribution of remaining resources are not 
prioritised. communities of Namaqualand .have a long history interaction with 
mining. In broad South African context, mining a terrible record of socio-
economic on its largely 'non-white' migrant labour and the biophysical 
. environment. It is generally accepted that all types of even though an 
important source of employment and contributor to the national economy, have only 
benefited a minority group. 
The active participation disadvantaged communities the implementation 
UUL.IVl,I<ll, provincial and local level policies will ensure that their receive 
appropriate attention. and joint plans U.....,lvUE; 
public, private, NOD and community sectors will alleviate duplication funds, 











DESCRIPTION OF AREA AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 
Physical Characteristics of Namaqualand 
4.1.1 Tbe Areal 
there is no universal definition of Namaqualand, it is defined as that area of 
the current Northern Province which is DOlln(lea by the Atlantic '-'''', ...... along 
the west coast, the 
Richtersveld along 
in the north, or montane called 
eastern boundary Olifants River (even 
is a little .... "' ......... than current administrative 2 For the 
"'" ...... "'''' .. ''' of this study, Namaqualand is referred to as the current district 
of Namaqualand which is by the District Council of Namaqualand. This area 
is approximately 48 OOOkm2 wide.3 
are roughly 
which have 
towns Namaqualand, including six former 'coloured 
""".u..,."'''' in their boundaries. The town of Springbok is 
uncontestably the major centre of the area and is main gateway to 
Namaqualand, which is the of this study. are no defined uVIU"\~(:U.lv" 
constituting 'Northern Namaqualand', but this uses the term COI[lvt~m~t:n(;e to 
application ru", .......... '''~ development Other 
.. the diamond mining towns Alexander Bay, ......... 'u." ....... and Koingnaas; 
.. the copper mining towns Carolusberg, Nababeep, and 
.. and Nolloth; and 













The 'coloured' rural reserves are: 
• the and southern Richtersveld including the towns Eksteenfontein, 
Sendelingsdrif, Kuboes and Sandrift; and 
.• Steinkopf, Leliefontein, Concordia, t'Ol[aaaer and Pella. 
4.1.2 Main Geographical and Physical Features of Namaqualand 
Namaqualand 
its variety and 
appearing stark 
of the highest 
to anywhere 
diverse 
some remarkable ap~\nl'l'UC!1 features - the most "".[';, .... ,,""u .. being 
mineral deposits. Northern Namaqualand, although 
barren, has a high level biological endemism. It is to one 
and diversity of unique succulent plant spe:Cles. comparison 
the world. The is rich in 
to seal """A.V"""''''', 
An escarpment runs approximately down the .............. J'" Namaqualand. east of 
the escarpment is a 10" ..... " ....... of 900m, called the Middleveld.4 Northern 
Namaqualand (which is focal point of this IC:S,Ci:I..I[I.;Il is marked a p;;, .... , ....... " .. 
decline in elevation east to west.s nOlttt-·ea/;tel'n section is a 
C1.I.'JH"'- the there are rugged pal:cm~s irrigable land. On the 
western plateau slopes, is the sandy strip referred to as the Sandveld.6 It is a 
to SOkm wide belt of shrub-like vegetation that stn~tcl1es about 200km along the 
coast. 7 In both the eastern 






the eastern Doraer 
western sections, ve!!et'lticlD is snalrse but hardy, 











Namaqualand is semi-arid and rainfall is variable. Rainfall between 50 to 
300mm annually, and also for different parts of the 9 Water mostly 
drawn boreholes .... lCl .... n.J.i:>H. Warm day temperatures are experienced 
all round, with maximum varying nplr\lLT~·pn 19° C and in winter 
10 cool temperatures between 
winter and summer respectively.11 
sea along coast is very cold because of effect of the cold Benguela current 
and the manner in which upwelling of currents causes water to thrust up from 
. depths of ocean. 41j.'JUiI::. coast, sea air with warm rolling 
off land, creating which supplement the rainfall and provide 
moisture for the vegetation. also results in nutrient coastal waters 
which are very for and mariculture. 
region is rich minerals, particularly diamonds, which occur mostly along the 
coast. These UUJUU,Ju ... ., were down the 




rivers which "'A'l"' ... ' .... in the area 
certain Se(~tl(mS of the coast. 
silver, .... "''''A .. '''''. pegmatite, 
Sadly, UUl'U"'" impact a devastating in the Mining 
scars on the HUJ.Yi:>\...:lV'I;'. In the aos,em;e of integrated land-use 
malnagelneltlt fishing resources will oec:OIrle limited land-based 
capacity diamond "''''IJV;:' .. i:> are already the end of lifetime. 
livestock also fallen throughout the 
Orange River estuary harbours a wetland, .. H."' .. ' ...... hundreds bird species 
including of .LlaJlHU1J;;V"'. Large areas wetland have silted over. 














agreement about need for rehabilitation. the Orange River wetland 
has been a RAMSAR site.13 Human "''''',n",.", within the region as well 
distant had a strong impact on 
Namaqualand. 
4.2 Social and Demographic Profile 
4.2.1 Social and Economic History 
Prior to uv;~ul-'aU,UH 
inhabited 
area a ny"u...,'"", 
settlers in the se'\!'en1[ee]nm 
the Khoi Khoi, Imr"n .. as 
Namaqualand was 
had come into the 
betore The Nama had Namaqualand as part of a 
from Botswana. As 1Ja.~"UJ.QJ1,"''', the Nama were large southward 
constantly in .,.., .. , ... " new land. 






They were unable to wealthier free burgers 
forced to tum to grazing 
granted in the 
indigenous northern 
stn~tcrlea as far as the OHfants by 1753, 
twenty-four farms had north of the Olifants River.14 
century, the land V""',UlJl"'" by the Khoi and Nama was substantially 
eighteenth 
Whilst Dutch farmers could claim colonial protection to their 
throughout Namaqualand, & .. -,.i' ...? .. '~.',.'!"" inhabitants could not rel:!]su~r "1<"Ul"'" and 
were pushed off the land. ""Vl'VUl<U authorities re(:oe:m~;ea h""-,,,,1','I" land rights 
were granted to certain U1\,U';;,,,U,,,U,,, Missionaries played an but 
contradictory, these land rights. In attempting to 
13 EAEC, a, 1997. 










nomadic l1" ... ",n,l .. of the the missionaries inadvertently also helped to limit the. 
trekboer encroachment. An example this is 
in when the new boundary the COlony was set.1S 
'tickets occupation' 
'tickets occupation' 
guaranteed communal ownership of tracks of land which were occupied by the 
indigenous inhabitants. these areas became 'coloured ,..,,,,,..,nJr,, 
included Komaggas (1843), Leliefontein (1845) and Steinkopf (1874).16 
was a third group driving the colonisation of Namaqualand. 'third 
was the """""Ujll'> companies which original occupation 
nUll .. ".:. companies were given right to 
had to pay compensation for the use 
authorities towards land alienation can be seen as an attempt to contain '"'v •• .u ...... while 
the COIn1Jl~tlI1ll! colonial interests of 
'"'UJlU .... ' ..... '"'''' The were 
interests. "'''' .. , ....... _ and 
and mining 
of 
cheap labour for LWLLLL ... O 
and reserves were established. Management JLlOU"U ... '" 
were to oversee land distribution and to act as courts law. legitimacy 
their appointment did not uncontested, and in a of areas, such as 
Leliefontein, conflict arose. Military was to overcome and 
'. typically denial political by the '"''"'HJ ... .., ,",LA.'VI""'''' indigenous people 
from participating in decision-making. 
4.2.2 Social and Demographic Information for Namaqualand 
important to note is that racial classification still remains an indicator 
and access to resources in South Namaqualand is no. exception, even 












Namaqualand has a total population of 70 507 1..1"".11.1""'. at a density persons 
square kilometre.17 a 'Coloured Preference 
permanent '"'''' ............ ''' until the 1990s ,""VAA""""'"''''' almost 
the population 
of 'whites' 
'coloureds' .18 The relatively 'blacks' were mostly migrant workers on labour 
contracts the mines fishing industries. Table 4.1 shows population statistics 
'according to race classification. 
Table Population Staltis1tics for Namaqualand19 
I BlACK ASIAN COLOURED WHITE TOTAL 
1
3151 3 57300 10053 70507 
The of people (93.97%) Afrikaans.20 languages English, 
and Xhosa. number of Nama, the traditional 
nul"""' .... cultural "" ............. ,,'" out the use 
language, 
visitors to 
• .., ........ ,'u!". Nama to 
attempting to ..... "' ...... .., who "'iJ'~ .. .,,," 




An unemployment rate of for Namaqualand is low in comparison to the rest of 
but nOlnet.neless substantia1.22 With the expected in mining 
unemployment is expected to 
overall employment statistics. 
substantially. 
17 Van Ryneveld, 1996 on 1991 census conducted by DBSA}. The 
4.2 represents 
are currently in a District Planning Study for over a 2yr 
presumably be in 1999. The latter study will more recent demographic 
information for the region. 
18 Ibid. 
19 from Van Ryneveld, 1996. 
20 Van Ryneveld, 1996. 
21 Personal comm with visiting students from the United States of America. 










Table Unemployment and Dependency Figures for Namaqualand23 
I 
I POPULATION UNEMPLOYED 
POPULATION ACTIVE IN INFORMAL 4795 
~Jj,LIUK 
TOTAL ECONOMICALLY ACTIVE 25018 
MALES ECONOMICALLY ACTIVE 17874 
FEMALES ECONOMICALLY ACTIVE 7144 
MIGRANT WORKERS IN THE AREA 3174 
DEPENDENTS PER WORKER 1.5 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE 
I 
Table represents percentage distribution of nOl11se,nO.IOS by income 
Table 4.3: Percentage Distribution of Namaqualand Households by Income 
Group for 199124 
% fo[" less % fo[" 
than R5 RS 001-
000 10000 
URBAN 35.2 15.4 
NON-URBAN 33.6 16.1 
BLACK 15.6 10.0 
COWURED 42.6 18.9 
WHITE 11.8 4.9 
, 
TOTAL 35.0 15.5 
Table it can be deduced that 
the more prosperous, 
households, are much nnr,,.p,. 
23 Adapted from EAEC, 1997. 
24 Ibid. 
PERANNUM. 
%fo[" % fo[" % fo[" 
RI0001- R20001- more than 
20000 30000 R30000 
16.4 1 8.4 124.6 
18.4 I 7.9 24.0 
6.2 5.1 63.1 
19.0 7.6 11.9 
. 9.9 111.4 62.0 
! 16.6 8.4 24.S 
and 'black' households aDDiear to 










4.2.3 Economic Structure and Perfonnance 
Mining the largest source of employment in the region, having contributed 1 % 
to total economic activity in 1991.25 There are other fOn::rlal sectors such as 
agriculture, forestry and fishing which together contributed 4.2% to economic 
,activity the same year.26 Other industries as manufacturing and construction 
do prosper, but their success is linked to the financial robustness of the mining 
industry. Jjetw~~en 1980 and there was a substantial ... ""'~'u,''''' in economic activity 
at a rate 3.5% annum, even though the national economy grew at a rate of 
1.2% annum.27 The income is mainly related to decline the mining 
sector. The corresponding fall employment at a rate 2.6% annum been 
disastrous the V""''''V''''' of the region,zs 
Diamond .u ....... 'a is by far the most important mining activity. Employment generated 
by diamond mining is about 27% of the formal sector.29 key diamond 
cOJmClanles are: 
Beers Consolidated HU.""'''' at Kleinsee and Koingnaas (DBCM also controls 
much diamond activity in the country); 
,. Transhex at Hondeklipbaai, Komaggas and Sandrift; and 
.. Alexkor Ltd at 1>J'v""U"" Bay. 
Mining been shedding jobs at a rate 2.5% annum.30 studies 
done on diainond down scaling, it appears likely are set to 
decommission in five to ten years time.31 projections are been set on 
reserves and assumptions regarding mining diamond prices the 
availability of suitable technology. report on the related socio-economic 
25 Van 1997. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Scott, Wilson, in press. 
2S Van Ryneveld, 1997. 












effects from the closure of the De '-."onSCHlGlau::o Mine indicates that 
besides there is likely to as: 
• deterioration of infra-structure and 
"' ..... , ... "',,'u\.)'u and community (;OfleSlon: 
'. a return to 
natural resource 
or stock fanning 
32 
lead to degradation of the 
Other sectors such as transport are heavily dependent on "U"""E'. , and are likely to 
downscale as Van Ryneveld (1997) ""'p;;"P;;,'"''''''''' that population of 
OlamC)flO mines. This u ... , .... ",,,, Namaqualand is ...... '..,'"'''' 
the predicted 
throughout 
economically dependent on 
in the near a to many communities 
4.3 The VlUU ................... '" of the Richtersveld 
4.3.1 Background 
Many of the COlrnrrlUn referred to in the case study are .v ................ in the Richtersveld 
towns such as Kuboes, Eksteenfontein, Lekkersing people from 
in the these towns (especially 
negotiated a2]'eeJrnelrlt 
Richtersveld 
older generation) were dirlectllv 
.... 'v ...... Parks Board, for 
in the 1980s and early 1990s. constitute an 
informed and nn'nl",rTl1 
strategies, will .... "', ... "'.,.,!' 
~_,,,,.,,,,,,, whose involvement in un::S~lll 
has been disadvantaged by 
socio-economic 
These communities 




greatly.33 However, they reD!resent which 
apartheid regime and who with a lack of 
resources and eC()nC)mllC opportunities. 
involved ""'1',,,,1'1,, with 
a source of labour for in 










mining emlpl()ynaen is essenttau as a supplement to farming. One of 
main reasons cited for who lose their jobs also their' 
company-tied ,nil""''''''. Therefore, choose to retain their homes, families and 
in the or towns. Nonetheless, Boonzaaier (1987) also notes that 
farming is not sufficient to support .. cu ......... " in the long term, making communities 
·heavily dependent on mining. 
decommissioning of will 
tremendously. Any development 
will have to incorporate their aspirations and 
people of the Richtersveld 
mining economy in the 
34 
4.3.2 The Establishment of the Richtersveld National Park 
Richtersveld is situated in the furthest north-west corner of Namaqualand, and to 
the east of Alexander Bay. It is tucked into < great bite of the Orange River' 
the river an arch as it flows northwards Vioolsdrift then turning 
southwards, it eventually meets the Atlantic Ocean at Alexander Bay.35 .l..Ju ..... v,,,"' .... 
within the arc of river is Richtersveld, a mountain 
with a treasure-trove of "'U'~"'\.U"'!!L plants, of are endemic. 
area the Richtersveld was first proposed in 36 establishment of a 
The National Parks (NPB) accepted principle that a ........ vU' ..... park "'11V .. I .... be 
proclaimed area. 
However, the proposed park threatened to deprive the inhabitants of access to of 
land in the reserve and of mc:orrle from the farming and ....... "'6 concessions in the 
area.37 Members of the local communities rejected the agreement reached in 
1989 " ..... '''' .... ·n the Northern Richtersveld Management Board and NPB. They 
.......... "' •. 'vu of 
34 1997. 
35 Williamson, 1990. 
36 Ibid. 
37 KJinghardt, 1992. 
not been vv •. ,"".u ........ and that agreement represented a 










indigenous 19th century pastoralists.38 
UI..-\,.I;'~~U.Ul thwarting of government attempts 
res,lst:anc:e was strengthened 
1980s to impose 
which have privatised much the ..... ""'uu ..... " .... ~. land in the 39 
involving 
.. "'Jc:.v, ...... v.", were entered into among the 
organisations and experts, 
community assoCiations and 
the \upnunp"t NGOs, experts and community re[)re:serltaltl' created a broad 
vISion Richtersveld which sought to: 
\II interests of local people and COllse·rv'ltlCin 
\II integrate of life-support careful and sustainable 
use natural 
• tnl11'r,c:,rn through dialogue npll'UIE'pn local people and visitors to the 
Park so that 
the park and 
people could learn skills through participation in the growth of 
could learn about land Richtersveld; and 
the present facilitate the all-round development of the Kl,mtf~rs"e 




period of thirty 
a 
continued access to "'''''l.'''''''''' ....... 
to 6 600 small stock.42 
The NPB undertook to 
iZreement was 445 hectares of 
,."' .. TV .. were set aside as a cOllserva area for a lease 
were also made for local inhabitants to have 
of the conservation area, and to to graze up 
inhabitants would also have the to cancel the lease. 
employment preference to people, as a drive 
towards job Cn~a[llOn in an area where there are limited oPIPolrtulrlitlles. the 
income generated by the 
community, to administer 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid. 
would be paid into a trust aPlOOlme:a 
v"".v11I .... j infrastructural development. The 
40 Richard Hill, 1990, ucr researcher and current member of the RNP Board of Trustees wrote this 
letter to the National Parks Board. 











proclamation of was widely applauded as a victory for conservation and 
people severely disadvantaged by a bureaucratic gm/eflrun1ent 
Not only would this ............... '" tract of land with its celeIJ1'att:~a ,",_~A_"" scenery and 
wide range of flora be preserved, but 
emphasised to state 
..., .... v .. by local residents 
and visions. The lengthy 
"'''''~ ..... , .... in a landmark agreement which reconciled the interests 
local people with nature and conservation, in a period of South African 
history when only minority 'white' rights were prioritised. 
4.3.3 Present Situation 
The Richtersveld to receive annual from the community. 
trust was of the aforementioned agreement. These funds 
are for various upon by the themselves. These 
funds, however, are not viewed as the solution to socio-economic development of the 
communities who inadvertently still have to cope with: 
.. 
.. 
employment nn!nr .. ,,, 
public tralilsport ............ ,,'" traveling long between towns, on 
roads, extremely .... au""' ..... 
.. minimal public facilities as hospitals and schools; 
.. lack of electricity in many .nUT""'- and 
.. lack of potable water 
OeSl(]les. mining companies "'"'''', ........ ''' to within the Richtersveld, with little 
,,",VJlUvvU.,CUJlVU to local who have instituted land in order to 
recover traditionally owned land or some kind of payment. Boonzaaier (1987) 
that the problems caused by over-stocking of the reserves, 
employment and the restrictions on trading and the purchasing 













South Africa has entered a new dispensation which eSElou:ses human rights 
empowerment of economically disadvantaged people, as discussed in Chapter 
this some of concerns have been alleviated. The problem now is 
communities these the Richtersveld to be of which 











TRANSFORMATION OF ALEXKOR LTD AND 
STRATEGY 
DEVELOPMENT 
from 1927 to 1994 
UliiIIl,omlS were recorded to 
Alexander Bay 
been ,., .... '""""' ... ,,£'1 in Namaqualand in 
although it was long suspec:teo that the Orange 
area would to be rich mineral deposits.1 Famous geologist, explorer and 
, prospector, Merensky secured control over an area caned an oyster line in 
only a month mined about 6 890 diamonds (12 carats).2 Oppenheimer (De 
Consolidated Mines) reacted by buying the entire output of Namaqualand fields 
to prevent flooding of the market, but mostly to control diamond 
market. 
on the world 
the government temporarily prohibited all diamond prospecting and ...... u;'E; 
Namaqualand, to maintain some contro1.3 They established the Alluvial 
, Diggings (SAD) in and primarily as a source of employment 'poor 
in the area.4 SAD, the fore-runner to Alexkor Ltd was financially self-
supporting and handed over modest contributions to state. Primarily SAD was an 
extension a state rI" .... ., .. t'rn and was run on •• ll'vAn, ... budgets, not 
organisation the mine is often 
humorously .. P't,"' .... ~·f1 to as socialist' of the old South Africa, 
because it not only provided stable employment for 'white' South Africans but also 
organised their lives to a extent. The mining area was strictly divided into 
an inner and outer camp, with tall fences dividing 'black' 'white' workers. . 
I Cornell, 1986. 












No-one was allowed to mine, than operations set-up by Merensky 
Oppenheimer surrounding areas prior to 1927.5 led to resentment 
towards SAD, the state and few operations. To day the that the 
to for diamonds must be more ac(;es:SlIJle still resonates. Namaqualand has at 
times recorded as richest source diamonds anywhere the world.6 
Yet through numerous factors as explained in Chapter Three, the region is relatively 
erd.ev(~lolDed and in to the rest of South Africa. 
As a state department, SAD was not managed strictly as a business; a lack 
profitability pre-empted a in management style and name to Alexkor Ltd. 
Alexkor Ltd has been run as a public company, rather than a state .. 
department; and changed name to the Alexander Development LClfOlDraltlOn 7 
Even though South Africa is the fifth diamond producer in the world, Alexkor 
is still presently not considered a strategic national asset in comparison to other state-
owned companies such as Eskom Transnet. It have strategic 
significance the Namaqualand region, though. the employee in the 
the company 
commercial activities for 
"'UJ"'''''~;'''''' in ancillary activities as farming and 
local and surrounding communities. 
Since the early 1990s, a new Alexkor Ltd company mission started evolving which 
estllou:sea business and economic viability for only shareholder, the 
state. However, it also to provide " ... rewarding and challenging careers our 
employees [by] contributing substantially towards socio-economic upliftment and 
empowerment of the people the ,8 A mission statement could, however, only 
oeC:OIIle reality through a approach which was becoming increasingly 
for both the workers and management of Alexkor Ltd costs had 
", ... r\rl .. 1'1 cash a decline in profitability. 
through union activity, political losses incurred through 
diamond but mostly through dwindling diamond resources. these 
factors called into question the future viability of the mine, making 
5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid. 













process even more urgent. the most SOJ)fll:stl(:at(~o ... ,,",UUUllU.!:=. and Ulr:lml~nt was 
not used to extract diamonds. strategic -'''''''1'',- management was laid on the 
following: which led to a of objectives, including 
• development of strategies to prolong economic mining on land where reserves are 
dwindling after more than 60 of mining, in lieu of ta2;na1teO diamond 
prices; 
• improvement of existing technology marine un .• n .. :.!:=. shallow 
• development new technology mining in ultra~deep waters may imply 
a joint venture a strategic .... "' .. 1" ... "' .... 
• search other economically viable uu,:"".'",. mining projects through participation 
in joint ventures; 
• development non~mining activities in of diversified agricultural 
• 
projects and mariculture 
and external training and 
a climate of <trv,,,, ... ,t.,.,,,,,, in the company; and 
creation 
• creation of and continuous """IJIJVA of the Alexkor Development Foundation 
(ADF) was 1-,. ........... ".r! in 1994 to 
programmes towards enrichment 
labour skills capacities.9 
disadvantaged communities by directing 
human potential and development 
5.2 History after 1994 Elections· Moving towards Transfonnation 
the 1995 Public Enterprises Bosberaard, Alexkor Ltd management reported that 
the company 
principles 
been fully commercialised and was managed ... ""'~v ..... u to 
practicesIO. projects established. 
ru',",AJ,,"Vl Development Foundation been established to deal with community 
development to ensure the participation of communities in projects. Alexkor 
was sensitive to the fact unemployment was rife in Namaqualand, and that 
"'''''''''UUU,", would worsen. Any strategic plan 
9 Ibid and Alexkor Ltd, 1997 (unpublished document). 
10 Bosberaard is an Afrikaans term meaning . 










employees, but was subject to approval by 
list of C""''3rp('f1i'' objectives were emphasised:, 
.. a drastic internal restructuring which would 
employees; 
Board of 
.. acceleration detailed prospecting on land to ensure 
would evaluated within a of three years; 
following 
number 
all remaining land 
.. the acceleration of marine exploration and 
technology and equipment; and 
introduction new mining 
.. the responsible handling the plight of attc~ctt:d employees.II 
its closing submission to the JJOSlJ(:.~ra/2ra the management of r-u\''''\,fiJLH 
explained the options reconstruction line with Dralaa<~r political ...... ,"',,}:.'" in 
country. five options explained were: 
1. maintaining the status quo the state as the 100% shareholder: the state then 
had to set-up joint promote the Reconstruction and Development 
Programme (RDP) in general serve the community through ADF; and 
LaU:H""" the status quo but selling 
empowering people; 
ancillary businesses for the purpose of 
3. partial privatisation through share allocations to communities, employees 
strategic investor(s): state maintains control; 
4. total privatisation the condition the empowerinent 
communities and previously disadvantaged investors; and 
conversion of Alexkor into a regional development ">r .... ."r"u run on a 
commercial 12 
Amidst much negotiation with numerous role-players, Alexkor Restructuring and 
Transformation Committee was formed in to optimise revenue-producing 
of the Namaqualand potential of the mine and to protect the socio-economic 
11 Portfolio Committee on Public Enterprises, 1995. 












main strategic for this committee to implement during 1998 are 
• the governmentwill retain ownership of r:uo.;iAA.'JI 
give a small shareholding to the community; . 
the 
• the gO~/erlnment will hold a cornpf:rJ tender mining companies to bid for a 
management contract to run Ltd; 
• at the such a period, the mining company has option to acquire a 
significantshareholding in Alexkor Ltd; and 
• the government will continue to own mineral 
. rights with Alexkor Ltd.14 
and will negotiate mining 
Against this historical background, the platform for the present transformation 
exercises at Ltd was set. have to planned implemented in 
context of multi-dimensional restructuring and transformation in the Northern 
Province and the whole of South Africa. Furthermore, the espousing of 
change had still not effectively translated into implementation objectives, or the 
realisation community empowerment through diamond profit-sharing. 
5.3 More Recent Which Prompted Transfonnation of Alexkor Ltd 
Two have had an enormous impact on Alexkor Ltd, directly resulting 
alternative socio-economic .... VJ'A .... ~ .... "'. The impact was the depletion 
of land-based diamond reserves which has forced mining management to in a 
series aejCOInrrllS~)lo:nlI1tg exercises. Ketre:ocl'rrment "'''''<1'1''1'11 for 
alternative ",,,,,..ou,-,u.,",,,,, are two major outflows, particularly Alexkor 
is the employer in the Namaquahmd 
13 AJexkor 1997, unpublished document. 
14 Dept of Public South 1998. 
15 Ibid. an unpublished Alexkor Ud report (1997) notes that in 1996 











• Alexander Minerals (ABM) which focuses on the core activity of 013lm(mO 
mining and as such holds the 
available; and 
Trading 
strings while natural reserves are 
focuses on alternatives to 1 .. .,'''U,5, 
tourism and lnt'r ... .,i' .. ' 
ABT was tasked with development non-core mining activities, as well as 
as 
developing the human resource base Alexander Bay and surrounding communities, 
especially those who are affected by mining activities, changes in company 
were accompanied by the appointment of new management staff. The new 
particularly in relation to carry responsibility implementing 
the re-organisation of Alexkor Ltd, which includes the following objectives: 
to optimise revenue producing potential of Alexkor Ltd 
• to U .. ,''''"U,UU ..... the u,,,,lt'.>,rp and career pf()Spleclts employees 
• to protect the socio-economic future of the Namaqualand Region.18 
In addition, they must implement the Alexkor Ltd affirmative action policy which is 
' ... aligned to its Ltd] affirmative change that aims to ensure ... 30% 
all managerial positions would blacks by the end 1997' ,19 Both 
ABM and have compiled ,,!;n"u'll'" to irn,n .. r",,,. .... v." .... '". profit and 
'Integrative develop human resource strategy is rermeo 
acknowledges the , which I-'U""~' to " ... create 
sufficient non-minerals related alternative economic activity to ... shift the 
[the] Namaqualand economy from minerals to renewable resources",20 Thus, 
profitable exploration remaining diamond reserves is pivotal to the success of a 
post-mining economy, as well as more profit-orientated .... '.u .. ,I5 ....... '"".u Alexkor Ltd, 
.......... "'.u of communities, who will 
a bankrupt state asset. A COlnmmv report in 1997, noted that the 
on whole. It is especially important for the 
not benefit 
current '"'y,,, .......... of mine "." an image a decline in profitability and a 













complex transformation [internal] process".21 However, report on to state" ... 
significant has with orClce!;s of internal restructuring, 
that the driving force in favour of equity restructuring, is the for a substantial 
cash injection ... " which could alleviate process of transformation.22 
process of internal Alexkor Ltd transformation is laborious, as is the application 
of the development strategy. Fortunately, there are already established trade 
unions and community structures which can make an input into how regional 
development must occur. The majority Alexkor Ltd workers belong to local 
National Union Mineworkers (NUM) branch which has been vigilantly ensuring 
that Alexkor Ltd management do not stray too far from their promises regional 
development. Over past few years, there have been a number intense 'downing 
of tools' and strikes. 1996 there was a prolonged strike, in which stated 
their displeasure at not being consulted about privatisation plans for the mine, among 
other issues.23 The NUM workers managed to beat manag ment into a retreat, and to 
forestall privatisation plans. 
5.5 Identification of Economic Diversification Options 
As a means of meeting diversification challenges posed by declining .... u ... n.' ...... 
the new management of ABT appointed consultants,. >L.'-r-> 
Environmental Consultants to investigate assist with implementation 
viable land-based ..,..,'.IU'-'Hlll.., alternatives. completing feasibility ''''''','V''', the 
identified tourism and mariculture as the most viable options which could 
be developed immediately, even though implementation would be phased-in 
gradually.24 The Alexkor Ltd management decision to accept these identified 
diversification projects was based on the 
coincided with resem'cn commissioned by 
Northern Cape Economic Development 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Information gained from personal communication. 
24 1997 (a & b). 














that mining has foreclosed the use other natural resources can stimulate 
economic growth. Particularly, " ... tourism is growing exponentially in Northern 
Namaqualand [and] it is important that ......... 'A"-.Jl Ltd starts its development 
now to maximum benefit current positioning".25 However, 
consultants !:I,-nTHl"'" that tourism mariculture would to operate within the 
framework Integrated Environmental Management an Integrated Coastal Zone 
Management Plan (ICZMP) which is 
DrJlnclDles.26 
The consultants stressed that the key to 
'""Hl.J"'...,· ..... on inter-generational sustainability 
successful venture would be the inclusion 
oflocal communities decision-making from the outset.. Any economic 
diversification 001[1011S to include active participation and involvement 
of those people whose livelihood options are most likely to be affected the 
decommissioning of ......... J'lS activities. consultants stated that alternative 
eC()nC)mllC options would have to implemented within the framework of relevant 
policy, that to include marginalised people into the management natural 
resources. Besides, the closure of the will have a profound on secondary 
or ancillary industries, currently supported by the mine. Retrenchments are 
therefore, one of the main objectives of diversification is to contain retrenchment 
by gradually retraining incorporating workers into alternative developments. 
Alj;Xli>.Or Ltd ernlD1j)V€~es come throughout Mrica, but mostly from 
surrounding towns such as Nolloth, .. ,.."" ........ ,,"'. Pofadder, Steinkopf, 
Vioosldrift. this '""T ... r,,...,,, the Alexkor Ltd development initiative is fortunate in that 
marginalised communities of Northern Namaqualand have a history of political 
and social organisation, as discussed in Chapter Four. The Northern Namaqualand 
area, as for whole has a relatively low population density. sparsely 
populated area community participation easier, only for the 
2S Alexkor 1997 document). 
26 The concept of [EM is explained in the Table of Contents under the section 'Definition of 
Terms'. The World Bank describes the term 'ICZMP' as a process and 
management for the development of coastal zones, both biophysical and social criteria are 











that interested and affected (I&APS) are largely known to each other, even 
though as differing political affiliations and are enormous constraints 
<J.}:,,'u .... ,<J.i3.27 Thus an implementation for tourism and mariculture to based on 
an integrated approach to natural resource management and socio-economic 
development, which takes account of past present conditions in the ''''J;:.>VU 
5.6 Summary 
This section has described the history Alexkor which despite a 
profitable state asset, nonetheless plays an important economic role in 
Namaqualand region. The for Alexkor 
extracting operation to a development 
overall transformation processes 
to transform. from purely a diamond 
has to be understood within the 
................ and the ........ '~ • .u.l ..... of diamond 
reserves. Therefore, the development strategy of Alexkor Ltd highlights the for 
the preparation of a post-mining economy establishes ..... co-determination 
structures with labour and the communities as stakeholders to provide strategic 
i1P,·c.hlln in and implementing internal restructuring " 28 
The and mariculture is primarily viewed as a tool which 
can lay the foundation economic opportunities. importantly, the 
implementation these Ol'\i'ennllcatlon projects is regarded by consultants as part. 
seeks and parcel a regional community strategy, 
environmental justice.29 The participation of communities in the economic growth 
the region is connected to sustainable utilisation of the remaining 
resources (in other words 
high market values). as 
resources are traditionally regarded as carrying 
as the preservation of the biodiversity 
Namaqualand.3o di'\i'enlifi,cation strategy will have to designed as a 
as the .'"-'."-'lV ...... discussed in Chapter """u,',n resource management The 




'19 EAEC, c, 
30 Ibid. 
private companies, government. local communities and 












partnership should be built on trust to counteract which have 
historical roots. is crucial that .... ~'AA.."l 
suspicion as an 'Afrikaner' institution, and as a '"'VI."",,,,,, 
viewed with 
which provided comfortable 
employment and living for a minority in the 
Whether perception is justifiable or not, ....... A''"'VI needs to respond by 
a more public that on the it can play in development 
Northern Namaqualand. application of the cOllllnlUfllty participation strategy in the 
and projects, Chapter is a means 
internalising transformation a means 
are affected by it the future of 
Alexkor Ltd is dependent on many other as[lec[s such as more profitable H ...... "E> 
market diamond-selling Mostly it is dependent on 
long-awaited decision from Office the corpolratlsatlon 
or privaltis<lltioln this state asset latter ",,,,,,',,,.,,,,,vu ..... Vj.A"' ... ' .......... ,UJI", a 
management strategy £',... ......... "'n" which presently hangs m(.lleCllSlCln about 
what the political ........ ''''.''' .• v'''-U ..... 8'''.''' have state-asset. Recent reports 
from various Ltd strategy structures LU ... L ........ '."'" that the Office Public 
Enterprises is favour diversification ....... ", ... ,..,'" proceeding, despite the uncertainty 











TOURISM AND MARICULTURE VIABLE DIVERSIFICATION 
OPTIONS 
6.1 Introduction 
chapter will outline and mariculture, the two options, which 
have been Idemtll1le:d as feasible appropriate given the socio-
economic .... u'cu .. , • .., ........ u.,,.. resources available in Northern Namaqualand. 
and mariculture 
understanding why these options 
,.u.U'UUjt;. The viability of 






been cited as 
than gaining an 
alternatives to 
previous 
the Northern Namaqualand sub-region. 
1:"","'U116, decision-making 
n1'l"I,tp.l"'fC is therefore to the 
the proposed tourism and mariculture projects could new types 
generating options for the region, successful implementation would have to be 
promoted thoroughly amongst inhabitants. involvement support are 
the to an eventual plan. Furthermore, the to Alexkor, 
1I-Ir:0,L,'~. recommended that the following points must be into account: 
.. broad objectives of each the Tourism and Marine 




.. alternatives to mining focus on developing local community human 
resources as well as cOllserv::ltioln of natural resources which not been 










the present mstltl.lltlonai and ._ ..... ~._ .• can be used advantageously 
realising political promise improved living conditions of marginalised 
people; and 
• an integrated resource and cOlnnlurn[\'-DaSf~a land management plan as an 
Zone Management (ICZMP) should be put into 
immediately to ensure res:ponslble marine use,l 
6.2 Description of Factors which 
Viable 
Tourism in Northern Namaqualand 
There are many of .,-,un.:>,.u - international travel and dOlnelitlc travel are the 
more traditional forms of tourism. the 1970s there has been a growth in 
specifically defined nature tourism, which is itself open to debate definition. 
popular term, 'ecotoursim' was coined in by Hector Ceballos-Lascurain, and 
was described as 'travel to natural .z Several variations this term evolved, 
but a useful definition was made by the Ecotourism Society 1991, 
following aspects nature 'VW,U"'A,U. 
included 
• purposeful travel to .. a'L",,,:>'! areas to .. U .. ''"'L'' ...... the and natural history 
the 
care not to alter the integrity of ecosystem; 
• producing economic opportunities make the conservation natural resources 
beneficial to local 1.I""'''I.I!,..,,3 
are other spe:ClIllC definitions involvement, 
'I'PTi"'I''I'jO'{1 to as tourism', study uses above concepts ecotourism 
and community tourism interchangeably, sense that both the natural and 















consultants to ru"',AJ.'-'Ul Url'LA~_ state in their feasibility report that 
Northern Namaqualand enormous tourism resources and potentia1.4 
reasons cited is that the area is beautiful with AVAU .... £>, .. v.'" 
area has one concentrations in the It is 
Dorlaerc~a by the which harbours a RAMSAR wetland, 
attracting hundreds of SD(~CU~S birds. The latter flocks of 
some rare migrant from all over the world been sighted. In addition, 
Namaqualand coastline is rich marine life.s 
people 
is now only spoken by 
previous institutional Nonetheless, 
backgrounds are proud of their heritage. They are 
including Nama 
people, mostly v"' ... ·u.uo,.., 
people from Nama 
to share their traditions 
with outsiders, not because wish to create fleeting around their 
but because of the opportunities that tourism to .. v,,,nc, .. and re-assert 
6 
already has a but flourishing tourism with a tourist: 
of about 1: 4, despite a lack of aggressive mechanisms for the 
Northern Cape 7 This ratio is to those found in f'n •• nt., ... " 
by a tourism economy, as many Caribbean ,.. .. ".nt.-.""" 8 ... " ............. Satour 
.. .,.r,,,, .. 'F'" UIUI'-U, . .., that <lUl<lYl.l<l1<lUU achieved the top on an 
overseas v .... , .. UJ'i". many in the 
9 
a national level, the development of tourism has been orclDo:sed as a future growth 
.... "Inct .. " for the whole of South ....... u ......... 







a, 1997, unpublished. 
b,1997. 
Director of South 
as a developing 
Tourism 
South Africa must 










create new models for tourism growth, which must acceptable within a global 
framework. 10 notes developed countries as in Europe and North "" nn ... "u 
an emphasis on tourism is managed sustainably and planned around 
cultural resource preservation for fear that these resources may 
depleted. contrast, the situation is different in most of Southern where 
emphasis 
growth. 11 
to be placed on natural resource preservation as well So(;}o·"eCIJnC)ml.C 
particularly shows potential to be a world class 
but a new must encompass major T"' .... rn .. "'· 
.. tourism growth strategies; 
.. environmental ....... ""f~..., ... v .. 
.. most importantly, socio-economic welfare.12 
To this end, Satour states that tourism must strive to meet the basic principles the 
RDP. It must to reverse tourism that has been traditionally along racial 
lines by catering mainly 'white' needs. Therefore, community involvement must 
be encouraged, with a focus on partnerships with other agencies such as NGOs, the 
private and public sector. Community ownership of SMMEs must be and 
projects must integrated with other national and regional development 
There are numerous to however, and these include: 
.. insensitivity to the plight urban poor through poor regional planning; 
.. cultural imperialism "' ........... , ... by visitors are of local 
traditions - insensitivity been well documented through out the world as a 
communities; 
.. urban stress ... "",...""",,,,, of pressures to provide skyscraper hotels and other 
amenities; 













• inverse funding developed countries h".,~!alc!'" no mechanisms exist whereby 
tourism-generated profit remains in the destination.13 
as an alternative appear to outweigh the in advantages of 
Namaqualand which dire alternative "' ..... .IU\"'uu,,,, options; ..,;".,,,"' .. '" I factors 
t"'" .... "",...,. a worthwhile alternative to --"'----15' bearing mind that diversification 
is aimed at providing employment and community development. 'nn"'C!lm is suitable 
as a alternative because: 
• it can bring development to rural areas; 
• it is labour intensive; 
• it a multiplicity of and therefore has a multiplier effect; 
• creates entrepreneurial opportunities; 
• it can create opportunities for education and training; 
• it can promote indigenous cultures; and 
• it can sustain environment if properly "" ...... ,,,,,,.14 
Tourism in Namaqualand ., ... uu" ... thus guided 
Tourism White that endorses Responsible 
broad philosophy of 
U ..... ".,lL. including: 
• a proactive approach which seizes existing opportunities now; 
• creation tourism .u..,,,,,",,,, in communities which previously were withheld; 
• balanced tourism that acts responsibly to the natural environment; 
nu."..,t""",'nt in and development of marginalised communities; and 
• provision a pleasant, 
13 Ibid. 
14 Ibid. 
and secure destination visitors. IS 










6.3 Factors Make Mariculture Viable 
6.3.1 Introduction 
Marine Resources describes mariculture as " ... the culture or 
husbandry fish sea water".16 Besides the feasibility study conducted by 
consultants for Alexkor the Northern Cape Province contracted researchers 
to the potential of fishing and mariculture potential the province. 
outcome of this res,ealrch was that fishing and mariculture presents new opportunities 
for economic development entire As a national industry, "''''''U''1S 
lands approximately 484000 tons of worth R1.7 billion annually; and it 
employs about 60 000 - 70 OOOpeopleP Despite the that the bulk is 
caught off the Coast, a tiny fraction (about R4 million 1994) is .. ....,'U ... ,I'\' 
landed Nolloth, n .. th",,·,., Cape. IS ... " .... "' .. ",,'u.::o for this cited as: 
.. the lack of investment; 
.. the long .... "" ..... ""'" from in the Cape; and 
.. the U....,'~lUj' .... of rock lQ[)SU~r fishing, has resulted widespread 
unemployment. 
It is disconcerting that the Northern Cape is rich in marine resources, which 
been exploited over years; yet to the 
",,",V'LH'" of the 
benefits and ........... htc 
IUE>1r,,.,<> Living .Ke~;OUl:ces Bill this tension 
and vu,"""" ... a move away large fishing operations to a more diversified 
exploitation pattern .... U.lj"Ul',",.l operations, including 'sophisticated' but 
nonentheless sustainable and more affordable fishing are 
ABT appointed BAEe to do an initial feasibility 
the .... ~ •• " .. u .. v under I"llvAJI>.VI jurisdiction.I9 Alexkor an existing "'IH,a.H-... ~a 
16 DEAT, p10,1998. 













operation, which has 
more research.2o 
the potential growth different technology and 
6.3.2 Coastline Under Alexkor Ltd Jurisdiction 
classic definition of the term 'coastal zone' is an area where terres:tn:a1 
marine elements meet. It typically includes VUI;"""", plains, wetlands, 
beaches, and other "'-V.,,"' ..... features. However, ...... .,,...,,,"",,, the 
coastal zone extends is open' to debate, and depends on the ", .. .,,...t,,,, ... ,,,,h,...co of a 
spe:ClI1lC coastline. This study the classic biophysical """'JlUIJ'"'''''' as well as 
those areas near the coast where development may have a profound impact on 
coast to describe coastal zone.21 
The coastline under Alexkor jurisdiction, which is referred to this study, is 
90km stretching southward from 
southern town limits of 
mouth of the "'''~" ... _ River to about 6km 
south Nolloth, which is based on an 
state land.22 LJ"u.., ... ~. practical ... ,,, ..... ,,C'I:>C' in feasibility 
coastal zone not only as the shoreline and marine ...... ,. .... .,., 
entire of land under control of AJe:X1(I)r Ltd that runs along the 
area is a single adlnirlistJative 
complications multiple 
the important mining "''''', ..... , .. 
which is under 
The strip is 
buffer zone.23 
control 





greater section the N amaqualand coast has off-limits to non-employees 
of mining areas because of security measures. Consequently, large of 
the coast remained relatively pristine behind the fences, bec:am;e 
occurred as a result of deposits being 10(:at(~a on high terraces 
or being too 
resulted 
or too sparse to make mining Security measures also 
coast mostly moer-'UlUlse,a, or only utilised by those 
20 Ibid. 












people who were able to gain concessions from the Department of 
under previous regime. 
6.3.3 Overview oUbe Marine Resources oftbe Namaqualand Coast 
The .Ljrt.I~"'j feasibility report states that this coastal 
sought after intertidal /', .... , .. .., .... '" and exploitable 
is rich in a variety of highly 
resources which can be 
utilised for development of mariculture?4 include: 
.. macro algae such as kelp can be harvested wet as well as 
.. Gracilaria alga, which highly after; 
.. two "'IJ",,-,n.u> of limpets the genus Patella; 
.. the invader mussel Mytilus; 
.. other species which are commercially harvested 
town of Port Nolloth has offshore fisheries, mostly revovling <1. .......... 11\.1 crayfish 
and The hake and crayfish resources can also potentially included in co-
management ventures with people who have not been to gain fishing 
(these people refer to themselves as future product owners). nAJ ... v,..r the 
·EAEC does not on off-shore T1<;:.,nPT'1P<;:' but recommends an investigation 
into access of stocks.26 
mariculture and U"JU.LU.J:; options prt~SelrH local communities, including retrenched 
workers, with the opportunity of gaining access to stocks along the coast. The coast 
also much more to offer resources that can cultivated 
are IJre~ea]m~ sites for and plant ..... VJLUlJllUlUU ..... "', ..... V'''''' .. ''l 
habitats of biodiversity, an of international importance, valuable 
historical, cultural and archaeolgical sites. under-utilisation of section of 
South African coast has had ..... ,J .... v. advantage, that preventing development 
which typically destroys natural habitats because of unchecked urbanisation 
24 Ibid. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Ibid. Another reason for this is that the Northern EDU have appointed consultants to do an 










over·,pOlpulaI10I1 ......... lU~'-' recommend that, if real estate and infrastructure are to 
developed, an approach will be essential the protection of biodiversity 
for the benefit of local communities.27 
Before pilot are ct""Tt",rI further to undertaken 
.. the most aptJropnate ,,,,,",,,,,'un-,'J:;. 
.. a cost and of mariculture operations which allow for worker 
.. the most species to be 
.. existing infrastructure which can be utilised; . 
.. funds, such as by the GEF, 
.. training for for w()rklers and management,28 
Most importantly, De~JDlle must be o;;,uJ:::.aJ;:,o;;,u: to establish a 
community-driven industry, for which not only provide labour but 
also have the opportunity to draw real benefits.29 
6.4 The Need for an l""'t . , .... "'· ... t"'.11 Coastal Zone M~ma2ernerlt 
1',..llL.''-' emphasise 
integrates 
fairl y pristine 
the South African '"''-', ....... u .. '..,. 
currently being drafted, 
responsible resource 
the 1970smany 
'\wV,""'.'''' areas, in recognition 
27 Ibid. 
28 Ibid. 
'lwV''''''U:U development a management plan 
projects, such as o;;,v,,,,,,.,:u 30 Otherwise, 
coast stands to suffer the same aej~ra(Jatllon as the rest 
in view of the fact that new '"'v'''''' .. :u zone policy 
developers should lay foundation now of 
socio-economic ntTr'Un," 
turning to an u .. '.. !::. ........ , .... management of 
coast is a special area with valuable 












resources which should responsibly preserved for generations?l 
Likewise, 
requires a 
future land use planning management Namaqualand coast 
which incorporates the tenets a -u" .... ,,>U resource 
management system as described Chapter and recognises special 
characteristics of 
The World as a governance, ,",VI."''',. .. ,,}; of the legal 
institutional necessary to ensure that development and management 
for coastal zones are integrated environmental (including social) and 
are participation those affected. main objective ICZM is to 
benefits by the CO,:lSr,:l1 zone and to ..... ,u. .. ,""'''' the conflicts and 
"".uu .. .,..u effects upon each other, on resources on the environment. 
The distinctive of ICZM is the coastal zone is regarded as a whole, . rather 
than aglnemeo units, and an ecosystem approach is employed instead the 
traditional resource management approaches which tend to more sectorally 
ICZM must maintain a balance between the protection valuable p"rn:"""f"'TTI" 
and of coast-dependent economies. It should ensure that in setting 
coastal environmental assessments take account impacts to the 
environment, how will be mitigated and restored 
appropriatel y. Furthermore, must ensure that the process of "'''' ...... jZ, objectives, 
planning and implementation involves as broad a spectrum of ...... ,,"'''' groups as 
The best "'v,""'''v.''' compromise n.,.rUT~'''n the different int,,,, ... ,,,,,,t,,, should be 
found so that a is achieved in 
importantly, ICZM should be an evolutionary 
ron',.... .. ""veconomic, 
31post and Lundin, 1996. 
32 Ibid. 
coastal zone. Most 
requiring iterative solutions to 
regulatory ."" ... ".:1.32•33 
33 The ICZMP for the Alexkor area is dependent on niJmerous factors such as community 
participation, progress with the implementation of the tourism and mariculture projects, a land-use 
plan, and land claims. Interaction with other coastal role-players is also important because the 
ICZMP would have to extend beyond the Alexkor borders, if it is to be at all useful. At the time of 
this dissertation, the researcher was informed by the ABT facilitators that the ICZMP 
was shape and that discussions with the the NCEDU and others were taking place. 
The ICZMP would also have to be guided by and feed into the recommendations of the CMPP, 











The brief descriptions the potential tourism and mariculture projects have to be 
analysed within a broader framework national efforts to energise provincial and 
local economies. The challenge for development sentiments in White Green 
lJ<>rIPrc: is how to translate these into reality; leaving a paper-trail of words. 
Neither tourism nor mariculture has dealt with in detail in this chapter 
of arenas presents its own challenges, within own context 
most striking similarity though, is potential that one holds as an alternative 
to mining of the focus on community development as opposed to traditional 
tourism and fishing. this implementation projects have to ensure 
the are met. Chapter Seven traces how ........,~, .. >J ........ 
involvement has been in, to the the 











COMMUNITY IN TOURISM 
MARICULTURE PROJECTS 
7.1 Introduction 
This ch,lptc~r the community participation over a period about 
eight months, from November 
reference to strategies employed 
to June 1998. It describes a set period with 
the implementation and manageme t 
and mariculture. This study IOC:US(~s on how these Df()lects can'contribute to 
economic from the perspective. is taken of the fact 
that there are other role-players such as government and NOOs which 
necessity and will have to participate in regional development. 
7.2 Facilitation of Projects 
Facilitators of development are 
heavy responsibility to ensure that 
are met. l distinction which 
mariculture Df()lects is the fact 
to the success projects; and therefore 
aims and objectives projects and pr()cessc;:s 
to be made to the tourism 
over-arching pr()ce:ssc~s and role-players 
a 
have is primarily a of national and regional transformation 
processes which multi-dimensional facilitation. 
However, the the ABT CI'/,\l1 .. '"'''' and Coastal M,mageInelrlt Units are directly 
responsible co-ordination Iml)leIneIltatlon of projects. In addition, 
consultants, L:.F"'''~''~_ were contracted to and assist these units with: 











the in terms training development, as 
as' possible 
• linking the units into regional initiatives and aspirations 
• implementation projects? 
staff are to[~etltler .... t· ..... • .. rl to as 
facilitation role consultants will",uJ'uu,O" as the projects ", .. r,n .. "", The 
ultimate aim is for facilitation to enter another phase whereby communities 
take responsibility for various outcomes of these initial orC)1e(:ts. 
of the Feasibility Studies and Identification of Issues 
studies for tourism and mariculture the potential viability of 
and mariculture, and act as precursors full environmental assessments. 
", .... u",,,,, echo various uauv.uaL and provincial "ua'''''J;; which 
inclusion of local communities and enacting socio-economic 
growth processes. Various documents recommend that tourism and mariculture 
should be explored as economic alternatives. An .tn ... nrTg example of 
completed by uv ...... "' ........ Management ..... r.C'fr"tn1rn .. Report 
"'l".''''''''"' by CEO and ...... "' ... .,r.n of the 
is the 
in 
""<,~", •• ,, 3 
The appointment of the ""' .. ,"" ... to explore the viability of tourism and mariculture 
as a ..... ,'"'" .... ,." ... whereby marginalised communities could can 
diversification. 
issues and ,uU'''''''''J;; recommendations, consultants ....... "' ... '" 
are mariculture not properly planned. 
recommended that responsible socio-economic development must be based on 
principles sustainability which is premised by natural resource conservation and 
SO(~lo··eCIDnc)mllC justice. They that failing to these issues result 
2EAECa& 
3 CSIR, 1994. An EMPR is a legally 
environmental management. 










in the Namaqualand biophysical environment under The 
with its development potential, could become a playground and TT",n"'''_F''' for 
people live the region. This effectively means that ... u,'uu ...... ,u .. '''''' of 
Northern Namaqualand would be disadvantaged once again being with an 
eroded natural resource base, exploited culture and without substantial wealth 
creation. 
The consultants made several recommendations to ABT to safeguard against 
pertinent recommendation was that tourism and mariculture development 
should not restricted to the immediate mining town of Alexander Bay, but should 
'nt",.... ...... ,....1"'::II" ... the whole of Northern Namaqualand. the future this 
could possibly expanded to the region. These initiatives be 
with the development of the greater Northern Namaqualand "'v ........... .. 
ABT was advised to include following factors a master plan would 
the of community development 
.. identification of local communities other 
.. establishment separate tourism and mariculture steering cornm,lt which 
role-players; include various community reY:lre~;entati consultants and 
.. creation of a tourism and mariculture management plan, including a financial and 
marketing strategy; 
.. accessing funding than contributions with a to 
becoming from mine, with possibility of establishing a 
community trust; 
.. identification related issues, such as land which are intricately 
connected to community development; 
• reconciling the ABT strategy those of private sector, government 
and communities, with the aim of maximising benefits to all parties 
concerned; 
• conduction a 
employees 










• provision skills training and education interested individuals - such as 
training or small 
• provision education and information .... ", ......... tourism and mariculture 
• who an in developing 
and ........... ,'''' locally and outside the reil~lOll: 
• liaison 
involved 
role-players such as NOOs and community structures who are 
~ .. "u .. ". or related initiatives; 
• liaison with all of local and provincial go'V'enrunent to support community-
'driven tourism and mariculture projects; 
• liaison with and national government to "' .... 1-,... .. "'" spearhead 
rehabilitation assets such as the 














in nodes where ,vu .. """ 
services and L"~"U"""''', 
assessments to ascertain how 
both natural resources and social 
4 
benefit local 
as an intoflmatlcln 
and 
- with 
The above "" .. ,LV'''' contributed to design of the tourism and 
masterplans that were subsequently done once the process of community palrtiC:lmltlCm 
started unfolding. are termed 'revolving the 
to evaluate and as progress. 











consultants noted community participation to proceed with great 
sensitivity and transparency, and requires the participation all people likely to 
affected.s Namaqualand NGOs and which are 





role-players which are 
........ "''''''u Ltd include: 
into a 
involved in the 
.. Transform (a partnership between GTZ and the Land Affairs) 
Richtersveld; particularly involved community tourism in 
.. Independent (IDT) is 
such as and welfare; 
.. Surplus Peoples is presently involved land claims in the Alexkor 
Ltd area, as well as the planning for new district ....... ,".0;..''', 
.. Resources Centre (LRC) provides legal ass1st:anc:e to communities around 
land claim issues.6 
Namaqualand 
structures and focuses on 
the NCDC has 
nf'"""p'''If Company is a coalition of 
co-ordination of development projects for the region. At 
''''nuu" ... a macro-economic plan which is investigating 
such as job creation, infrastructure development including a harbour, and 
eC()fl()mllC incentives such as tourism and mariculture.7 
are various local 2m/eflrlm,ent structures as <1"'''Ll'Ull<11 Regional 
'-'VL~""'.ll" (RTCs) and 
structures. Despite the 
autonomous structures, 
5 EAEe a & b,1997. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Scott 1998, draft 
'eV'el()PIlneIlt Forums which serve as community 
OlIIerem:::es which approach of 










change. They have an important function within the Northern Namaqualand sub-
and provincial area. 
Similarly, Alexkor Ltd initiative to take account of neighbouring mining 
companies, such as Beers Consolidated Mines (DBCM) and Transhex have 
a long history in the region. Both companies own huge of land which are 
used for mining of diamonds. Having contributed to the exploitation local people, 
these companies are faced with land claims issues of transformation (despite 
fact that they are private companies in constrast to Alexkor Ltd). keeping with the 
sentiment and private ownership does not them 
addressing what their contribution towards social responsibility should be.8 
progress development will stymied if individual companies 
directions and do not Uo;;;\~l<lJlo;;; agendas or commitment to transformation. 
elopment of Namaqualand will benefit greatly if these hugely successful 
companies participate in joint development projects. 
brief .... ~"vlJllJ but a broad 
actors 
role-players is not 
can contribute to development. participation of the Northern Cape and 
...... ,n ........ government is <lCC'l1nH·r! as critical to development Already, 
projects have forged with of the aforementioned Orr\l1r.c Transform, 
especially, is actively involved in development training 
communities in Richtersveld. 
Formation and Role of AnT Coastal and Tourism Management Unit 
Towards the latter part of ABT torme:d the Coastal and Tourism Management 
whose aims were: 
facilitation of all matters relating to tourism 
development; 
8Thein~vitabilityofdecomlmis:Siorlingof 
various companies are committed to the creation is open to 











• 'liaison with Alexkor management related'internal delJartmlents; 
, • liaison with all including government, unions, and 
communities; 
• facilitation community identified 
• conversion and amelioration of r>..t ... ,A .... '''. Ltd assets to maximise tourism and 
coastal resource pOlCen'naJ 
• co-ordination masterplans; and 
• assessment how activities such as the Alexkor Ltd project and 
mine tours could be included into plans. 
The core staff of these units include co-ordinators for the projects, a tourism 
marketing ottlcc::r and an administration assistant. is also a co-odinator the 
'Living Museum', and incorporates historical from mine and of 
the biodiversity the region as part of natural resource IDilllli:l,gt:IUt:J[U 
programme. museum is part of the 
As initial input, and other contracted consultants were tasked with contributing 
to capacity building of core staff, and overall planning of projects. As projects 
however, the eMU and TMU are expected to self-sustaining units. 
present, (the section Alexkor Ltd) provides funds towards 
diversification. Once futur  mine is finalised by Office for 
the between and ABT projects will clarified. the meantirne 
it has accepted in principle that is the channel for funding community 
development. At a land-use planning meeting (discussed in 7.18 
chapter) the formation of a community trust was initiated, but will require from 
as wen before finalisation. 
The and staff playa role outreach ",1'1','''''1'", to communities, and 
have to understand pertaining to the transformation Alexkor Ltd as 
as the n ....... <ln ..... political scenario. serve as an interface n"'l"'llll~''''n community 
involvement and other tiers of decision-making, as the A1ieXJowr Ltd management 










"""' .... """.'" of 
structures trade union 
communities makes them aware of many 
them familiar to local communities. 
This shared 
peculiar to the 
a involvement 
with the local 
and also makes 
IIU111.1U'1i ofthe Northern Namaqualand Tourism Task 
In response to the principle that tourism in Northern Namaqualand is linked to the 
inclusion of all communities so that the prime beneficiaries of development should be 
the inhabitants of the a tourism forum was ...,"'.au •• " .. " ..... 
Namaqualand Tourism Task 
on the 14 November 1997. 
representatives who established the 
Group (NNTIG) which held an important 
Participants included thirteen community ",nt"t""",,, members TMUand 
ABT l1Ullua,,,,...,lH...,IH and a ret:'re~;entatr TheNNTIG to 
meet rnnnrn to on following 
• to establish the forum properly and to report to various constituent 
communities; 
• to the vision of the 
• to with the relevant Northern Cape officials; 
• to the initiatives women in the (such as the 
Womens Tourism Organisation); 
• to liaison with Bay Mine mining section Ltd); 
• to create employment 
• to the tourism the area; 
• to market Northern Namaqualand as a tourism destination; 
the cultural conservation and the the area; 
natural 
• to connect with the rest Cape and South 
• to guard a]::"u .. ,:,. the creation wasteful new initiatives, but rather to develop 










to distribute information and knowledge, particularly the younger generation.9 
In H .... "" ... " ... " of this ",.VUIJ. a mission statement was .U .. U,H" ....... and included 
following sen.tlmlent (translated from Afrikaans): 
"The NNTIG biodiversity in the region and that it must 
nT(UP,rrp,t'I ••• to ensure a sustainable for and 
responsible in which [interested parties] partake draw 1"1"'1"1"'1"11" from ... " 
It was decided to meetings in different areas, as as possible, as a means 
directly communities. Towns are widespread and many people do not have 
easy access to telephones or public transport. community was also requested to 
design own tourism which would be incorporated into a marketing 
an overall . Existing community initiatives were included 
masterplan region, which would then be marketed as one destination. Tourists 
would be encouraged to visit all areas, so that people could benefit directly from the 
eXJ)ectea increase in tourism. 
Another meeting NNTIG was held on February 
Director 
Various 
including Morden, Tourism 
the Northern Cape government, the Namaqualand Diamond 
Fund from Training A group women 
from Port Nolloth who were seeking p"""UJlO'''LVU to convert one of the old mining 
hostels (Muisvlak) a guest-house was also present.10 The progress the tourism 
initiative was explained. The value of having the Director of VUj,,,:,,.u present was not 
only to explain how local communities 
also to u .. '''''''''''''''' with provincial 
project, but cautioned a~"lU'" 
a community driven but 
where real 
Director applauded the tourism 
do not accrue to local 
people who are vulnerable to manipulated. Another viewpoint was put forward 
that as opposed to 'community' tourism has always profitted a minority of 
9 Adapted from minutes. 
10 The NDTF is an organisation that receives funds from diamond companies, for the specific purpose 










entrepreneurs. Only very little money trickles down to local people (this being a fairly 
universal phenomenon developed countries),u It was that designed 
community tourism must: 
.. further the of development where local people share in profits and have a 
how tourism is .... "'.,.!'.,,"' .... 
.. must ensure that people are given preferential employment opportunities; and 
.. profits should in region the benefit of communities. 
should 
distant parties. 
e:reement should be 
the region, and not 
input made the NDTF and training rellires:enltatlves encouraged interaction 
among role-players who could promote funding, training the of 
community tourism throughout region. The idea of consolidation development 
projects throughout Namaqualand was so that duplication of resources does 
not occur, but the of similar growth-inducing visions. 
The meeting stn:~sse~d need community representatives to repo~t back to 
constituents, so that information is disseminated and does not remain with a 
individuals. The of NNTTG was to as inclusive and 
democratic as .... v.,"""JAv. 
7.7 Involvement of the People of Alexander Bay 
An factor was the reticence ...... " ... ,,'" by the Alexander Bay community, who 











Some Alexander residents have lived on the mine many 
years, and have a affiliation to this mining town. Newcomers to mine are 
from various South Africa. mine 'blue collar' workers mostly come from 
surrounding towns, but in on the mine, during the working week. Political 
affiliation and perception of the new South varies greatly may have 
influenced a response to the reconstruction of Alexkor Ltd. Amongst things, 
different political affiliations can be summed up by which trade workers belong 
to. majority of workers belong to NUM, a COSATU affiliate. A minority of 
mostly 'white' belong to a unioncaUed UASA or of Artisans of South 
Africa. This latter group appear fairly reticent about the transformation 
reconstruction of Alexkor 12 
with various oe()Ol,e. the .L""",Ul'L""L\Jl need to Alexander 
separately to the other COltnn1Ul1l1ti4~s U'~""'''''''''''''''' sensitivities surrounding: 
.. transformation, including affirmative action; 
.. possibility of retrenchments; and 
.. fact that the town remains largely racially separated. 
A number of u", ..... , ... ;:.'" town with the aim a tourism 
structure 
held in 
could affiliate to NNTIG. The initial meeting was fairly well 
attended, with about thirty 1J'-"UIJJl'-' present out of which was .... ~.., .......... ,u an interim 
committee. However, participation in successive meetings dropped and 
interim executive virtually disbanded. Reasons this response from 
OJ.""""""" community, once having thought through how tourism mariculture may 
be implemented, included following: 
.. limited mining should not 
be put into further diamond exploration 
to develop untested projects but should 
sentiment was expressed across the 










spectrum workers, residents. managers was not necessarily based on 
or race 
the idea of development marginalised communities was equated with the fact 
that surrounding communities already benefit mining profits through a 
diamond trust(blue workers mostly corne from surrounding communities, 
whilst white collar workers, including supervisors managers live on 
the mine and are mostly 'white'); 
• tourism "'u.J ........ not be focused on .... ~Vl-"H .... IH but private 
entrepreneurial principles; 
• cannot work in this remote area the Cape; and 
• varying communities cannot together successfully .13 
outcome of U,;:',,",U,);:',,IU;:" un.''''":,,, this c"'.r .. :"~n"::' uvIJO-l'lJ. sc)metlme~s public 
SOllletmles gained through individual OlS,CU:SSI IDn, was the clear .................. , .. 
Alexander Bay community no to be the NNTIG. U''''''vQ'''', a small 
of interested people who see the benefits of tourism decided to work LV"' ...... ...,. 
and when applicable will link into the overall strategy the NNTIG. 
7.8 Community Visits Tourism Outreach 
As a means outreach and ..,_ ...... ,.., of information, the visited 
communities throughout Namaqualand. such was to Rooiberg, which has an 
isolated and dilapidated quarry building. A group of from Eksteenfontein 
to convert this building into a conference which not only will provide 
accommodation but will also serve as an education .... """ .. 'w. amidst unique 
the ..."'",."'.' ... ",.., from as the surroundings. 
community wants to use for worthwhile nf'rl.,P('U: which could the 
not only a "'I .. " .. ' ....... , ..... area. 
Another visit was to Koerdap, a small town near to ......" ......... ,.~ only over an 











tourist as quite desolate; and unimaginable as a venue for relaxation and 
recreation. However, once dust is the eye, a, numerous 
possibilities unfolds, rummage left V"'Jl ......... from local visitors indicated a 
for an awareness campaign around littering, """Ui"11 
few amenities, 
and maintenance of the 
subsequent to both these the facilitators f'pr,nrtp/i that concrete plans for 
Rooiberg Environmental were already underway. had already 
used to a group of school-children, Koerdap site cleaned 
the community the of an organised 
willingness of behind displayed by 
enthusiasm which taciaea these two fledgling DroleC1LS. 
are other community initiatives underway. Women's 
Organisation is a simple but guest-house. 
guest-house increases a long journey the winding 
paths of the southern Richtersveld. growing number of foreign 
guest-house is some early of the that this area holds. 
7.9 "-'U'UllllUJllUIL., Interaction theCMU TMU 
from all communities are encouraged to visit the and TMU V.L.Ll"'''''''. 
Indicators that notion of and mariculture development had an impact 
were through: 
" about a variety issues; 
" proposals for as river rafting or 
houses; 
" or individual to discuss issues such as 
youth, how local crafts or small USlnes:ses could built; 
" with of proposals; 
"requests employment training; and 










andCMU various .... _~ .... A ... '" management and the 
masterplans, an initial business which would not look towards 
profitability in the short-term. Existing finance would be used towards development of 
projects, with a view to becoming increasingly independent from funds 
available through existing mining activity. a reflection of this approach units 
using ,-,va",.,.u and Units 
7.10 Strategy for Mariculture and Coastal Development 
community outreacfr proposed n .. r\1"'~~ followed 
same ,.."l'h,..· .. as that of often occurred 
were events which focused particularly on issues around fishing and mariculture. 
to 
are 
initial recommendations the consultants included ongoing research, and 
funding from Docnes such as GEF and Northern Cape 
1-'''.''''''''''' initial ...,rnlP" .... I"t:>.,,",rt from ABM, view 
mariculture project was operational and was 
funding would 
independent once 
profitability. The mariculture, or coastal project, 
and capacity-building before de(;on!lmisSlLonin.e: of the mine enters 
objectives of 
final ",.aJ;:; ... ,:>.14 To this end, other recommendations following: 
.. 
.. 
structures employees All~'A""UI Ltd to take responsible planning, 
and skills development public support and involvement; 
t,..m' .. ''''· ..... and mariculture should form part of an mtle.e:]·atf~a resource management 
as the ICZMP 
(the ICZMP 
.... V;.UI.uu: .. n."'''' and other 





14 The term 'coastal' is used in the sense that the development of mariculture projects cannot 
be done in isolation from environmental, political and socio-economic issues which influence the 










- the possibility of a network of parks and community conservation reserves linking 
various parts the whole Namqualand could planned as a long-term 
and could be with other parties as the 
DEAT NGOs; 
• the establishment a Coastal 
community representatives, 
consultants - to advise CMU about 
zone; and 
(CRG) comprising Alexkor 
groups, government representatives 
and sustainable use of the ,",V<""""1 
-development the Namaqualand coastline should link into coastal 
projects elsewhere in the country, and should interact current attempts such 
as the CMPP to define a national zone policy framework. 
7.11 Public Workshop to .... ,,' ..... ,"" a Proposed Association of Fishing and 
Mariculture Interests 
On the 20 February 1998 the public 
£CU.''-'hCl,,,,,,,,vl Bay. 
• fishing and mariculture product owners; 
- future product owners; 
was by the CMU in 
n ...... """' .. '" such as: 
- consultants to the Northern Economic Development Unit (NCEDU); and 
• various community representatives including the 
the Hondeklipbaai Women's League. 
The workshop was primarily at discussing: 
• the establishment of a fishing association 
consultants contracted by the NCEDU to 
development the Northern Cape; 
Development Forums, and 
which was being prClpOisea by 
fishing and 
- making the direction of Alexkor development strategy via the 










,u.:JJUU"Fo industry had to overcome the constraints of historical 
Vl.n",u."" by accountable provincial structures provincial 
governments. Initially, it appeared suggested ,,,,,""V'-' .... JlVU would only involve 
established fishing companies and interests, and that not much thought had been given 
to how marginalised interests could included. participants who 
represented communities stressed that any new association had to 
include those people who are disadvantaged a lack of access. 
,,,'-',,,,,,,,,,Vl,'" would to underpinned by consultation with not only 
those who are already product owners. pointed out community participation 
did not end with attendance at meetings, but had to create economic opportunities for 
disadvantaged people. If the Marine White meant anything at all, 
1..UE;,.u ...... , ....... communities who are dependent on marine resources had to gain access 
to fishing and mariculture concessions. There was broad agreement on this principle. 
The workshop voted in favour pursuing the formation of an umbrella structure 
would seek to protect marine resources promote development. The 
Northern Cape consultants agreed to hold a public meeting in Hondeklipbaai to 
discuss the establishment of further. 
Tourism and Mariculture Public Mt!etlln2 
A public ALA"' ......... hosted by the Was held on February About 250 
"'''',",'''''''' attended and came coastal towns as Port Nolloth as well as inland 
towns such as Kuboes. Representatives from the eMU, and the Alexkor 
consultants pn:seme:a background information about the proposed tourism coastal 
It was explained that these initiatives are linked into the decommissioning 
rt..!'I..-AJ"-Vl Ltd and the for diversified economic opportunities. A report on the 
aforementioned F AMDA workshop was also delivered. 
artllCl()ants raised concerns that these rH"rl.1P£'T'" would affect land claims. 
few participants stated that thought the purpose of the meeting was to 
discuss the of land claims. confusion was by various community 










• the meeting was called to .... ..,"' .... ~o tourism and mariculture; 
• land claims had to dealt with in the .:I ..... ' .. n' ..... '.:1 
properly mandated representatives 
forums, with input of 
and 
tourism and mariculture would not "" .... , •• no, but if were overlaps 
issues to be discussed, the proposed projects were 
aimed at overall development and issues 
could not be ignored. 
affected community participation 
Participants emphasised that if any developments were to proceed, had 
to applauded the the 
u.",,,,.u,,.:;. had been called information was "' ...... "' .. The meeting 
that the proposed should continue. speaker remarked had 
impressed with the rlp,o""1',nt,nn of how resources of the coast 
for activities other than mining, also stated 
• a should not 
u",>,:)""", around for 
communities had to 
up independently 
and 
facilitators and then just be 
The .:I.rl"1P1"Cnn of the Hl\,...,."UI::, 
....... " ...... , .... all I&APs. 
charge of implementing plans themselves. 
concerns need for open debate 
would continue to communities and 
information. Training around tourism and coastal had to be addressed 
urgently, even though final implementation of these projects would still require 
On the 7 May 1998 a meeting was facilitated by ABT in Nolloth. The main 
purpose was to establish a Coastal Group (CRG), would have the 
main the CMU on responsible use CRG 










development could promoted. Community members nominated onto the CRG 
reo,resent an of including government, and future product 
owners, NGOs such as Port Nolloth ANC Office and inland 
..... VJLU"U .... , .... ,'"''''. Experts as a environmental manager and lawyer, 
were nominated. The Advisor to the Northern Premier was nominated to 
the CRG. Community representatives called a workshop around draft 
constitution of FAMDA, which set to inaugurated on the 2 June 1998. 
7.14 Workshop to Discuss Draft F AMDA Constitution 
This workshop was hosted by the facilitators on 27 May 1998 in Nolloth. 
This workshop was lieu of proposed inauguration of FAMDA. Community 
mem[Jters were dissatisfied that there were no public meetings to discuss 
before the inauguration, as promised by the Northern Cape consultants. 
issues 
consultants had 'l"P(,1I1"'<::1""'rl comments to the proposed constitution, which they 
were hoping to finalised at the inauguration of FAMDA on 2 June 
Community representatives felt it imperative to a knowledge of what the aims 
and of F AMDA were, especially it was proposed as an 
umbrella structure the whole the Northern Cape province. public notices 
and invitations sent out Northern Cape consultants only appeared to . calling 
on present product owners to attend the inauguration, and did not convey the intention 
of broadly '-'"oJ'''''''', 
Participants 
mainly pointed out 
be on the 
many questions around the structure of the draft constitution, but 
lack of principles or a preamble, which felt should 
White There was no indication FAMDA 
ensure development coastal communities, alone gelleral 
development of the Northern Cape. It was decided a list workshop comments 
would sent to the consultants dealing with FAMDA. Participants it important to 
indicate that workshop was not held to work against idea F AMDA, but 











Establishment F AMDA 
On the 2 June about seventy people gathered in Port Nolloth Municipality 
Hall. The Minister of Goolam Akharwaray, 
delivered the keynote address as to why FAMDA was formed. stated that the 
mission was to provide a provincial fishing mariculture structure. of 
public requested clarity on the actual role that would play, and how this, 
would be reflected in constitution, as points: 
• would FAMDA ........ '"',.u .... on how and "'VII"'''''''''''''''''' would dealt with; 
• how would rLl,'LLJ,n. ensure development training; and 
• would fishing mariculture I&APs be accommodated in FAMDA? 
The Minister responded that his department would take note of these concerns, and 
issues should be addressed in a transparent manner. It was decided to elect an 
interim committee which would rework the draft constitution. Twelve people were 
nominated onto interim committee, including the established fishing industry and 
private enterprise, coastal and inland communities. interim committee was also 
tasked with that all communities had the opportunity making an input into 
draft constitution, which would be voted upon in months at the 
general meeting FAMDA. 
7.16 The Inclusion of Hondeklipbaai into Development Initiatives 
Flowing out discussions with individuals from Hondeklipbaai, the were 
requested to visit town which falls outside geographical of the 
Alexkor coastline, ostensibly out of ABT of Members 
this community described this town as 'n plek'(a discarded 










They that huge as and 
wealthy diamond mining cornp<Jlfl 
land adjacent to the township), 
De Beer Consolidated uu,u,",,,, (which mines on 
limited or no support to the development of the 
town. Furthermore, the small community is divided, with tensions running high 
between 'blacks' and 'coloureds'. latter group to that are the 
traditional and should receive the portion of limited 
resources such as housing and jobs. Besides, some participants felt that a local 
people were enriching themselves at the expense of others. Above all, unemployment 
is high and infrastructure is virtually non-existent. Roads to major towns such as 
Springbok and Port Nolloth are untarred and treacherous; and require about two hours 
driving. Only as recent as early were attempts made to install water 
systems and electricity. community is desperate to find solutions, be involved 
in alternative economic opportunities. 
Thus, a poorly attended public meeting of about twenty local participants was 
The main discussion revolved around how community could establish tourism 
and mariculture, and how they could be linked into development projects 
underway. people their desolation and desperation to improve their 
living conditions. their disappointment at the numerous projects 
and other Ul1'1."'11'JI-'''' which are regularly throughout Namaqualand, but which 
about no real changes to their situation. 
the tone of this meeting, the researcher was impressed with 
commitment the women of town to forge ahead and not to succumb to terribly 
stifling condition~. This small group women stated that: 
• racial conflict had to transcended; 
• everyone to pit to ensure that limited resources are shared; 
• local authorities provincial government to be and 
• members of community, were supposedly should not 










Their reason for insisting on a way forward is philosophical - they have CI11rtplrpti 
sacrificed so much already, that it would be foolhardy to up now. 
participants requested to be part regional development projects, to 




Hondeklipbaai is represented on the andFAMDA 
£",,,,,"",",,,, Influencing Community Participation Fishing and 
management of marine and estuarine resources is undertaken at national and 
provincial level by the Department of Sea Fisheries.16 terms of the Marine Living 
Resources Bill (1998), marine resources will be [u"" .. rnp, at a national level by the 
Even though Marine White Paper « •• , advocates the active participation by 
stakeholders and local ""',,, ... u,,,,,,"',, in the management marine is 
not evidence involvement ... is explored 
very SDl~Clnc 
coast l)as to 
.17 Nonetheless, any coastal South 
Department of Fisheries, which for 
intents purposes appears to in a state of flux. often to administrative 
18 
establishment of project been no eXti::etltloin that it has 
as the Northern dependent on communication various state departments 
Cape Economic Development Unit and DEAT. Various communication problems 
arose including personality clashes, misconception of who was doing what and 
whether people were overstepping their jurisdictions. individuals within the 
Northern Cape government £,\n.", ... I" p'vnl'pc,~ti the view that Alexkor Ltd was 
overstepping borders to monopolise the particularly 
coastline. management and argued the case 
tourism, could not be developed for a sector of the population. 
It to include <LUIl};!""'U"',,","" communities, which requires active participation, 
. 15 Information received through communication. 
]6 Sowman (ed), 1997. 
17 p18, Fisheries Policy JeVelOpmem Committee, 1995. 










not mere attendance at un<vLj'Ul:::." and policy recognition these communities must 
developed. Particularly regard to policy, there appears to a trend towards 
interpreting 'capacity' as ownership capital, technology and scientific 
knowledge.19 Thus, 'capacity' is virtually impossible for marginalised communities. 
appears to another trend towards 'marrying' the development of 
marginalised people (which various bits policies espouse} with capacity. 
essentially means that people with capacity can gain access to coastal resources 
once by including !". ... <,..1<,"' .... people have the backing of policies.2oThis 
latter form of '"'v·-JU,,, .. <J!". .... ' ... ,'u. is not necessarily bad, disadvantaged people are not 
merely policies seek to apply kDP principles. 
steps towards actualising the involvement of historically undercapacitated people into 
the industry must done at a where receive 
To (ed, 
1997) "",n'npc:'tc: that a fundamental principle of co··m,magelnelru: should equity: 
" ... a gre:eIT:lent, which sets out the 
decision -making, clearly ............ J, • ...,"" the HHl,ua,/;;vlllvllH functions 
to give power to both users the ... .,"n· ..... institutions r which] 
government department 
sustainable limits." 
equitable access to the resource within 
Referring to the of the emerging co-management Olifants River Harder 
Sowman (ed, 1997) states that the greatest challenge in a more 
equitable relationship between local traditional fishing industry owners and 
rm,pnt", involves a change in attitudes and behaviour This 
might mean that: 
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid (The researcher notes the fact that the redistribution of resources means that 
departments such as Sea Fisheries have to start dealing with marginalised often do 
not appear to have effective mechanisms or the will to about changes at gra:ssrclots 
level. From discussions with I&APS, it appears that the application of affirmative action policies has 
become an excuse for inefficiency and departmental confusion. This is supposedly because newer 










"Fishers will need to a more res·porlSlt>le. proactive and sometimes 
challenging approach. On the hand [government departments] will no 
be able to unilateral decisions but will need to consult 
negotiate on all matters relevant to the Ul<jLIH •. /; ..... lU ..... 'l .. of the 
The of 
highlighted, if 
the Nrurrnp Cape ... rr\'l11.C'lI"" can alleviate some of 
structure is truly going to represent the needs the 
p:;,LU, ...... ""' ....... .", .... 0 c()mmulnities. One reasons for the atclrelnelnti()ne~d 
netwefm the ABT and government ............ c,"" .... ,t'" 
approaches to community development. Whilst government departments may 
intentions of empowering people, a chasm exists """'-UT~'''''' authorities and 
ordinary people. In the Northern Cape instance, the physical distance the 
government headquarters in Kimberly and Northern Namaqualand is about an 
hour drive. This unfortunately often implies distance management, which is not 
always conducive to or communities, mechanisms are found to 
decrease this gap. most potent mechanism should be empowerment of the 
local fisher community can speak to government through representatives?2 
Nonetheless a positive outcome the dispute was that community concerns were 
heard did make a significant impact. Local fishers and future product owners 
demanded that have a significant presence on FAMDA, which been hailed as 
a coastal management structure. Other coastal provinces will possibly follow 
example future. 
Another important issue affecting the involvement of local people in a mariculture 
n"''\1,,,,,...t is the enormous sums of this industry - both as capital 
input 
still 
profit The historical of development of marginalised people 
in gaps in available to people. This often to access 
to resources being denied. The argument often posed by wealthy product-owners at 
meetings to discuss fishing and mariculture is that marginalised people who want 
........... " .... 0 quotas and concessions do not ."' ... u"' ..... how cost is involved in setting-up 
21 Sowman (ed) , 1997. 
22 The newly formed FAMDA Committee is to appoint a Development 
who will serve as a link between the Management Committee, government 










projects. Marginalised people counter-argue that often resources have 
extracted their labour for which they not adequately compensated. In 
addition, many unemployed fishers towns such as Port Nolloth and 
Hondeklipbaai are forced to bits of contract labour which is season-dependent In 
discussions with fishers, there was bitterness that product-owners often not 
preferential treatment to peClple of the particular town or L"'!,,'UJc', but employ 
outside labour. has led to traditional fishing towns losing overall character 
and the of which were usuall y carried over to the younger ""P",,'>"'" 
empty canning and fishing Hondeklipbaai are classic examples of 
industrial exploitation benefiting only the owners, who often do not even in the 
fishing town and take profits 
Thus, marginalised 1-' .... "'.1-'." have to contend stringent financial requirements, but 
have to with quota or CO]rlCe:SSllon nOlloe:rs who are tightly linked 
into departmental are naIU!Clvelrs "TF"JUn,,, reQlme. These 
create a competitive and sometimes HU," .. " .... allIIH)SlJ1neJre particularly 
beckons pnltrp,,,,r,,,np'l1r,, who are the Namaqualand coast is relatively pristine 
looking new exploits. 
Yet, the differing attitudes to how resources should be allocated to not 
only the Ltd initiative, development facilitators generally. Government 
policies regional have to be implemented a way that brings real 
changes to the standard of of people whose mass numbers reinforce 
political changes. Even though the development focus Marine White Paper was 
in direction, guidance and VL1~'UU.''''' a way negotiation <UllIVl1lo::,'" the 
stakeholders, these words require action. The overall "'''';''U:~'''' 
has about a shift priorities has cre~ate:o a mechanism for inclusion of 
marginalsied communities. The following quote from the Marine 










" ... the to utilise marine living resources to economic human 
resource development, employment creation a sound ""'-'-"Vj::'~'-"U balance consistent 
with development objectives of the national government ... ,,23 
Despite territorial UAi:l'VLlLv;) are relevant or it is nec:::essar'V 
players to set aside ditterenlces and to opportunity of empowering 
.6 ........ " .... ' .... people costs. In some way the responsibility weighs more 
on government structures who voted in by and 
consensus, as opposed to paid consultants or development L"' ... ,Hi'.'" In this scenario, 
the inclusion of communities in the formal informal sectors fishing and 
mariculture via structures like the a positive trend 
towards taking opinions of 
andFAMDA 
people This potentially positive 
outcome come through intervention of provincial identification of coastal 
development potential as 
ABT Coastal Management 
as the constructive input of other role-players, such as 
Above all, the historically marginalised _._ ....... /'"0 
communities now a structure, FAMDA, which can use to prnnn'lupr 
themselves. 
ABT Land-use Planning Workshops 
On the April 1998, hosted a to discuss nr"''''Pl,r and future 
use all non-core ;)'-"U'-'U" (agricul ture, infrastructure, coastal 
management). mining sector, was represented at this workshop, as were 
representatives from the local NUM branch, VASA, community representatives 
dealing with land claims, NGOs such as and Legal Centre. 
;)v\, ...... ,.. of ABT was upon to a report of its 
This opened with surprising news the possibility increasing 
.... ,u'vu ... exploration another ten to years. This 















the lack of apl)fOpnate technology. Nonetheless, the news that ABM could introduce 
measures to prolong the life mine was disconcerting, for those 
participants involved diversification projects. 
Alexkor 
not 




"'"v ... "' .. "" verified preliminary verbal 





It was that an lifespan for CU',,",AJ,,"VL Ltd as a .... ",un.''' .... mine was not 
negative, even though it did on areas ", .... "' .. '" 
tourism and activities occur. The 
agreed 
the mine was to 
operate, more time was ""I"UV"'" for planning how decommissioning would occur. 
In particular, the "" ... ·f"'T1r .. retrenchments could be delayed. single most 
enlightening of this workshop was the lack planning practiced by 
previous mining management before. agreed that 'news' had 
the need for plans to socio-economic "'1;:)a.;:)~''''1 
There was some impatience shown 
operation had actually been set-up, 
the mining representatives that no mariculture 
months into The apparent lack of visible 
was ascribed to: 
• lack of funding to do and environmental impact 
• 
assessments despite the that the facilitators were working to procure 
bureaucratic by the 
issuing concessions the nei:essaI 
consuming; and 
"I ... • ..... ·" Department which was delaying the 
community participation activities were 











positive outcome of this workshop was the recognition that implementation 
alternative economic options should proceed should be supported by mining 
activities. idea of a community trust was proposed, whereby funds, earmarked for 
community development and j::. ... I:l ... lCU\,;;,U through could .... "" .. 1; ........ by the local 
communities themselves. It was that local communities should be party to the 
choosing the most viable trust management modeL group was nominated to 
strategise around the ABTin ntegralteO development. The ",...,n,,...,," to this 
strategy group were: 
.. the CEO of Ltd; 
.. the of this 
.. representatives SPP and and 
.. an representative. 
A seclono ABT land-use planning was held on the 7 July The need 
sectors Alexkor Ltd to start working together in earnest was emphasised. 
There appeared to be e:rt:atf~r acknowledgment from the "U"""lS sector that diamond 
exploration would inevitably grind to a halt in the future and therefore, 
development a post-mining economy was urgent. this end, it was agreed that a 
land-use plan had to be designed, and had to accommodate areas where tourism and 
coastal initiatives could established. Furthermore, was strong disapproval by 
NUM representatives that the widely bandied about statement 'that uU''''-'lrV''''U 
u,r, .. Ir,,,, .. ,,, were diversification', was not a true reflection. They stated that 
majority of NUM members were in favour diversification, that the 
perception was created members of management who themselves were 
against diversification. It was stated that workers are more interested ensuring that 
had a means to make a livelihood in a post-mining economy, rather than 
disputing merits alternative economic options. In growing 
of changes which will occur through decommissioning, meeting 












facilitators pointed out that it is aP1)ropnate to combine the tourism and 
mariculture projects under one natural resource management plan, such as the ICZMP. 
This would make land-use planning more enhance management of the 
diversification projects, and lessen any duplication 
project individually. 
might occur in pursing each 
Interaction with NUM andUASA 
covered by this study, the resear'cnc~r was n\lt with 
unions. Instead union were at many of the 
above. Informal were with union 
NUM is majority union, and its participation in , ..... " .. , ........ v,,... ... is crucial to 
participation, particularly since most of 
towns and are part of marginalised sectors. 
come from the 
union of 
NUM mine workers also playa 'I"\{'\"ll1Prin 
Alexkor Ltd will occur. NUM has 
Paper, which SP(~Cl1[Ic<!U1V 
addressed by 
this study, NUM appeared to be reticent publicly 
the 
the 
.. n ..... """"vu projects. However, in personal communication with 
a it was evident that these projects had been discussed within 
forums, were giving thought to them. In a sense, NUM UH_U.'V .... 
a workers and residents of Alexander Bay, and 
'hometown' that workers would prefer unlimited reserves of 
diamonds 
not 
familiar livelihood. There is also bitterness that 
'"''-','-'-.. " .... '''.'''1.'-' •• for diamonds that are extracted.24 
.are 










UASA is the 'white', trade union not really impact on 
worker the concerns its own which 




are tools whereby development in Northern Namaqualand 
As communities become increasingly involved in tourism 
mariculture, it will be nec:essar for the and consultants to evaluate, monitor 
and community participation "' ...... -.-J;:;~-.-"'. The are central to how 
new issues are forward to management, provincial government and local 
communities. are also reSOOlnSlDle for ensuring initial IDllplememt~ltIcm of 
projects. centrality, however, does not ex€~ml)t them from accountability to any 
community structures or processes which been established. Accountability fn)m 
facilitators and COlnrrmnllt inclusive participation. 
community structures set-up will to ensure that 
accountability occurs, require involvement parties cOIlcerne~o 
that do not De-corne dummy structures. 
to throw 
ownership if 
weight behind "'1'(",'{"''''''''' and 
projects, have to empowerment is to occur. The ,",Vi .. "'!,U 
in any case, will have to withdraw once their contract comes to an end.26 staff of 
CMUand may likely -'-"'"Uj;;.''' and may new people entering the 
process. 
forward 
the time these events occur, local communities must be able to take 
work initiated. The structures 
acts as a participatory tool, v"" ........ "'''' a mechanism 
to take independently the facilitators. 
In conclusion, the community participation mechanism not been static, but has 
responded to the unfolding of events. The strategy over the period i:>LUun:;u has mostly 
involved: 
2$ This view gained from discussions with various 










• continuous interaction with I&APs and various 
'. negotiation with various power-holders such as and Hl<1ill<&,;;"""""'" 
structures; 
• interpretation and incorporation of national provincial t'~,u-, • ...,u 
structures; 
• responding to concerns and fears; and 
• a challenge to the status quo. 
all, a platform has been created 
of marginalised people have planted. 
these seeds now need to germinate under 
U""UUj, .... who have to define for themselves what socio-economic 
extract. This, of course, does not absolve role-players such as .r.u''''AJ~Vl the 
facilitators and government from continuing to ensure that diversification for a 
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CHAPTER~ ............... 
OF COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the participation process marginalised communities in the 
diversification projects, tourism and mariculture, focusing on following 
• the context out of which projects 
• facilitation of projects; 
• the methods participation 
• the appropriateness and eIIectlve~n of these methods; and 
• outcomes of these methods. 
8.2 Context of Community Participation 
chapters national and policies include specific 
clauses at development inclusion of historically marginalised 
communities in South Africa. overarching institutional and ~"'lO'.''''U''''' 
arrangements are crucial to the local of the Northern Namaqualand, 
there is 
processes. 
........ ,"'v .. ,,~ Two, as a 
underdevelopment is 
for more governance decision-making 
socio-political context a country is ... "" .... '0 •• in 
LUenCI~S how development or 
at all tiers. Particularly in South Africa, 
past to be addressed 1..!1HJUJ;: • .I1 lilllemilOlual transformation of all 
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facilitators to towards an understanding how the past affects existing socio-
economic conditions, and how these have led to impacts on natural ecosystems. 
In Northern Namaqualand, the particular factors which create the need urgent 
transformation reconstruction include: . 
.. decline of diamonds, a non-renewable resource, upon which a part 
Northern economy is based and diversification; 
.. the history Alexkor Ltd and management approach; and 
.. changing national institutional and related policy framework which act as 
catalysts for transformation of the management of the mine and its role in 
Namaqualand. 
The extent of the decommissioning diamond mining is not known in detail. 
the 
However, it is common that diamonds are a finite resource. It is therefore 
sensible that efforts to lengthen the of the mine should not be pursued at the 
expense of other options such as tourism and mariculture, which are more 
sustainable and could yield benefits. For the tourism potential exists 
and it would be foolhardy not to attract tourists now in favour pursuing other 
options to prolong the of mine by a or two. Regional research over the 
past has indicated the for diversification projects which ought to 
implemented many years 1 Other such as the for a more 
business orientated management plan strategy for Alexkor 
a community mechanism. As a state 
enterprise, ne(::es~mv for Alexkor Ltd to show evidence of adcjressin£ 
historical Hl1UU.l.F. injustices, which includes the development and delivery of a social 
responsibility programme. The latter issue means that Alexkor Ltd needs to 
implement a visible programme of affirmative employment practices, restitution 
land ownership, as well as ensuring that its workforce is properly and 
in a post-mining economy.2 This is more relevant the context 
1 Examples of research into effects of decommissioning include Van Ryneveld, 1996; and ...,.~uu .. "n' 
1992. 










impacted on how Ltd was managed as a state enterprise and 
what it played in the Namaqualand region. As discussed Chapters Three and 
Four, ......... "15 generally only contributed to the socio-economic of 
minorities. success of the present Ltd community strategy 
to aO(lre!;s ,.,1111",1',1"'''''' can only be some time in the 
are more .wu,o:;.UJ"'" and when a pOSI-lmlll1lDlg has been ""-'IUI-I,'''' ushered in. 
In the case study the Alexkor Ltd transformation, the involvement marginalised 
communities diversification projects been a gradual ..... " ....... ,,., 
implementation a community participation strategy has required multiple 
processes particularly because the majority South African 
excluded decision-making and UUllHnJH'" 
ignored for a long time. Even though post-1994 era has created a I."O'L.I.\." 
for transformation and reconstruction of 
technocratic planning within hierarchical ",,,,,, .. r 
processes are still clouded by 
.... UltLlUH"'. Unwittingly or 
it appears that to involve lSu,e ... u"",",,,,, communities are not as a 
empowerment, Oe!;pllte more """.vAj,u,F,legislation priority to ensure 
institutions. It 
still at the hn1rtn ....... 
experience of disadvantaged are 
aCI'O-~ica.le of as information 
skills trickle down Besides, the new South straddles the past 
present order of ..... n"'''' .. ., which means that distribution of resources 
nation-building nar:'pellS all too slowly and tediously. 
often quoted people should 
is somewhat Ull;~1C'1UII11J;. Community 
the outset a 
........ " .. u, .... does not start or end at 
specific points because dynamics are constantly 
Northern Namaqualand communities would certainly 
way or other in and planning Of()cessc~s 
OlS:CU:Sseo establishment Richtersveld National 
Likewise, the 
been involved in some 
as the previously 
and the election of 
government. have and exposure to 
some degree, which would v"""'.I1v to participate more in current 











acknowledge the skill and potential which exist communities. The ..... "~A' ... H"J", of 
community participation in the Alexkor Ltd case study is represented in Diagram 
Diagram Process of Community Participation in Diversification 
PRE • 1994 SOUTH AFRICAN 
REGIME 
• technocratic nlannin~ 
.. disenfranchisement 
.. suppressed development 
POST· 1994 GOVERNMENT 
• transformation 
.. redistribution and development 
• nation-building 
.. new Constitution 
." enabling policy dispensation 
MULTlPLlCTY OF 
INTERACTIVE PROCESSES 




need for regional diversification 
strategy 
PROJECT PROPOSAL, PLANNING AND 
IMPLEMENTATION 
• identification of economic alternatives 
.. identification of I&APs, (incl. man:tilllali.sed 
.. implementation strllte~!V 
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION 
.. mechanisms for inclusive participation 
.. implement project objectives 
.. manage and monitor project 
.. evaluate and re-iterate goals 
GROUPS AND INDIVIDUAlS 
• empowerment 
~ capacity built 
~ socio-economic ulmupp.fClvemem 
~ more access to planning, 
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8.1 indicates post -1994 transformation the em~cts of apartheid 
planning which is well documented as having been detrimental to the natural and 
socio-economic environments, "",UCHUJ.J:;:. in the degradation of natural resources and 
poverty. With explosion of post-1994 policies, the legislative and institutional 
framework has focused on the reconstruction and development of our society, with 
the aim economic growth and nation-building. objectives have enabled 
other multi-dimensional such as the internal of Alexkor Ltd 
to tum led to a development strategy for the region. 
This study highlights the necessity implementirig political and 
objectives in a that greater participation people who the 
effects of poverty, a environment, lack of infrastructure and lack of 
opportunities. Enabling policy needs to translated into where ......... , .............. "" .. . 
the lives of marginalised people occurs through their mpowerment. More 
participation of marginalised people is already a means ensuring greater 
representation planning and decision-making. 
Diagram 8.1 uses: 
1. one-way arrows to indicate top-down planning, with limited community 
participation; and 
2. bold two-way arrows to show the involvement marginalised people should 
ultimately lead directly to policy-making management resources. 
The second option would uu" ....... the "'.L.L"'''''''''' 
decision-making pf()ce:ssc~s have input all I&APs. Thus a 
evaluation and re-iteration aims objectives, at all of decision-making, 
enhances the management of resources and will ensure a greater measure of socio-
environmental justice. 
In the case of the tourism and mariculture projects, the community participation 
of 
used the facilitators incorporated the of (2). various 
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the manner which policies such as Marine Living Toursim 
White Papers could possibly be manipulated by those who are threatened by 
sharing decision-making in the planning and management of resources. 
Thus need to challenge existing status quo, even in new South is 
still necessary to ensure that disadvantaged people can intervene in management 
of common resources. It is the opinion of researcher the application a 
development strategy by Alexkor Ltd the Namaqualand is a positive 
indication that transformation is taking place in South African society. There is 
"" ... "tn", will generally to ensure that past are never repeated, despite 
problems by inherent within institutions; historical 
race, and Q:el10t;:r attitudes and general social dynamics. 
8.3 Facilitation and Mediation 
Facilitation of elOomem projects" is crucial to kind of outcomes which is 
In Alexkor case the co-ordinators ABT ""'VU..,..' ... A and 
n" .. ,,,,,," Units and consultants, EAEe, were with facilitation and 
the implementation these diversification projects. Together they an 
initial community participation based on 





The that co-ordinators of the and TMU are residents of Namaqualand 
active in community organisation added to their own analysis and understanding 
of what community participation strategy should The consultants have already 
spent considerable time in region over the past two years, working on 
"'1J"',,",UJl,,", projects. This approach has useful that the '-V' •• ""UA 
familiar with issues, with local with staff Ltd, 
with role-players. The length time spent in planning the 
and becoming JlUU, .. "'''' with the local situation has crucial the identification 











Mediation the has been pivotal to creating positive attitudes to 
numerous sensitive which threatened the . Not only 
have the facilitators needed to keep abreast a community ~u,_._'" 
but they also to mediate with various sectors. At times this has required 
small and with individuals to: 
48 work through misunderstandings and problems such as whether people in 





and mariculture and whether believe in 
48 understand that a seemingly negative or disinterested attitude ego Alexkor Ltd 
managerial could a of work isolation or pure 
scepticism that alternative options will come to fruition; 
48 has own and power relations which 
interface positively or negatively with diversification. 
Despite an overall strategy to communities, the found best 
mechanism to mediate, engage and enthuse people has the oelrsoD-t,o-r.ers 
approach. Particularly the negative undercurrent in the Alexander Bay community 
against diversification, individuals their by meeting with 
facilitators (who also took the initiative at times to request Through 
mediation, the following resolutions were taken to ... u,,, ............ community 
48 to discard the of a tourism forum Alexander Bay and encourage a group 
individuals to work together; 
48 to send interested people Alexander Bay to ego guide 
surrounding communities so that they with each other and learn 
about natural resources people who live closely to the resource (typically in 
our society, people different 'group' areas have not interacted freely and thus 
;:OU"jJl .... lUU and misunderstanding is rife); 
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• to encourage people to visit the offices of the CMU and lMU discuss the 
masterplans; 
• to continue with concerted efforts to include all I&APs; 
• to encourage people to of plans they could contribute -
as the making ventures canoe rafting, 
participating in marketing the area; and 
• to hasten as far as possible the installation of visible and tangible deliverables 
such as the setting-up the Museum studio (this initial required the 
shifting of mining artifacts from the previous premise and was done with help 
of school-children); the Northern Namaqualand website has been installed to serve 
as marketing and educational tools. 
reaching the above resolutions, it was important for facilitators to retain 
objectivity from differences which may have an ideological and 
to allow in opinion or ao[)rol:tch to be eXIJresse:a 
8.4 Community Participation Methods Used 
facilitators employed a variety of methods to involve local people in regional 
diversification projects. Some these methods part of a pre-planned 
strategy, as the establishment of the NNTIG and the CRG, while other 
participation mechanisms arose as the projects evolved or in reSOOltlse to 
circumstances. following is a of the participation 
methods used, their ettectlvfm and outcomes. 
=> Public meetings and workshops: 
With exception of attempted inauguration of FAMDA on the 2 June 1998, all 
public and workshops discussed in previous chapter were arranged and 
facilitated by the facilitators. Community attendance of public meetings 
workshops varied according to the purpose of the meeting and intended 
On the whole, attendance figures never fell below Community 
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to '1.u,,' ..... ,''''''','', depending on where were held. Successful 
community ..... ,..., .. , ............. '"' and input into '"'"''''''',11::.''' can be attributed to the fact 
that the often went out of their way to ensure: 
.. that was available for those communities assistance; 
.. that as were made aware 
.. that the themselves had well in 
advance were prepared; 
.. were not only held in one Bay which would 
for the Alexkor Ltd but not for 
and 
.. that representatives were informed of issues prior to meetings 
and could 
The larger 
short ........ 'nn 
'majority Ul...,ll .. '.U 
representatives. 
themselves 
participate more effectively 
were useful in reaching as 
generally public 
In .... VJLu!-"al1.;)VJll, 
as possible, in a 
in that a 
"'ulaH' ..... workshops allowed 
issues, and fostered closer interaction with community 
both the public meetings and A.""".'VlJ"" communities 
their opinions and have the opportunity of witnessing what 
opinions were put forward by their representatives. accountability could 
and the be called for from community representatives, the ............. A.I ...... JA. 
communities ... "' ... ""''''. latter group must be viewed as active participants if a 
development is truly underway. These 'open' 
important functions: communicating with .rll''''hl''V' 
government the facilitators and ....v" ........... .,.,. 
would to .., .. ,J ........... ,..,r.,1"t'" to other aeC;;lSllon-maKllng 
who 
sanctioning or "'." ........ "',,.. .. j:, and proposals. Fortunately, with to the latter 
point, none of the 
of local people. All 
as far as possible. 
point that this 
proposals were rejected, but J::,""'"'''''' from the input 
were opened with a prayer, and conducted in Afrikaans 
of the older generation who can often made a 
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'-'V'<,,",,'" of the that conducting meetings in 
common sense. However, the 
it is 
U"}:;''''",}:;,,,, spoken 




using the most familiar language, bec:am;e 
majority South by suppressing their 
timing of communication information sharing with ideas a vital 
in gaining confidence the local people. latter statement is supported 
by the fact that people their unanimous support the sustainable 
implementation of the tourism and mariculture (despite the fact that 
un.,..p" discontent that these projects were announced so late). Various participants 
stated their pleasure at how many natural resources, other than diamonds, 
could be utilised sustainably to provide alternative employment. Given the that 
mining security prohibited the public use of tracts of coastline, most local 
V"'-'V1.'" were unaware of marine sources which harvested or 
cultivated. though small-scale community tourism projects have been 
operational for some people were also mostly unaware the greater potential 
of which has long successfully implemented other 
developing outcomes various mass public u ................ }:;,,, were: 
obvious of people to become involved in diversification, only as 
community representatives and not actually engaging in tourism or mariculture 
themselves; 
• the level poIiticisation people, insistence on democratic 
meeting procedures, and insistence on developing projects 
representative ............. ' ..... "', 
• the that community rep1res.ent:ati'ves 
• requests the eMU and TMU not only focus on communities but 
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""*' Community visits: 
Visits to Ric:::ht,ersvel 
undertaken by the 
towns, Hondeklipbaai, and Port Nolloth among others were 
(and researcher) to conduct meetings and to 
gather more infonnation tourism and coastal issues. visits were 
particularly useful in gaining a perspective the and traditions its 
"",,,,,,v,'v. local and and pressing issues. This also served as a 
mechanism of taking the tourism and mariculture plans to the people, in their own 
setting which allowed for more open discussion. Also people who may not have 
present at public meetings could add their opinion. Of course, time is always 
a limiting and these were always by necessity too short, but potent 
, indicators to communities that the facilitators were sincere about a participatory 
and inclusive approach. The likewise, gained further insight into the 
socio-economic conditions communities and why their participation a 
mining economy had to be concretised beyond mere meeting attendance. 
""*' Meetings with Alexkor Ltd Management: 
meetings were mostly to clarify issues regarding changing situation of 
the and how it would affect the diversification projects. meetings were 
important maintaining contact with progress of 
projects, for from management to 
implement development strategy. To the future of the remains 
but intennittently the had positive reports support for 
diversification from both the Office Public Enterprises and Department 
Mining. Whilst their is overall commitment from the top Alexkor Ltd 
management, it must be noted that the development of a post-mining economy is 
only one of the company. This has led to some debate the of. 
the mine about the financial (and viability or of tourism and 
second land-use meeting described in Chapter 7 indicates 
acceptance diversification. The researcher notes that the acting as well as 
fonner CEO, have often been present at the various community meetings 
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"'* Person-to-person approach: 
approach involved 
was 
among people, explaining 
meetings or individual discussions. This 
clarifying mischief or misunderstandings 
at greater length; discussing individual 
proposals or input into tourism and mariculture~ and developing friendly 
interaction and sharing information with people in an informal setting. In 
one of facilitators often states that 'the one person at a time approach is what 
community participation should be'. Needless to mention, that this is a tedious 
time-consuming method, but definitely has 
"'* Fonnation of community structures: 
establishment of community structures, particularly the Northern 
Namaqualand Tourism Coastal Reference Group, can 
regarded as direct outcomes community participation It 
r",.."r",c,,,,n't., a means for facilitators to withdraw gradually from full 
responsibility the implementation and management two projects. 
Members of these structures were nominated as representatives particular 
sectors interests of communities; are accountable to communities. 
members of structures therefore have the responsibility of: 
.. further incorporating communities into the development of region; 
participating in decision-making and management the two projects; and 
.. advising management about the concerns of communities and ultimately 
working towards some form co-management of resources whereby 
communities can the hoped profits of tourism and mariculture. 
On both these structures, community as wen as other representatives are from varied 
backgrounds: government, private enterprise, academic, professional and NGOs. This 
allows wider consensus and input into management of the tourism and 
mariculture as as creating a whereby people from differient 











The fonnation of F AMDA, a regional stnlCtlUe. represents an idea which was 
initially proposed the Northern Cape vociferous input from local 
communities ensured that it was fully representative, because demanded more 
participation into the drafting the F AMDA constitution before they would allow it 
In sense, it represented a small victory the notion of 
'inclusion of .... '>.lb ........ 'u.;" ...... Lt"V"';'''' so often espoused in policies, but apparently 
so difficult to implement. Thus, while prolPosc;O FAMDA appean~o to be 
intentioned, was no clear mechanism to include 
nteresl:s. The fact that local ....v ................. '" challenged a 
initiative is a indicator that people have remained 
critical even in context of a more uman-cerure:Q South regime. 
community foundations laid the facilitators played an role in 
.l.r1 .... UJJ.r>. towards representation community concerns. Through 
networking and discussing the draft constitution, the facilitators advertised the notion 
of F AMDA to a broader audience of who in turn entrenched the concept of 
UU"'I"."u"".u"" ... people participating a regional forum. Ultimately "n.>.U.l. .... negotiation 
the concerns local people, government, and private in 
bringing about a relatively positive outcome for marginalised fishing communities. 
Of course, most desirable outcome will the fruitful participation of local 
people the fishing and mariculture 
like Port Nolloth. Their participation 
which is slowly being 'I'P~'1V"'rI in towns 
beyond them being a source of labour, and 
also that they a to play in the management of marine resources 
when an appropriate opportunity owners. 'I "",,,,,,,,'1'£'1., this end, 
above structures have to towards co-m~lfla.gerneIlt of resources available 
tourism and and to develop appropriate economic models which 
are based on equity common property ........... .,. 3 
::::> Communication with Communities: 
Continuous communication with communities, role-players, and Alexkor Ltd 
management has increased involvement sectors in the regional development 
3 An appropriate 'community trust' model is currently being formulated, based on the issues which 











to towns, distribution of 
short ."'AAJ ......... 'fillers') about local 
towns nte:res.tm,g • .,., ... "'.,. Minutes of very for 
recording proceedings, also as sources of information for those people who 
were not at a meeting. The minutes are written Afrikaans and to 
ac(:onlmoCl;ate different language users. Community representatives are 
encouraged to report back to constituencies, so that small are not 
formed while the rest the communities remain uninformed of issues. 
installation of the Northern Namaqualand n, .. h".t", has increased access to the 
'outside world' for those people who have computers. 
=> Interaction with other Role-players: 
An important aspect implementing the participation of marginalised communities 
was the interaction between facilitators other role~players in the region. This 
interaction highlighted areas of overlap, divergence, and disagreement of 
development work that is being pursued. Structures such as the NNITG CRG 
,'r .. ·",."·,, the opportunity for various role-players to work together and to discuss 
differences. Thus, even though role-players a approach and focus 
to development the to be consensus positive 
outcomes must be reinforced. latter is especially important terms 
skills order to prevent duplication and of funds 
which be to better use elsewhere. disputes overstepping 
of work' borders could set-aside, favour of a common vision for the 
development of Namaqualand. To this end, it appears that an organisation like the 
Namaqualand Development Corridor Company will increasingly take on the role of a 
regional representative which 
Kimberley and Namaqualand. 
a direct link between provincial 
The some aspects the community participation strategy is 
represented in Table 'Effectiveness' is used in the sense that methods 












The table assimilates preceding OIS:CU!;SlCm in chapter, rating 
effectiveness of participation mc~tniOO. 
Table 8.1: Effectiveness of Aspects of Participation Method 
METHOD ... VERY EFFECTIVE 
eo EFFECTIVE 
.. LESS EFFECTIVE 
Transparency Skills & Consensns Information Planning Decision-
Ideas .w • -'" 
Transfer 
Pnblic •• •• • •• • •• • I •• 
meetinKs 
Worksbops •• • •• •• • •• 
Community ••• •• • • •• •• 
Visits 
Mediation •• • • ... I .. • 
Person to •• •• • •• • I • 
person 
This table be for an evaluation of the ,..'"' ..... - ... ~ 
process. 
Summary-
The facilitators the tourism and mariculture projects played an important in 
activating community participation. The facilitators employed the following 
methods to involve communities over the past eight months: public meetings and 
workshops; community establishment of representative structures; interaction 
with role-players; interaction with individuals; continuous communication 
communities and meetings with Alexkor Ltd management. These participation 
methods also serve the purpose of ... "' ... , ..... -.Jt:; into evaluation and adjustment of 
planning of the tourism and mariculture projects. These participatory mechanisms 
have laid the foundations of a co-management approach towards management of 
natural .. ",c'''',,,,''',, in the region by: 
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.. including 
diversification 
knowlege of local people in the design of the 
.. incorporating relevant enabling policy into establishment of structures and the 
design of the 
.. eXI)oslnl! different role-players to each (from provincial and local 
go'renlm(~nt, .nu.''"'u .... 'VA Ltd management through to NGOs, .... U'~AU'''' agencies and 
training and infonnation. 
participation ~~,_.~""' has been useful in identifying different groups 
res;oons(~s to diversification, which can utilised to future ways of including 
people. Three of thought towards the two projects can broadly be loemrneCl: 
.. those support and want to be involved, and identify with the vision of 
empowering u .. "Ab'"U ... U'''', .... communities (this sector mainly consists of 
people NGO local authority staff of 
TMU role-players who have a stake in the advancement these 
projects 
.. who react negatively, not necessarily only because they are against the 
concepts 
support the 
tourism and mariculture but because they do not understand and· 
empowennent and building capacity (undoubtedly the 
reasons are numerous, sector can broadly be .... .., •. LU .. ' .... as oeclolewho 
are threatened reconstructiori Alexkor and will not gain 
""U"""","';:), as well as having a identity HHUllJ'.5 so that 
appear to 'mickey-mouse' options) 
.. those stand in-between either bec:am;e they need to more convinced about 
the viability the options, and also because they do not fully comprehend the 
implications of community participation in building economic alternatives. 
These categories are broadly described, the reasons for divergence 
are numerous, but are certainly influenced of race, class and In 
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project, across 'colour' divide. This could hinge on fact that males 
traditionally outnumber female employees formal ",,,,,..'tnT· and might mean that 
(lJ.l,aUJlv to in tourism. to more men 
involved in the project, only taking into account the fact that the 
Coastal Group CQ[lSlS1tS of a ratio of two : ten, females to males. This could 
attributed to the that the fishing and mariculture industry has traditionally 
been a male domain. 
Marginalised communities are mostly 
Alexkor Ltd mine and mines. 
surrounding towns and work on the 
fall largely into the 'non-white' sector. 
sector, they have reacted more positively to diversification which seeks to 
empower communities through participation in decision-making. people who 
have been historically disempowered have much to lose and much to gain 
a diversified inclusive economy. Here, the issue affirmative action is 
crucial to capacity-building 'grassroots' people, not only those historically 
underprivileged people are more upwardly mobile because of their educational 
status and otherwise. study endorses the view affirmative action which is 
applied at a level wh~re it contributes to the eradication of enforced poverty. More 
highly educated and mobile people do not need to be affirmed. They need to have 
access to employment and economic opportunities without being by 
COf;m€~tlc changes which still shine through corporate practices.4 Likewise, 
Northern Namaqualand, the sensitive issue of affirmative action forms part and 
parcel transferring practical and managerial skills, enabling people to take 
and control factors governing their lives. 
Even though issues of race class prevail, the participation of local people in 
public meetings and other forums a realisation that all people the 
Namaqualand region need to a po:st-lmllntIllg economy together. The inclusion 
4 "'-_____ 01 __ there is a debate held in black empowerment circles about the implementation of 
affirmative action as practiced still largely white-owned corporations. In the first week of July 
the Felicia Mabuza-Suttle Show, a SABC2 television programme, criticised the way 
affirmative action has been implemented with short-term vision, affirming corporations rather than 
affected An black empowerment held forth the view that affirmative action 
should rather be seen as of broader transformation which empowers and builds the majority of 
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u ... '.. I5" ..... ,u .... , ... communities into alternative economic options will enhance regional 
development, and will ensure the benefits of well managed regional natural 
resources accrue to people of the region. However, the made by 













9.1 Summary of 
9.1.1 B3lCkg:rollDd Issues 
As a diamond ~~~'''''''h company, Alexkor Ltd has had a impact on the 
Namaqualand non-mining section, been implementing a 
development on internal reconstruction the company and 




diversification projects of applying the 
as OD1Dm;ea to LU'I.,Y;3JIUJ;::, on the mining 
requires an 
socio-economic 
the nature of 
IEM approach, which regional bio-geographical 
factors. The implementation of the diversification options 
account of: 
• the socio-political South Africa and the 










• relevant ._ ..... ~.~, .• and institutional policies and processes that the 
for transformation, reconstruction 
local levels. 
nation-building at national, provincial and 
latter is significant that the post-1994 regime committed to T",rI .... ",,,,, 
past injustices that have contributed enormously to poverty and degradation 
natural resources. Chapter Three highlights policies relevant to the 
Northern Namaqualand region and intended to build capacity and empower 
people who been intentionally undercapacitated through apartheid 
Mining activities, especially, have severe disruption to mine-linked 
communities, and devastation to natural environment. It seems appropriate, 
therefore, that nurturing a more democratic atmosphere, companies such as .rll',",A'o\'V! 
should be held accountable for the impacts by past present 
exploration practices. In fact, the Minerals and Mining Green Paper (p48, 1997) states 
"Employers an obligation to keep 
developments that may on ",,,,,,,,nl ... ,,",,,,.,,.., and to 
of 
jointly 
with government and measures to preserve employment or mitigate 
the consequences retrenchment .... Government has an obligation to 
employees, industry suppliers and mine-linked communities in 
anticipating and managing the consequences of large-scale job 
9.1.2 Tile Central Theme - Participation or MarginaUsed Communities 
of this the AU ... ''''' ........ ,,, ... ,ul1'P1"I"hu 
dv.mtagt::d communities are '"'H):;"');:; ....... the decision-making, planning and 
nHl'H");:;"'J,",,",,'" of a post-mining economy generally, and "'''' ... ,'''' ......... , .. in the tourism 
and mariculture projects. Chapter Eight emphasises the multi-dimensional 
nature of community participation, which is inherently a dynamic and is 










ImlJaC[S on the cornmum 
are: 
.. facilitation and the facilitators projects, because this is 
co-ordination link between Alexkor government, other and 
cornmumlnes affected by de(;onlmlissioning; and 
.. national provincial policies must utilised 
not to threaten their empowerment or to 
as an excuse for the of governance. 
The specific of how relevant policies are applied in 
capacity-building is important to 'development' 
The national framework has now it has to be applied a 
manner to empowerment of 
The ABT community participation strategy in the tourism and mariculture 
. projects is far completed; nor have projects reached a stage of full 
implementation. has been achieved, though, is 
which incorporates and visions' 
laying of a foundation 
cornmumtIes of Northern 
Namaqualand. of the NNTTG, 
of the outcomes 
planned. However, 
objectives by: 
COl[}1nlu[lit~ intervention into how 
structures must 
.. taking forth the concerns people they l""'''''l''I>"",nt· 
the eRG are a 
are being 
to deliver their 
.. ensuring that the in 
planning and natural resources; 
.. ensuring that communities set own targets for SO(~lO··eCj[)n()mllC 













of .... "'.n11 .. ·,.,. .. '" 
traditional status quo such as 
initiatives of communities, by 
and 
and public sectors 
access to and sharing 
.. incorporating and common property nt'tin""'nl into economic models 
that ..... r' ..... 'nt'" co-management of natural resources. 
9.1.3 A Few Stumblling Blocks 
A continuous community action will be to build on the 
foundation over the past eight months. numerous stumbling blocks 
and resistance to throughout South African society, Alexkor Ltd and 
Northern Namaqualand. A few issues which remain iJ .... 'V".'".C ... '"' to involving 
marginalised ,.. ...... .."nH'n are: 
===>A general can attributed to traditional which is 
a/ait our but does not or 
response. vast years in which was 
enforced, it is only that the effects are deeply will require 
concerted eradication. 
===> The concepts of ,.. ...... .."n,.1n 
are almost .... , ...... "' .. 
participation, equity and common property resources 
or an anathema to .. n1r .. t' ..... '(, .. economics and 
emphasises profitability HI", .... "' .... and mentality. 
decentralisation 
marginalised or 
Therefore, the sharing .. HUU"1; Dlrotlts with 
ad'/al1lta£~ed .... VJLAL ............. ''''''" is likely to applear to 





profitability over many nonetheless 
development of only a small sector the population. 
Workers, who fall into the 'non-white' category and who 
from surrounding COlrnnmrlltlies outside of Alexander Bay, counter 
present socio-economic that their labour has not 
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accountable for redressing the past and for providing access to socio-economic 
development. Thus, the pace of the internal reconstruction of Alexkor Ltd 
influences company unity, commitment and input into regional development. Not 
only is Alexkor Ltd faced with improving business management, but it also has to 
deal with very sensitive human issues. The fact that the Office of Public 
Enterprises has still not publicly announced what its intention for this state 
enterprise is, does not make matters any easy - for the general workforce who 
ponder their futures, for the overall management structure of the company, and for 
the mine-linked communities. 
~ Alexkor Ltd as a mine, is understandably dominated by a mining mentality which 
highly values the extraction of diamonds. To this end, there appears to have been 
no precautionary planning in previous decades for the conservation of the 
biophysical environment, nor for the communities. It is the view of this study that 
an integrated environmental management plan should have been an intricate part of 
mining activities many decades ago. Instead, only over the past few years has an 
EMPR been designed for environmental management. l However the previous 
disregard for environmental concerns is not unique to Alexkor Ltd. The lack of 
environmental responsibility by mining companies remains a problem throughout 
South Africa; and is specifically related to the lack of environmental justice that 
was bred through the technocracy of the previous regime. Nonetheless, the main 
point highlighted is the fact that previous lack of socio-environmental 
responsibility now adds to the urgency and dimension of transformation plans. 
~ A lack of concerted effort by those in powerful positions, such as in government 
and business, to implement development objectives at a 'grassroots' level. 
Possibly, this lack is due to a different approach and understanding of what 
marginalised communities require of 'development' and 'empowerment' processes. 
Governance and decision-making should be brought closer to 'grassroots' people. 
They should be motivated to utilise their right of instructing public officials as to 
I Alexkor appointed an Environmental Manager about a year ago. This person is committed to 
implementing the EMPR, despite the traditional 'mining' mentality', and is also becoming 










how socio-economic development must occur. new South Africa is still 
eXlr:>erlenlculg 'growing pains', the implementation of ideals. 
of marginalised pelDDlle must _"', .. u .... '" to by 
facilitators 
are numerous other issues which impede the nrr\(}rl~O;: 
participation in tourism and mariculture. 
community 
U'U'l.n,",,,, .. , include a serious lack of 
.. 
and withholding of promised funds individuals in government 
who question the ABT development initiative. Obviously, government 
have the right to exercise their authority. Sadly, it 
this study are often more concerned 
stamps and jurisdictions, rather than 
development 'now'. 
o;:o;: .. ·rY!:I,f1I"1.t'\ asserts ne(~es:;;lty for the 
mamagelnelnt of natural resources 
that detractors 
a long-term view of 
enabling legislation and institutional TT",rn.'''.I,nr ... " which address 
....".,u,,,"," and set the path for present and future nation-building processes; 
.. a CO]rICe:DU which incorporates the of 
""v ........... " .. "''', and facilitation for the participation in 
r .... " ..... "", ... nlr",,,,:.,...tc which is aimed at empowerment moepc:mocn(;:e of 
Ultimately, all phases of the planning 
only way to ensure gmrerillanc:e by the people 
Natural Resource Management Plan 
An important tool to stem negative influences is a transparent plan 
development based on the input of all I&APs. It can potentially counteract 










sustainable livelihood options. Already, the 
mariculture are contributing towards an ".....,,<:.Ju.u 
masterplans for tourism and 
which is described in Chapter Five. 
.... ru. ... JJ1,. must continue to make input into Structures such as the NNITG, 
which define how communities are coastal 
rU'\lrnpnl'C! These community structures must not De'COlne to 
,.)10,'-41''"' ...... /S ....... "'..., ... people, but must 
m,mELJ:!e:m(;m hierarchies such as 
1'\J" .... n<>"'" Cape Tourism Unit. 
decision-making 
the NCEDU 
a provincial level, there are plans underway for a sectoral which focuses on 
_._ ...... ,'"' and mariculture development.2 Ideally, there should an overlap between the 
and the sectoral plan to ensure a uniform development between ABT 
and "'.u, .... u provincial initiatives. The ABT projects have 
current lU11UUJl1W Coastal Management Policy Process and 
with the 
"' ... , .. "' ...... Development 
velrslIlCBltIon projects 
are c ..... "' .... 
has been important for ensuring that the 
"'J::."Vucu development, which reflects 
9.2 
9.2.1 Optimising the Gains 
The most even though obvious, recommendation of this dissertation, is 
that the ABT .......... u ..... "'. 
and mariculture 
ensure that community participation continues 
evaluation of the participation of communities in 
" .......... ",u'U'U nrn,p,..lr", should occur, and could take the form of workshops, a short 
surveyor other appropriate mechanism. Participants should include arreCl[eO 
communities The evaluation could be useful 
a continued From the summary of issues in 
:2 Information received 
sectoral 
FAMDA. 
their consultants and ABT facilitators. The 










the following participatory aS1)!ects. as ret're~,ented be 
'nr·""",, .. ·<\t,,·rl into the 
Table 9.1: Aspects ofParticipationJ 
Aspect or issue Aim Oh~4-.. ",I,,~ to overcome 
'Grassroots' I&AP involvement. • To ensure that the people 
Local co-ordination. 
Interaction among all I&APs. 
Decentralisation of decision-
makinI?'. 
affected the project are 
involved. 
• For long-term success and 
internalisation of nrojeort 
• For local control over 
project / process which 
encourages a sense of 
ownership. 
• To promote ttrnralnSptanmcy. , 
• To transfer and develop 
skills. 
• To use local kuv"""",,!:;o;;; and 
skills. 
• To develop plans .L ."'-
and to resolve conflicts of 
interest 
• To assert the inclusion 
marginalised communities 
into all tiers of decision-
making. 
• To transfer power to local 
authorities and communities. 
• To promote ownership of 
project / process. 
• To encourage proactive 
decision-making by local 
people. 
• To promote transparency. 
• To promote more equitable 
distribution of resources. 
• AWlIuuy inclusion. 
• Control vested in a 
• Unfair ........ 
individuals or 
groups. 
• Bureau. and 
technocracy. 
• ..... ~ that is 
removed from affected 
communities. 
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Local capacity-building. • To develop human resources • Uneven 




Monitor and audit project • To assess whether projeCt is • of 
regularly with involvement of achieving 
communities. • To encourage local to • weaknesses of 
contribute to assessments and 
since they will ultimately management. 
the effects and 
outcomes more 
• To identify problems which 
can enhance the 
of priority • To build trust and indicate • Outside concerns and 
community concerns that the real concerns of interests foisted onto 
local people are respected. local communities. 
9.2.2 Lessons Learnt 
An important lesson has been that the level of community participation uu, .... ,",,,,",,,,,,, 
sustainability of resource use patterns. The method participant observation 
this study has been very useful for consolidating a list of 'lessons learnt'. 
eS~ior:IS can serve as guidelines for practitioners or facilitators uyt' •• ,I ... i;n ..... in 
'cC)mlmunitv development', especially historically marginalised ""''Vi' ... ' ........... '''' .... . 










Table 9.2: Guidelines for a Community Participation ... h· ........ " 
Lesson 
Facilitation and facilitators of pn~jects are 
crucial in communities which are 
marginalised. 
Socio-political context informs the process of 
Advantage/s 
• For initial identification of IA&Ps and role-
• For initial 
• As initial link between project proponents, 
communities and other role-players. 
• To ensure that objectives are 
ImlPlemente:CI and achieved. 
• To co-ordinate """111111"'11' participation 
education and car)aClltv-
• To ensure that communities participate in 
and management of 
resources from a more informed position. 
• To understand local people, their 
'development'. Thus u ....... """u. 
proponents of projects must 
participants and circumstances and 
n('r'rn''\r~'Ip. this • To understand why and how development, 
context into planning and ma,najgernerlt decisions. 
Continuous communication among all I&APs 
is a powerful participatory tool. 
which leads prnnn·""p:rrn,,,nt can occur. 
• To locate Cle'vel,oplneillt within a national and 
• 
• 
n::gl!m:mvtl, institutional and policy 
framework. 
For among all role-players and 
people affected a not only those 
with power and 




amJp.Tlnmp.nt so that all sectors 
poIIIC}r-maKl!ng, planning and 
management of resources. 
• To activate VU,UUl'" participation in 
and national governance. 
• To share information and ideas. 
• For the of a project. 
• For listening to and credence to the 
views of local 
• For resolving conflicts. 
• To create mechanisms people 










Challenging the status quo is necessary even in • To assert the need for inclusion of all people 
a more democratic South Africa, who have been historically undercapacitated 
OexibJe project 
Show tangible signs of progress and benefits 
wherever possible. 
Foster UOIllsb,ips with local i""'"~''''' 
Develop and use good negotiation 
including available community skins. 
Make use eXiisting community structures. 
Develop parti~~ipat(]lry methods that are 
relevant for the particular project and local 
situation. 
and are not automatically included into 
decision·making and planning, despite more 
enabling policy such as the RDP, 
• To ensure that 1JU1 ....... ", and are 
applied by institutions in a manner that reflects 
the principles of the new Constitution. 
• To assert that 
in stone, 
not met. 
PU""'''';' should never be caste 
if the needs of people are 
• To ensure that the will of bureaucrats does not 
impede progress, but takes direction from the 
people who to benefit from 
service. 
• To ;nl"nnv\T,,,t .. the needs of communities and 
issues arising. 
• To allow for evaluation, monitoring and 
mltlgaltlon as the unfolds. 
• To encourage enthusiasm and commitment. 
• To show dedication towards the 
• To continue momentum of project 
• Toshow 
• To dispel 
that may 
for tradition and culture, 
if there are areas of sensitivity. 
and race differences 
• To encourage participation in projects. 
• To interact confidently with all kinds of role· 
"""'''''''' e:spe:cia,lly in ~"""~'''IS'''b situations. 
• To encourage further development of these 
structures. 
• To 
duplication of skills and resources. 
To avoid potential conflicts within communities. 
• To ensure that people participate 
not merely attend "'"'''LAI''''''' or 
read reports. 
• To ensure that the community supports the 
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• To ensure that communities themselves 
manage the projects and outcomes, as far as 
possible. 
• To ensure that communities are able to carry 
forth project objectives once facilitators or 
development workers withdraw. 
• To enable communities to take over the 
facilitation of a project. 
• To ensure accountability from project 
proponents, facilitators, communities, 
government and other role-players. 
• To ensure that communities are not bystanders 
to their own 'development' but spearhead the 
process. 
Record all discussions and meetings. • To keep track of decisions and comments, so 
that these can feed into plans and reports and 
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9.2.3 Recommendations for Continued Regional Development 
Table 9.3: Recommendations for RegIOnal Development 
=> An in-depth investigation into the allocation of resources must be commissioned at 
Ministerial level. This investigation should incorporate provincial and,national officials, 
community-based resource experts, and community representatives. Government must 
enact its obligation to deliver an equitable share of resources for mine-linked 
communities, as espoused by the various government policies. 
=> Clear guidelines need to be established for foreign funding to ensure outcomes will 
promote resource redistribution and not give unfair advantage to existing and outside 
interests. Foreign funding should adhere to national processes and priorities. 
=> Foreign funders should be encouraged to invest in the region. Existing funders should 
review their role in the Northern Cape, to ensure that funds are used for socio-economic 
empowerment, as far as possible. 
=> Sectoral development plans have vast geographical and long-term implications. They 
cannot be done in isolation of processes such as the CMPP. They must rigorously 
adhere to IEM principles and be placed into an ICZM framework. Care must be taken 
that attempts to fast-track the process of delivery to the communities will not lead to the 
entrenchment of existing interests. 
=> Marginalised communities are currently competing for resources with structures and 
entities that have enjoyed great advantages under the previous regime. Historically 
marginalised communities need to have increased access to socio-economic 
empowerment, than they have at present. They must be informed of issues such as what 
resources there are, what the potential of these resources are, what models exist for co-
management, and what legislative and institutional support they have. 
=> Capacity-building must be extended across the region. The capacity of Namaqualand's 
inhabitants must be built so they have knowledge of their resources and understand their 
rights. 
=> A Community Trust should be formed that will express and insist on community rights 
to resources. The Trust should be able to apply for concessions, permits which can 
provide access to coastal and other resources. 
=> Assets currently under control of Alexkor Ltd must be investigated for their future 
potential. As a result of its geographical position, existing infrastructure and service 
centres, Alexkor Ltd has enormous potential to advance the process of delivery to the 
communities. The potential to do so must not be marred by bureaucratic drag and other 
phenomena that resist the translation of policy into meaningful change at grassroots 
level. 
=> The position of Alexkor Ltd has to be made clear as a matter of urgency. This is the 
responsibility of the Office of Public Enterprises, the department of Mineral and 
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